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Hydrocarbon exploration is based on identification of reservoir location, geom-
etry and size from the interpretation of seismic images. The inherited uncertainty
of the estimations about reservoir volume and properties is improved by accurate
prediction of facies distribution imaged on seismic sections.
Carbonate platform’s heterogeneity at all scales, large scale, whole platform
geometry and sub-seismic facies distribution is achieved with a modified version of
the CarboCAT. The modifications developed for this project include wave energy
calculation, cross-platform sediment transportation and deposition of siliciclastic
sediments.
The seismic behaviour of the produced stratigraphic models is studied with
generation of synthetic seismic images using a new model. The new model uses
grain texture and porosity to calculate the pseudo-acoustic impedance of Carbo-
CAT generated carbonate strata. The new model is validated using sensitivity
analysis based on a real seismic image of a carbonate platform.
The modified version of CarboCAT is used to reproduce the platform geome-
try of Upper Cretaceous (Santonian) outcrops in South-Central Pyrenees, Spain
and the Cenomanian-Turonian Mishrif formation, South Iraq. Modelling of the
Santonian outcrops reveals the controls on platform development and the non-
uniqueness of the platform strata. Modelling of the Cenomanian-Turonian Mishrif
formation shows the platform’s internal structure and calculates the connectivity
and volume of specific strata of interest.
Sensitivity analysis demonstrates the effect of cross-platform sediment trans-
portation and grain size on large scale platform geometry. Furthermore, the inter-
action of sediment transportation and production on the formation of autocycles,
compartmentalisation of platform interior and specific facies distribution is stud-
ied.
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Hydrocarbon exploration is based on identification of reservoir location and prop-
erties from seismic images. Interpretation of seismic images aims to provide es-
timations about the location, volume, and geometry of the reservoirs present.
However, even high quality seismic images have limitations. Different platform
geometries have different lithofacies distributions and thus the location and prop-
erties of carbonate reservoirs vary from one platform to the next. Even platforms
with similar geometries can have very different facies distributions. Facies with
seismically indistinguishable physical properties but which affect reservoir prop-
erties are particularly problematic. Furthermore, strata heterogeneity present in
every carbonate formation cannot be resolved at sub-seismic scales.
Estimation of reservoir parameters from interpretation of seismic images always
includes some uncertainty. Efficient hydrocarbon exploration requires accurate
prediction of the reservoir location and parameters. The inherited uncertainty can
be decreased with the prediction of reservoir location, size, geometry and lithofacies
distributions for each platform.
Lithofacies can recognised on seismic images using specific seismic phases and
frequencies. Furthermore, lithofacies distributions can be estimated from analysis
of seismic images. Even though the achieved results improve the seismic inter-
pretation, the distributions still contain a high degree of uncertainty for efficient
exploration. More details and reduced uncertainty of the estimations of facies
distributions are required.
Stratigraphic forward modelling predicts facies distribution in three dimen-
sions, maps heterogeneity at multiple scales and calculates platform evolution
through time. Several models have been developed in order to predict lithofacies
distribution. The models calculate numerical facies distribution using advanced
algorithms to compute carbonate production, transportation and deposition. To
date, no one model incorporates both heterogeneity at all scales and accurate
descriptions of physical processes that control platform evolution.
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1.2 Aims and Objectives
The aims of this thesis are:
• to predict facies distributions and rock properties of carbonate strata at
sub-seismic scales;
• to study heterogeneity of carbonate platforms at wide range of scales (from
large scale, whole platform to sub-seismic scale);
• enhance prediction of facies distribution and reservoir properties from seismic
images of carbonate platforms.
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The objectives for achieving these aims are:
• improve the existing stratigraphic forward model (CarboCAT);
• study the effect of allogenic and autogenic processes on carbonate platform
heterogeneity;
• identify the controls on large scale platform geometry;
• study the formation and distribution of specific carbonate lithofacies;
• identify the controls on the elastic properties of carbonate strata;
• generate synthetic seismic images;
• identify the signature of heterogeneity on seismic images.
3
2 Stratigraphic theory
This chapter is divided in two sections. The first section is a review of the pro-
cesses controlling deposition of carbonate strata that are relevant to the numerical
modelling used for the goals of this project. Numerical modelling was performed
with CarboCAT Burgess2013. The second section discusses the main principles
of sequence stratigraphic and provides a description of the geometry of carbonate
accumulations.
2.1 General principles
2.1.1 Geochemistry of carbonates
The carbonate strata are mainly composed of calcium carbonate CaCO3. Calcium
carbonate, an ionic complex of carbonic acid,(CO3)
2− and Ca2+ metallic cation
(eq.2.1). CaCO3 forms when the calcium ions concentration reaches a supersatu-
rated stage and calcium bond with carbonate ions. The supersaturation stage for
the calcium ions depends on the amount of carbonate ions present and thus the
pH of the water (Gebauer2008).
Ca+2 + 2HCO−13 = CO2 +H2O + CaCO3 (2.1)
The above process is called abiotic precipitation because formation of calcium
carbonate occurs naturally depending on the concentrations of the elements in the
water. Precipitation of calcium carbonate can be also be biotically controlled, when
living biota in the water use the process to build skeletal structures. Furthermore,
biotically induced formation of CaCO3 is possible when the biota simply initiate
the formation of calcium carbonate without any further control on the process
(Schlager2005).
Formation of CaCO3 is not explicitly modelled as described in eq.(2.1) for this
project. Biotically controlled carbonate production is modelled here as the volume
of in-situ produced carbonate material (see section 3.2).
Calcium carbonate in carbonate sediments appear in three poly-morphs, cal-
cite, aragonite and vaterite. The rhombohedral mineral calcite is the most abun-
dant and thermodynamically stable. Aragonite is the orthorhombic form of CaCO3,
is also common and about 1.5 times more soluble than calcite. Solubility is the
maximum amount of solute (in this case carbonate mineral) that can be dissolved
in 1 litre of water (Morse1990).
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Because aragonite molecule structure is denser compared to calcite (density
2940 kg/m3 of aragonite compared to 2720 kg/m3 of calcite) under high pressure
CaCO3 is crystallised as aragonite. Vaterite is the hexagonal form of CaCO3.
Vaterite is only observed in natural systems as metastable form relative to calcite.
Vaterite is 3.7 times more soluble than calcite.
Even though Ca2+ is by far the most common element that forms ionic com-
plexes with the carbonic acid, several other minor elements do it as well. The most
common metallic anions observed in carbonate sediments are Mg2+, Fe2+, Mn2+,
Sr2+, Co2+ and Zn2+. Substitution of the Ca2+ from magnesium or manganese
and iron (the most common cases) produce a range of carbonate structures with
crystals in various crystal systems and various degrees of stability (Morse1990).
From all the metallic anions that substitute Ca2+ in the ionic complexes, the
most important one is magnesium. Magnesian calcites Ca(Mg)CO3 are an impor-
tant subgroup of CaCO3 minerals. The substitution of Ca
2+ with Mg2+ affects
the solubility of the calcites. A magnesian calcite with approximately 11% mole
MgCO3 can be as stable as a pure aragonite. The most important product of
magnesium substitution is the formation of dolomite, CaMg(CO3)2.
Dolomite is one of the most abundant sedimentary carbonate minerals. For a
wide range of temperatures (from 500oC to 1100oC) and up to 50 mole % Mg2+
instead of Ca2+, a two phase product of calcilte/dolomite is stable. The stable
calcite becomes progressively enriched in magnesium (dolomite) with increasing
temperature. For lower temperatures, equivalent to the surface temperature, a
calcite containing no magnesium would be stable and would coexist with a 50-50
mole % dolomite. For mineral compositions with more than 50% mole Mg2+,
dolomite is the more stable mineral phase and shallow waters are supersaturated
with respect to this carbonate mineral (Morse1990).
Modern shallow-marine sea waters are super-saturated with respect to most
carbonate minerals. The saturation level of sea water changes mainly with depth,
with deep waters being under-saturated with respect to most carbonate minerals.
The water depth at which sea water becomes under-saturated with respect to cal-
cite and thus the rate of dissolution of calcite increases is called lysocline. Modern
shallow marine carbonate sediments consist primary of aragonite and magnesian
calcites. Palaeozoic carbonate sediments tended to be more calcitic. Mesozoic and
Tertiary carbonates become progressively more aragonitic (Moore2001).
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2.1.2 Carbonate accumulations
Carbonate sediments are the result of mainly biotic actions. Though abiotic precip-
itation of carbonate sediment is an important producing factor, the great majority
of carbonate sediments are in-situ produced in shallow, warm waters by carbonate
secreting organisms (Emery1996).
Inorganically dominated carbonate production is mainly comprised of coated
grains, ooids, peloids and clasts. In contrast, organically produced carbonate sed-
iments are in the form of highly structured CaCO3 skeletal material of organisms
such as corals, foraminifera, bivalves and algae (Emery1996).
The necessary materials for the carbonate producing biota derive from dis-
solved minerals of the sea and photosynthesis. Photosynthesis can be very simply
described as:
CO2 +H2O + solar energy = O2 + CH2O (2.2)
where CH2O is called formaldehyde and is a very simple organic compound.
The survival and growth of the carbonate producing biota is directly related
to photosynthesis. Photosynthesis produces the necessary organic matter and
oxygen for the organisms and also removes CO2 from the water. Reduced amounts
of dissolved CO2 in the sea water changes the pH of the water and favours the
formation of CaCO3 as described in eq.(2.1).
Carbonate accumulations show similarities that are directly related to environ-
mental conditions controlling production, transportation and accumulation of sedi-
ment. The general characteristics of carbonate accumulations are (Schlager2005):
• carbonate biota tend to build elevated localised accumulations. Optimal
conditions in an area allow carbonate bodies to rise above sea floor, forming
a carbonate build-up;
• carbonate production is highest at the light saturated zone due to photosyn-
thesis and thus carbonates build up to or close to the sea surface;
• the spatial distribution of environmental factors that control production and
transportation creates differential production rates at different areas. Areas
with higher production rates build higher than adjacent areas;
• carbonate accumulations tend to steepen with height of production and are
generally steeper than the siliciclastic accumulations (Schlager1986). Bind-
ing of slope sediment and early cementation are the main reasons of steeper
carbonate slopes. Low gradient carbonate slopes are also common.
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The sediment fabric and grain size are related to slope height and angle. The
composition of slope sediment is controlled by sediment reaction to gravity field,
shear stress and transportation type. Grain supported fabrics build slopes with
angles varying from 12o to 40o, whereas mud supported fabrics show slope angles
up to 15o (Kenter1990).
Modelling of organically produced sediments in CarboCAT is linked to photo-
synthesis and more specifically light. Calculation of in-situ carbonate production
for this project, is directly related to the amount of light available in the water col-
umn. Calculation of in-situ carbonate production is a measure of the final outcome
of the photosynthetic process only, but photosynthesis itself is not modelled. Fur-
thermore, simulated carbonate accumulations display all four of the characteristics
mentioned by Schlager2005 (see section 3.2).
2.1.3 Controls on carbonate production
Production of carbonate material is a property of the carbonate secreting organ-
isms and is controlled by a number of factors. Additionally to light, necessary
for photosynthesis, and water temperature, necessary for the carbonate biota to
survive, a number of controls have been identified (Pomar2004):
• nutrients;
• water energy conditions;
• water chemistry;
• depth of the sea floor;
• competitive displacement;
• substrate requirements;
• biological and evolutionary trends.
Unlike siliciclastic systems where strata geometry is controlled by hydrody-
namic conditions only, in carbonate systems strata geometry and facies distribution
is an interplay between physical controls and biological production. The biological
production has three broad environmental controls. First, ecological requirements,
that change as the biota evolve, second, atmospheric and oceanic chemistry and
third, regional hydrodynamic settings (Pomar2008a).
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the relationship of physical and biological controls on
carbonate accumulations. Black squares mark external (to the producing biota)
factors equivalent to siliciclastic strata. Blue squares are biologically controled
factors. Redrawn from Pomar2008a
Ecological requirements are the optimal conditions in terms of water tempera-
ture, concentrations of O2 and CO2, Ca
2+ in the water, nutrients supply, light
and water salinity that are necessary for the living biota to grow. Different species
have different optimal ecological conditions while the species evolve as the condi-
tions change. The regional hydrodynamic conditions control nutrient availability
and water energy conditions in the direct environment of the producing biota.
(Fig.2.1).
A number of additional factors can affect carbonate production in each area as
well. These factors range from over-fishing which causes increased fleshy macro-
algal abundance on reefs (Zaneveld2016), to dredging for coastal construction
(Erftemeijer2012), to sewage pollution (Wear2015), to tourism that might dis-
turb or completely alter the local conditions, among others. Even though these
factors can have a significant effect on carbonate producing communities, it is only
the factors that affect carbonate production globally that are discussed here.
Most studies on the controls on carbonate production focus on coral produc-
tion since corals are the most common reef builders in modern carbonate settings.
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Corals (and all the other carbonate producing organisms that produced highly
structure skeletal material) have adapted to live and thrive within specific envi-
ronmental and ecological conditions. Environmental conditions that show values
outside the optimal range for corals, are defined as stressors.
The effect of stress on coral communities depends on the ability of the corals
to counter-balance the stress (resilience) and the magnitude of the stress. If the
stress effects overcome the resilience of the corals, a disease is formed. A disease
is any disorder of vital body functions or organs of the coral and their symbiotic
zooxanthellae (Sutherland2004).
Zooxanthellae is a photosynthetic algae that lives in a mutualistic symbiosis
on the coral tissue. The coral provides a protected environment and compounds
for photosynthesis and the zooxanthellae provide oxygen and other products of
photosynthesis necessary for the coral survival (noaa).
The disease induction mechanisms are associated with pathogens such as bac-
teria, cyanobacteria and fungi. Corals and zooxanthellae are resilient to almost all
diseases but environmental or anthropogenic stress factors enhance the action of
the pathogens (Sutherland2004).
The same factors that cause stress to corals, generate favourable conditions for
other benthic communities that compete with corals and cause further reef degra-
dation. Macro-algae and cyanobactieria are the most hurtful of these competitors
which are both greatly benefited from increased nutrients influx (eutrophication)
and raised water temperatures. Bakker2017 reported that the benthic communi-
ties of the Caribbean reefs of Curacao and Bonnaire are dominated by cyanobac-




The global spatial distribution of modern coral reefs (Fig.2.2) reveals that the
great majority of reefs is located in waters with surface temperature in the range
of 20 − 30oC. Water temperatures higher that the optimal temperature window
for corals cause stress which can lead to disease and in extreme cases even death.
The most common temperature related disease in modern corals is bleaching.
Bleaching occurs when corals expel their symbiotic zooxanthellae and lose their
colour. Bleaching is not always terminal for the corals. It directly leads to lower
reproductive outcome, skeletal growth and calcification rates (Sutherland2004).
When temperature conditions return to normal it is possible for corals to regain
their symbiont and recover from bleaching but repeated events or the stress from
other factors can cause coral mortality.
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Figure 2.2: Global distribution of modern coral reefs with average sea surface
temperature (SST). Most coral communities thrive in waters where temperature
rarely falls below 22oC. The 20oC isotherm (green colour region) loosely follows the
30o latitude indicating the significance of temperature over light (solar radiation).
After https://biomessixth10.wikispaces.com/Coral+Reef+Home.
Bleaching is caused by microbial communities on the mucus layer of the corals.
The mucus environment of corals is rich in nutrients and thus is a host of wide
variety of microbial communities. Most of the microbial communities are beneficial
to the corals with some pathogens in low numbers through the effect of coral
induced antibiotics. Thermal stress causes loss of antibiotic activity or pathogens
became immune to them. Both cases result to a shift from mucus dominated by
beneficial microbes to pathogen domination (Mao-Jones2010).
Once the shift has occurred, corals expel their zooxanthellae and all the sym-
bions and bleaching takes place. Normal temperature conditions after bleaching
are not enough for coral recovery. Full recovery of corals occurs when pathogen
population decreases which requires water temperature to drop to unfavourable
levels for the pathogen (Mao-Jones2010).
2.1.4.2 Nutrients
Despite their high production rates, corals thrive in low nutrient environment
(Hallock2005). The ability of corals to survive in nutrient poor environments is
attributed to symbiotic zooxanthellae. The symbiosis is mutually beneficial only in
environments with low nutrient supply. High nutrient supply tends to destabilise
the system and negatively effect the corals in a predictable manner. The response
of corals to increased nutrification is (Hallock2005):
• decline in the coral population;
• increase in benthic macroalgae population;
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• increase in cyanobacterial densities;
• increased rates of bio-erosion;
• loss of reef structure.
While low or medium flows of organic matter can have positive effects on
both corals and zooxanthellae since they gain some of the required energy from
the available organic matter, it is the flows of high amount of organic mater that
causes problems. Higher concentrations of organic matter disproportionally benefit
organisms that compete with corals (Fabricius2005).
Moreover, dissolved inorganic matter and specifically nitrates and phosphates
directly harms corals as inorganic matter is used preferentially by zooxanthel-
lae. As the zooxanthellae populations grow they deplete the available CO2 for
photosynthesis and the depleted CO2 becomes a limiting factor for calcification.
(Fabricius2005).
2.1.4.3 Water chemistry
Photosynthesis alters the chemistry of sea water (eq.2.2) by reducing the water’s
acidity and promoting calcification. The form of the produced CaCO3 (calcite or
aragonite) depends on the concentration of Ca2+ and more specifically the Mg/Ca
ratio. Mg/Ca ratio higher than 4 favours formation of aragonitic shells which are
more stable and stronger than the calcitic shells (Hallock2005).
In Cretaceous and Paleogene shallow, tropical seas the Mg/Ca ratio were
around 3 and thus the most abundant form of CaCO3 was calcite. In the Neo-
gene the Mg/Ca ratio of the tropical, shallow seas typically exceeded 3 and thus
aragonite became the most efficient CaCO3 form.
As atmospheric concentration of CO2 increases, more (CO2)aq enters the sea
water and reacts with the available carbonic acid CO2−3 (eq.2.3). Decreased con-
centrations of carbonic acid reduce the calcium carbonate or aragonite saturation
state. Aragonite saturation Ω is defined as the ratio of the product of the ions con-
centration of calcium carbonate to its solubility (Hoegh-Guldberg2007) (eq.2.4)
H2O + (CO2)aq + CO
2−





Carbonate accretion becomes zero (and as a result reef accretion becomes neg-
ative under the effect of erosion) when aragonitic saturation drops to values of 3.3
or lower which corresponds to CO2 atmospheric concentration of 380ppm. Modern
days CO2 concentrations of 400ppm and increasing means the optimal conditions
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Figure 2.3: Global distribution of aragonite saturation Ω predicted to occur at
different atmospheric CO2 concentrations (number on the top left in ppm). Pink
dots indicate locations of modern shallow reefs. Today’s atmospheric CO2 con-
centration of 400ppm corresponds somewhere between the middle and the bottom
panel of the left side. The 3.3 threshold for reef conservation corresponds to dark
blue indicating that favourable water conditions are shrinking. Modified from
Hoegh-Guldberg2007.
for new reefs are very restricted and existing reefs are in danger of loosing mass
(Fig.2.3) (Hoegh-Guldberg2007).
2.1.4.4 Siliciclastic sediment supply
Additionally to carbonate sediment produced in-situ, siliciclastic sediment may be
supplied to a carbonate system from external sources. The majority of sediment
supplied to carbonate systems is via rivers which carry the products of land or
coastal erosion. The erosional material delivered to a carbonate platform will be
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here collectively referred to as siliciclastics in order to differentiate it from organic
clasts or dissolved organic matter.
Depending on the hydrodynamic conditions around the source, larger grain size
siliciclastics are deposited within a few kilometres from the river mouth, while fine
grains may stay in suspension and transported longer distances. Both deposited
and suspended siliciclastics are stressors for carbonate producing organisms. The
effect of siliciclastics on carbonate production is directly related to concentration
of siliciclastics. In coral colonies, siliciclastic stress increases linearly with the du-
ration of particle suspension and the amount of sediment supply (Fabricius2005).
High supply rates that completely cover the corals can kill exposed coral tissue
within a period of few days. Lower supply rates that do not completely cover corals
reduce photosynthesis by increasing light attenuation in the case of suspended
sediment. Deposited sediment increases the energy requirements of the corals
since the settled particles need to be removed (Fabricius2005).
Suspended particles scatter the available light in the water column. Light
scattering is related to the mean size of the particles and apparent density (dry
weight / wet volume). More importantly maybe, light scattering depends on the
particles ”wet” size. As suspended particles bound together, they trap some water
in the spaces between the solid matter. This process results to formation of bigger
but less dense particles with smaller specific scattering coefficient compared to
equal size ”dry” particles (Bowers2009).
Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) attenuation coefficient is mainly re-
lated to changes in suspended particulate matter during both the wet and dry
conditions. Attenuation of PAR from dissolved organic matter and water is less
significant (Lund-Hansen2010).
Storlazzi2015 studied light attenuation in the laboratory and confirmed that
higher suspended sediment concentrations, finer grain size and longer suspension
times have higher PAR attenuation coefficients. The authors identified that sed-
iment grain colours also affect light attenuation with darker or red grain colours
attenuating PAR more efficiently.
Photosynthetically active radiation is a spectral integral of solar radiation
in the visible light spectrum from 400 to 700nm. The 400-700nm wavelengths
are utilised by photosynthetic organisms. Because PAR covers a range of wave-
lengths, the attenuation coefficient K(PAR) varies at different water depths. The
upper-most portion of the water column shows very high K(PAR) because longer
wavelengths (≈ 700nm) are absorbed faster than shorter wavelengths (≈ 400nm)
(Storlazzi2015).
The removal of settled siliciclastic particles increases the energy requirements
of the carbonate producers. The same time, reduced PAR from light scattering
and absorption due to suspended particles restricts photosynthesis and thus energy
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production. The limited available energy results to reduced rates of calcification
and reduced tissue thickness of each animal which combined affect colony survival
(Fabricius2005). Table 2.1 illustrates a summary of the effect of each main
parameter of the terrestrial run off on coral communities.
Table 2.1: Summary of direct effects of terrestrial sedimentation on the growth
and survival of adult coral colonies. The arrows indicate the relative strength and
effect of each parameter. Arrows pointing up or down: positive or negative effect.
Half arrows: weak effect, single arrows: moderate effect, double arrows: Strong ef-
fect. Dash indicates no effect. N:Nitrates, P:Phosphates, POM:Particulate organic
matter. Modified from Fabricius2005
Disolved
N P
POM Light reduction Siliciclastics
Calcification    ⇓ ⇓
Tissue thickness – – ↑ ↓ ⇓
Zooxanthellae density ⇑ –   ↓
Photosynthesis ↑ ↑ ↑ ⇓ ⇓
Adult colony survival – – ↑ ↓ ⇓
A new algorithm has been developed in CarboCAT to simulate the introduction
and deposition of siliciclastic material on a carbonate platform. The algorithm
also calculates the effect of siliciclastics on carbonate production based on the




The lateral distribution of facies reflects energy levels, topography and organic ac-
tivity. Topography is directly related to the geometry of the platform while organic
activity is controlled by the physical properties of the platform (Lucia1999). Key
controls of the energy distribution over the platform are the platform topography
and wind waves.
Wind or wind-generated waves are water particle oscillations in the water free
surface. The factors that influence the formation, size and shape of actual wind
waves are (SPM1984):
• wind speed. The strength of the wind defines the amount of energy that is
transferred to the water molecules;
• wind duration. The time for which the wind has blown over a given area;
• fetch area. The uninterrupted distance of open water over which the wind
blows;
• water depth.
A set of wind and fetch conditions can generate a specific wind wave in deep
water or fully developed sea. Not fully developed or limited sea conditions imply
that the water depth limits the size of the generated wind wave. Wind waves
are also called gravity waves because the returning force necessary for bringing
equilibrium is gravity.
Wind waves are usually defined by their height, length and period (Fig.2.4).
Wave height is the vertical distance from the top of the crest to the bottom of the
trough. Wave length is the horizontal distance between two successive crests and
wave period is the time in seconds between successive crests passing a given point.
Figure 2.4: Wave characteristics (SPM1984)
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Figure 2.5: Sketch showing the wave base and particle movement of a wave. The
size of the oscillation decreases with depth and becomes zero at the wave base.
Below wave base there is no water movement from the wave. In deep water waves
do not affect the sea bottom.
Wind conditions over the fetch area generate waves that move in the wind
direction. Wave propagation in deep water carries forward only the waveform and
energy, but not mass. Water particles oscillate in nearly circular paths and return
to their initial positions when the waveform has passed them. The size of these
orbits is defined by the wave height and length, is greatest at the surface and
decreases fast with depth. Below a certain depth which is equal to half the wave
length, water particles stay still. The maximum depth that a wind wave can move
water is called wave base (see Fig.2.5). If the water depth is less than the wave
base, the wave is in touch with the sea floor, water action does not decease with
depth and orbits are more elliptical.
The maximum depth that wave motion reaches is controlled by its length while
the wave height contains the wave energy. The wave’s energy is proportional to





where E is the wave energy in J/m2, ρ is the water density in kg/m3, g is the
acceleration of gravity in m/s2 and H is the wave height in m.
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The maximum height of a propagating wave in deep water depends on the
amount of energy that has passed to the water column from the wind. The wave
height is limited by the maximum wave steepness which is defined as the ratio of
the wave height to wave length. Waves with steepness values less than 0.14 are
stable whereas steepness values greater than 0.14 cause instability.
Waves that move from deep water to more shallow water change their shape as
a function of depth. For water depths less than the wave base, waves are in contact
with the sea floor, grow taller and their steepness changes. When the steepness
reaches the instability threshold, the wave breaks and its energy is dissipated very
fast. The depth at which the wave breaks depends on the wave height and it is
called break depth (SPM1984).
Bretschneider1958 revised a prediction system developed earlier by Sver-
drup and Munk in what is often called the SMB method from the initials of the
researchers that developed it. The SMB method predicts wave height, length and
period for both deep and shallow water from the wind speed and fetch length.
The wave height H for deep water for any fetch length and wind conditions is
calculated from the SMB method using eq.(2.6). The wave period T is given from
eq.(2.7) and the wave length L from eq.(2.8). The Sverdrup-Munk-Bretschneider
Nomogram (Fig.2.6) allows visual estimation of the maximum wave height for

























where g is the acceleration of gravity in m/s2, u is the wind speed in m/s and
F is the fetch length in m
Eq.(2.6) and eq.(2.8) calculate the maximum wave height and the maximum
wavelength that can be generated for any given wind conditions and fetch dimen-
sions. Waves with smaller heights and wavelengths than the maximum predicted
are also generated under the same conditions.
Furthermore, eq.(2.6) and eq.(2.8) do not include the effect of wind duration on
wave generation. For both equations it is assumed that wind blows enough time
over the fetch area to generate the calculated waves. In reality, wind conditions
and thus wave energy are highly variable with time ranging from wind gusts, in a
time scale of minutes, to seasonal wind patterns in a time scale of months.
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Figure 2.6: Simplified Sverdrup-Munk-Bretschneider Nomogram. The diagram
displays the maximum wave height in feet generated from different fetch areas and
wind conditions. From noaa
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Figure 2.7: Examples of wave size as spectral density from the buoy 42040 (map
inset in C) at two different days. A-Hourly observations that show bimodal wave
energy distribution. Two different water depths (20m-fair weather wave base and
105m-storm weather wave base) can be identified. B-Hourly observations that
show unimodal energy distribution and one wave base for all waves. C-Cumulative
probability of a wave encountering the sediment-water interface. Data from two
groups of buoys were used. One group (grey dots and lines) in the gulf of Mexico
and a different group (black dots and lines) in the west Atlantic. Modified from
Peters2012.
All these imply that both break depth and wave base are actually not well
defined water depth surfaces but zones of water depths. Peters2012 using data
from buoys in the Gulf of Mexico and west Atlantic identified both bimodal and
unimodal wave energy distributions with wave base. The authors also identified
that despite the time variability of the wave size, the cumulative probability of a
wave to affect the sediment-water interface decreases smoothly with water depth
(Fig.2.7).
A new algorithm has been developed in CarboCAT to simulate the effect of
wind generated waves on carbonate production. The algorithm takes as input
wind conditions and fetch area length and calculates wave energy distribution,
wave base and break depth. Furthermore, model runs have been used to study the
effect of wave energy on small and large scale facies distribution (see section 5.4)
2.1.5.2 Erosion and transportation
Erosion is defined as the removal of weathered sediment or rocks by the forces of
water, wind or ice. Physical, chemical and biological processes are responsible for
the breakdown and removal of carbonate rocks. Physical or mechanical erosion
breaks the rocks into small clasts through mechanical stress. Chemical erosion
dissolves the rocks into solution, while bio-erosion is referred to the disintegration
of rocks caused by an organism (Pidwirny2006).
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Mechanical erosion is unevenly distributed over carbonate depositional envi-
ronments. It is more intense at platform margins where wave energy is higher and
less intense in restricted environments and deep waters. Various sources supply
the necessary energy for physical erosion. Mechanical erosion is fuelled mainly by
the wave energy and gravity.
Gravity moves a body of sediment vertically and horizontally from unstable
slopes towards an equilibrium point, usually to the basin of the system (Peel2014).
Slope stability characterises conditions in which geologic materials move sponta-
neously on surface slope. A measure of the stability of single grain on a horizontal
surface is called angle of repose. The angle of repose is the steepest angle rela-
tive to the horizontal plane to which motion does not occur. The angle or repose
depends on the shape of the grain (Julien2010).
Slope stability is modelled in CarboCAT but the angle of repose is not explic-
itly defined. Slope stability is quantified as the maximum bathymetric difference
threshold above which sediment is mobilised and the threshold is defined for each
numerical facies (see section 3.2). The effect of slope stability in whole scale plat-
form geometry is studied with a series of model runs (see section 7).
Dissolution of carbonates due to chemical erosion is very limited at the surface
waters and small water depths but much more intensive in the deep ocean. Shoal
waters are practically saturated with respect to calcite and only the high magne-
sium contents dissolve. Deep oceans are unsaturated with respect to CaCO3 and
higher dissolution occurs. Moreover, carbonates dissolve above sea level in the
presence of fresh water.
Bio-erosion of carbonates is particularly intensive because they consist of rela-
tively soft minerals. The organic matter in the carbonate minerals is an incentive
for organisms to attack the grains. Bio-erosion increases with nutrient supply and
is responsible for limited growth and accumulation rates of carbonates.
Depending on the grain size of the eroded material and the forces exerted on
each grain, material can be picked up, a process known as entrainment and moved
smaller or larger distances, a process known as transportation (Fig.2.8).
Sediments in transportation are distinguished in two groups:
• bedload. The portion of the sediment that is moving along the bed and most
of the time maintains contact with the bed;
• suspended load. The portion of the sediment that is carried in suspension
and almost never touches the bed.
Generally, silt and clay size particles enter suspension while sand and coarser
material roll and slide in contact with the bed.
When the energy exerted on the sediment particles drops below a specific value
for each grain size and type of transportation, erosion stops and the sediment is
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Figure 2.8: For each site within a carbonate system, sediment accumulation (with
volume v) is the sum of in-situ produced sediment and deposition of transported
sediment. At any site, not all in-situ produced material accumulates. Depending
on the hydrodynamic conditions at each site, a portion of the in-situ produced
material is available for transportation (with volume u) or a portion of the trans-
ported material gets deposited. For perfect sources (site 0) all the accumulated
sediment comes from in-situ production. For perfect sinks (site n+1) all the ac-
cumulated sediment is deposited transported material. Arrows pointing upwards
indicate removal of sediment from a site. Downward arrows indicate sediment
deposition. Modified from Tipper2016.
deposited. The amount of deposited sediment depends mainly on the energy level
at the position of deposition.
A new sediment transportation algorithm has been developed in CarboCAT.
The new transportation algorithm simulates bedload transportation of sediment
clasts from water currents. The algorithm calculates the total shear stress exerted
on carbonate clasts from water currents and the gravitational forces. Transporta-
tion is performed when the total shear stress exceeds an energy grater than the
threshold for entrainment while deposition occurs when the energy drops below
the threshold. Furthermore, transportation is also initiated when the bathymetry
exceeds the slope stability threshold for each facies (see section 5.6).
2.1.5.3 Water Depth
Almost all controls on facies distribution (wave energy, light penetration, water
temperature and nutrient supply) are water depth-dependent and scale-dependent
processes. For large scales (whole platform scale) there is a deterministic relation-
ship between facies distribution and water depth.
This deterministic relationship allows for interpretation of water depth and
sedimentological environments from strata geometries and their lateral and vertical
distribution. Deep basin depositional environments accumulate sediments that
have different lithological properties and texture from sediments deposited on the
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slope and both differ from sediments deposited in shallow tidal flats.
For smaller scales (outcrop or smaller) or shallow water depths the interplay
between all the physical processes that control facies distribution poses a question
to what extent water depth uniquely controls facies.
Rankey2004 performed statistical analysis of the biological habitats and sedi-
mentological facies from a shallow (water depths less than 9m), carbonate platform
at Key Largo, Florida and concluded that water depth does not uniquely control
water facies distribution. The author also identified that for water depths greater
than 10m there is 0 % uncertainty in the prediction of facies distribution compared
to 83% uncertainty for water depths less than 8m
Purkis2005 studied a shallow sub-tidal Holocene carbonate ramp between
Abu Dhabi and Dubai with maximum water depth 6m below the lowest tide and
found that fractal output patterns for all lithofacies are present in the ramp for a
wide range of observational scales (from 103 to 106 m2). Fractal properties indicate
scale invariance and thus a fractal carbonate depositional system will look the same
in all scales. Fractal properties imply that the controlling factors create a scale
invariant facies distribution and thus there is no deterministic relationship between
water depth and facies distribution.
Bosence2008 studied the peritidal facies transitions in the depositional mar-
gin of a carbonate mount in Florida Keys and concluded, contrary to the previous
studies, that facies transitions followed water depth very closely. Maloof2012
studied peritidal carbonate accumulations as well at Triple Goose Creek, north-
west Andros island, Bahamas and also concluded that the distribution of facies is
a function of water depth and not random.
Purkis2012a studied the lateral anisotropy of facies on the Saipan island,
a modern rimmed lagoon north of Guam in the Marianne Archipelago. They
measured the anisotropy along all directions for multiple scales (from 100m to 1km
with lateral resolution of 4m) on the platform. Statistical analysis using Markov
chains of the measured anisotropy revealed that assessment of anisotropy varies
little when measured on scales of hundreds of meters to a few km and as result the
use of water depth dependent depositional environments is justified. Even though
some areas follow a water depth dependent relation, some others could not be
constrained to water depth only. An almost equal prevalence of strongly isotropic
and strongly anisotropic areas exists (Purkis2012a).
Purkis2015 used remote sensing imagery, field observations and hydrody-
namic models for two reef-rimmed shore-attached carbonate platforms in the Red
Sea to show that the combination of water depth and hydrodynamic conditions
explained facies distribution very well. Furthermore, the authors concluded that
facies distributions though are not related either to water depth or energy levels
when the parameters are considered isolated from each other.
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The results of Purkis2015 that facies distribution is controlled by water depth
and energy conditions agree with the conclusions of all the previously mentioned
studies and define the limits of the deterministic water depth-facies relationship.
Hydrodynamic conditions are variable only above the wave base and below the
break depth and thus this is the scale where the deterministic relationship is not
valid. The failure of the deterministic relationship generates exchangeable facies
across some water depth ranges.
For large scale (whole platform) facies distribution is only controlled by water
depth because energy levels are high only on the top few tens of meters water
depth. For smaller scales and water depths above the wave base, facies distribution
is better predicted by the combination of water depth and energy conditions.
For even smaller scales (10-100s of meters or above the break depth or peritidal
environments) the deterministic water depth relationship appears valid again due
to very low energy conditions.
Modelling of carbonate strata with CarboCAT involves a wide range of scales
from big scale-whole platform geometries to small scale-facies transitions relation-
ships. Implementation of facies competition rules, wave energy conditions and
sediment transportation allows simulation of all physical controls on facies distri-
bution.
2.1.6 Carbonate factories
The carbonate factory is an open dynamic system as the environmental conditions
affect the ability of the living biota to grow which in turn modify the environmen-
tal conditions around them. The carbonate factory is a spatially and temporally
dynamic system, capable of occurring at a range of depths depending on the en-
vironmental factors and the available biota (Wright2005).
Based on the character of biogenic carbonate production of Mesozoic and Ceno-
zoic, three carbonate factories have been identified, the benthic automicrite factory,
neritic lime-mud factory and the skeletal factory (Pomar2008).
The benthic automicrite factory represents a type of carbonate facies precipi-
tated by the interplay of inorganic and organic chemical reactions. The factory is
light independent and represents biotically induced carbonate production. Precip-
itation of CaCO3 occurs from microbes and bacteria associated with degradation
of organic matter. The main source of the necessary organic matter was mainly
photosynthetic metazoan communities (sponges) and cyanobacteria.
Precipitation of CaCO3 in the neritic lime-mud factory is the result of micro-
bial calcification. Micritic carbonate precipitates occur when photosynthesis from
cyanobacteria, algae and phytoplagton is de-coupled from cell growth in well lit
and nutrients rich environments. The abundance of nutrients provide the necessary
energy for photo-autotrophic cells which use photosynthesis to fix carbon excess.
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Figure 2.9: A. Time variations in the Mg/Ca ratio in the seawater, atmo-
spheric CO2, occurance of fine-grained calcareous limestones-marl alterations
and smoothed average calcium concentration. B. Resulting predominant type
of carbonate factory over the Mesozoic and Cenozoic. Pm:Permian, Tr: Trias-
sic, J: Jurassic, K: Cretaceous, Pg:Palaiogene, Ng:Neogene; LBF: Large benthic
foraminifera, C: Corals, RA: Crystalline red algal. Modified from Pomar2008
The skeletal factory is the main biotically controlled carbonate precipitation
process. CaCO3 is formed as highly structure crystals either for building of hard
shells (skeleton) or regulation of pH and concentration of Ca2+ in the environ-
ment of the living biota. The skeletal factory operates in rather narrow range of
environmental conditions.
Pomar2008 identified the environmental conditions in terms of concentrations
of CO2, O and Ca and the Mg/Ca ratio for the Mesozoic and Cenozoic and
estimated the importance of each factory through time (Fig.2.9).
Based on the mean temperature of the sea water, carbonate factories are
distinguished in tropical, cool water and mud-mound factories (Schlager2003)
(Fig.2.10-A). The tropical shallow-water factory is dominated by biotically con-
trolled (mainly photo-autotrophic) and abiotic precipitates; cool-water factory,
dominated by biotically controlled (mainly heterotrophic) precipitates and the
mud-mound factory, dominated by biotically induced (mainly microbial) and abi-
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Figure 2.10: Carbonate factories and their growth potential. A-The three tem-
perature based carbonate factories and their main precipitation modes (thicker
lines). The tropical and the cool water factories are mainly comprised of biotically
controlled preciitation. Biotically induced precipitatin dominates the mud mound
factory. B-Production potential with depth of the three factories. The tropical
factory shows the highest rates concentrated in the euphotic zone. The other two
factories are light independent with unknown lower limits of production. Both
factories have lower production rates than the the tropical one. Modified from
Schlager2003.
otic precipitates.
The mud-mound factory corresponds to the benthic automicrite factory of
Pomar2008 while the tropical factory corresponds to both niritic-lime and skele-
tal factories of Pomar2008.
The ability of carbonate factories to grow and thus produce sediment is called
growth potential. The growth potential is a property of the dynamic system and
varies with factories (Fig.2.10-B) and with time (Schlager2005). The growth
potential is a measurement of the maximum amount of sediment that can be
produced from each factory. The amount of sediment that is actually produced
depends on the ecological and physical conditions in each area and the available
accommodation.
Growth rates of carbonate factories are related but are not the same as depo-
sition and accumulation rates. Growth rates and local hydrodynamics conditions
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Figure 2.11: Distribution of morphotypes and growth potential of Vaccinites and
Gorjanovicia rudists species in differetn depositional environments. IP: individual
production, PCP: potential community production. Horizontal distance is several
kilometres and exaggerated vertical scale. Modified from Steuber2000.
control the amount of deposited material and thus the depositional rates. High
depositional rates imply high growth rates but the reverse relationship is not al-
ways valid. Highly energetic environments could show low depositional rates even
for high growth rates factories.
Hydrodynamic conditions, erosion, transportation and growth rates also con-
trol the accumulation of sediment. High accumulation rates imply high deposi-
tional rates and thus growth. Low accumulation rates or even depositional hiatuses
do not uniquely indicate low (or lack of) growth rates.
Growth potential shows a specific spatial distribution over a carbonate platform
with growth potential on platform margins significantly higher than the inner
shelf lagoonal settings (Fig.2.11). Low turbulence on the interior prevents the
transportation of bioclastic material which restricts the number of individuals
that could establish. Moreover, bio-deposits and inorganic sediment stays longer
in suspension on the interior affecting the water chemistry and physical conditions
(Steuber2000).
Mallela2007 studied coral reef encrusted communities along a gradient of
riverine influence (decreased turbidity, light attenuation, sedimentation and nutri-
ent supply with increasing distance away from the river mouth) in Jamaica and
concluded that elevated riverine input and reduced wave energy were associated
with lower carbonate production. Clear waters due to high wave action show higher
density of encrusted coral communities and thus higher CaCO3 productivity.
Modelling of carbonate production in CarboCAT simulates all three carbon-
ates factories of Schlager2003. The tropical shallow-water factory with highest
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production rates concentrated in the euphotic zone is simulated using an euphotic
factory in CarboCAT. The two light-independent, cool water and mud mound fac-
tory, are simulated using an oligophotic/aphotic factory in CarboCAT (see section
5.1).
Growth rates of carbonate factories are simulated in CarboCAT as production
rates of numerical facies. Each numerical facies has a fully defined production rate
that represents the maximum amount of sediment that can be produced from that
facies under optimal conditions (see section 3.2). The amount of sediment that
actually accumulates in each position, which represent the accumulation rate at
this position, is calculated based on sediment transportation and deposition based
on hydrodynamic conditions.
2.1.7 Population dynamics
Carbonate producing organisms that comprise the carbonate factories do not live
isolated from each other but are part of bigger populations. A population is a
group of individuals of the same species who live together in the same habitat.
Furthermore, populations of other animals might be present in the same area.
The interactions and the relations between members of the same population and
between members of different populations control the size of the populations and
their lateral expansion(Turchin2003).
In areas with more than one populations, all populations have to co-exist in
a finite space and share some finite resources. Relationships develop between
different populations and members of the same population in order to survive. The
most important relationship models are predator-prey relationship, competition
and cooperation (Turchin2003).
The predatory prey model consists of a population of predators that foray
on a population of preys. Members of these populations cannot co-exist next to
each other since the predator consumes the prey. The survival of both population
depends on the survival of the other (Turchin2003).
A competitive situation occurs when several species compete for the same re-
sources. In this case the populations can exist next to each other and the size
of each population affects the size of the other. If one population goes extinct,
the size of the other population increases to a number controlled by the available
resources (Turchin2003).
The opposite situation is cooperation or symbiosis. There are three possible
types of symbiosis commensalism, mutualism and parasitism Commensalism de-
scribes the relationship between two living organisms where one benefits while the
other is neither harmed nor benefited. Mutualism is a relationship between species
when both species benefit from each other. An example of mutualistic relationship
is the corals-zooxanthellae symbiosis. Parasitism describes the relationship that
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one of the symbiotic species benefits in the expense of the other (Paracer2000).
Modelling of carbonate strata includes modelling of the lateral distribution of
carbonate factories or living biota. A number of modelling approaches have been
adopted to simulate the dynamics between carbonate populations (see section
SFM). Population dynamics in CarboCAT is replicated using cellular automata
that describe competition of factories for space (see section 3.2).
2.2 Sequence stratigraphy
2.2.1 Definitions
Sequence stratigraphy originated in the early 20th century using the concepts of
seismic stratigraphy. Seismic stratigraphic is a method to interpret and describe
strata geometries of siliciclastic strata on passive margins imaged on seismic sec-
tions (Payton1977). As soon as the method was applied to different environ-
ments, for different purposes and by different workers a process of adjustments,
re-defining and improvements has started.
The term sequence describes a stratigraphic unit bounded by sub-aerial uncom-
formities and emphasises the importance of such sequence define uncomformities.
A depositional sequence is defined as a relatively conformable succession of ge-
netically related strata bounded by sub-aerial unconformities or their correlative
conformities (Mitchum1977a). The Mitchum1977a definition of sequence fol-
lows a seismic stratigraphic context while several other types of sequences (genetic,
depositional among others) have been defined. All the types of sequences refer to
strata that were deposited during a full stratigraphic cycle of change in accommo-
dation or sediment supply (Catuneanu2009).
A parasequence is defined as relatively conformable succession of genetically
related beds or bedsets bounded by flooding surfaces (Catuneanu2009). By def-
inition, parasequences can only be mapped within shallow-water systems, where
flooding surfaces have meaning. Parasequences thus are geographically restricted
to shallow-water portions of a platform while sequences are scale independent (spa-
tially and temporally) since they represent full sedimentary cycles (Catuneanu2009).
The analysis of the relationships between genetically related strata in a chrono-
logical framework is the goal of sequence stratigraphy. All the definitions that have
been published over the years for sequence stratigraphy stress (Catuneanu2009):
1. the cyclicity of the strata. A sequence represents the product of the rock
record of a stratigraphic cycle;
2. the temporal framework of facies or depositional systems;
3. genetically related strata;
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4. the interplay of accommodation and sedimentation.
Sequence stratigraphy was developed based on and refers to mainly siliciclastic
strata. The sequence stratigraphy concepts though apply the same way to car-
bonate systems as apply to siliciclastic systems. Both carbonate and siliciclastic
strata are subdivided by similar surfaces that are responses to changes in base
level. The main differences in the case of carbonate systems are related to the
nature of the carbonate strata and the fact they are produced in-situ by biological
factors instead of supplied from external sources (Catuneanu2009).
The same principles used by sequence stratigraphy as a method to describe
strata geometries to predict strata geometries, positions and properties in areas
where no available information exists. The predictive and descriptive powers of
sequence stratigraphy makes it both a model and a method. Burgess2016b
suggests that sequence stratigraphy is a paradigm, both a method and a model,
stressing the danger of the paradigm dominating the way of thinking. Such scenario
would actually prevent questioning and testing of sequence stratigraphic theory
and ideas.
This project uses numerical modelling to simulate observed and interpreted
strata geometries. Having this in mind, this project works as a method to describe
strata geometries and analyse their controls. In a wider perspective though, the
numerical models generated here provide information about large scale features
(whole platform geometry) and smaller scale features (position and geometry of
geobodies) that either have not or could not be observed. In this sense, predictions
can be made based on the numerical models.
2.2.2 Accommodation
A rather straightforward and simple definition of accommodation is the avail-
able space for sediments to accumulate. The above definition is provided by
Jervey1988 who also noted that accommodation for marine sedimentation is
roughly equivalent to water depth.
Muto2000 indicated that according to this definition accommodation is a
potential space that might be filled or not, without specified boundaries. This
creates two significant problems. First accommodation cannot be explicitly defined
and thus measured, and second it has dimensions of length which is not directly
comparable to carbonate production which is defined a rate.
The lack of boundaries in the definition of accommodation leaves the lateral
extent of the space undefined. Without definition of the lateral boundaries, accom-
modation for a carbonate platform could be anything from the water depth at the
position of the deposited sediments to the whole space covered by all the oceans
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on the Earth. This two extreme cases would have provided completely different
values for the accommodation of the carbonate platform.
Muto2000 also proposed a definition of accommodation as ”the thickness mea-
sured at a specified site and time, of a space which becomes filled with sediments
during a specified time interval”. This definition makes accommodation a pre-
cise and measurable quantity with magnitude which is related to sedimentation.
Maybe more importantly, accommodation over some time period in a specific area
allows for direct comparison with sedimentation rates for the same time and place.
Accommodation according to Muto2000 differs from the water depth in any
location. Even though it is commonly assumed that ”the space that becomes filled
with sediment” represents the space between sea floor and sea surface, there are
a number of factors that prevent sediments to accumulate up to the sea surface.
The maximum thickness of sediments that can accumulate in any area is defined
by the stratigraphic base level in this area.
Stratigraphic base level is an equilibrium surface above which sediment by-
passes the area or erosion re-mobilises the deposited material (Muto2000, Shanley1994).
Base level depends on the hydrodynamic conditions in each area but it is not di-
rectly related to wave base (Peters2012). Furthermore, for any given energy
conditions, base level also depends on sediment grain size.
Deposition of sediments is controlled by the wave base at specific time and
place but the type of strata formed at each location are not indicative of the wave
base position. Peters2012 showed that formation and preservation of sedimentary
structures indicate the position of specific hydrodynamic conditions relative to the
wave base and not the absolute position of the wave base.
The above discussion about accommodation refers mainly to siliciclastic strata,
where sediment supply and accommodation are independent from each other. For
carbonate strata though, the situation is different as accommodation and sedi-
ment production are interdependent. Hydrodynamic conditions and relative sea
level movements define the accommodation for carbonates to accumulate and car-
bonate production actively modifies the available accommodation. Furthermore,
carbonates have the ability to build wave resistant structures above the base level
and thus change the energy conditions in their environment (Schlager2005).
The accommodation concept for carbonates has been extended to include phys-
ical accommodation controlled by hydrodynamic conditions (similar to siliciclas-
tics) and ecological accommodation which is controlled by the factors that affect
the capacity of carbonate producing organisms to build above the hydrodynamic
thresholds (Pomar2008a).
Pomar2001a defined the ecological accommodation studying a rimmed plat-
form directly overlain a distally steepened ramp in Upper Miocene platforms of
the Balearic islands. The base level for the two platforms was different (Fig.2.12)
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even though the mean relative sea level remained approximately static and the
hydrodynamic conditions did not change. The necessary accommodation for the
rimmed platform to develop was created by the ability of carbonate biota to build
above the base level of the distally steepened ramp.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.12: (a)-Diagram showing the stratigraphic relationship of the two Late
Miocene sequences. A rimmed platform overlain a distally steepend ramp. Sea
level oscillations and hydrodynamic condtions (not shown in the diagram) were
the same during the deposition of both sequences. (b)-Ramp and reef base level
and the biotically generated ecological accommodation. A decrease in the nutrient
supply from the land to the platform allowed frame-building, euphotic produc-
ing organisms to modify the hydrodynamic conditions and create the necessary
ecological accommodation. Modified from Pomar2001a.
While accommodation according to Muto2000 has physical meaning of the
observed thickness of deposited sediments at specific time and place, the distinction
between ecological and physical accommodation cannot be physically identified on
carbonate strata.
Accommodation refers to a specific thickness of strata deposited at a specific
area over a specific time interval. Recognition of physical and ecological accommo-
dation would imply that it is possible to identify which part and how much strata
have been deposited under the control of physical processes and which part under
ecological control.
Physical and ecological accommodation are interpretations of the changes of
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base level based on the assumption that physical processes (deposition of sedi-
ment decreases the water depth and thus changes the hydrodynamic conditions)
and ecological processes (carbonate factories build wave resistant structures) act
independently.
2.2.3 A/S ratio
In the early stages of the development of sequence stratigraphy (and in some
cases even today, Burgess2016b) eustatic changes of the sea level in the studied
area were assigned more significance than sediment supply in the interpretation of
stratal geometries and stacking patterns. Galloway1987 studied the depositional
and structural architecture of Cenozoic siliciclastic sediments on the continental
margin of the Gulf of Mexico and identified that beyond eustatic movements, sub-
sidence and sediment supply also affect the architecture of the strata.
Burgess2001 used numerical forward modelling of a carbonate system and
concluded that in the absence of unambiguous sub-aerial exposure, which directly
indicates control by relative sea level, changing productivity and variable supply
rates is a plausible alternative.
The interplay between multiple controlling factors that collectively can be
group as sediment supply and relative sea level movement (Burgess2006a) as
the main control of depositional systems is a powerful tool to both describing
strata geometries and predicting strata positions and relationships. The interplay
has been quantified by the use of the accommodation-supply ratio (A/S).
In its most general form, the A/S ratio concept is used to describe shoreline tra-
jectories of siliciclastic systems based on measurable quantities. A/S ratio higher
than one means that accommodation is created faster than sediment is supplied
and implies backstepping of the shoreline. A/S ratio lower than one means that
sediment supply is greater than accommodation creation and implies basinward
movement of the shoreline and progradation, while A/S ratio equal to one implies
equal rates of accommodation creation and sediment supply and thus aggradation.
Because the A/S ratio’s was originally developed for siliciclastic systems, there
are two important points that need to be addressed when the A/S ratio concept
is used in carbonates. Firstly, in carbonate depositional systems, sediment is not
supplied into the system but is produced in situ. Secondly, both quantities must
be uniquely defined and refer to the same area or point of a sedimentation system
that will allow to measure them and more importantly compare them with each
other in a meaningful way.
A more general definition of the A/S ratio for carbonate systems, which has
been adopted for this project, is the accommodation-sedimentation ratio (A/S).
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Sedimentation rate in this sense takes into account in-situ carbonate production
(or growth) rates, possible sediment supply into the carbonate system and the
effect of sediment re-distribution due to erosion and transportation.
2.2.4 Temporal evolution of carbonate accumulation
The A/S ratio theory predicts that changes in the bathymetric profile and strata
geometry of a platform occur only when the A/S ratio is changing, ignoring the
temporal evolution of the platforms. Considering all controls on platform evolution
constant (A/S ratio constant), the bathymetric profile and strata geometry of a
platform are not static through time.
A static system is a system which lacks any movement or change. Carbonate
platforms are dynamic systems characterised by constant change and activity. Sed-
iment is produced in-situ, it gets eroded, transported shorter or longer distances
and it is deposited and accumulated constantly.
Some of the processes active on dynamic platform are complementary (in-
situ accumulation and deposition of transported sediment build topography) while
others are opposing (sediment entrainment and transportation remove sediment
from a site). If the opposing forces acting on dynamic system are balanced then the
system is in equilibrium. Carbonate platforms in dynamic equilibrium constantly
change but their large scale geometry and profile are balanced and appear stable
through time. Stable systems are firmly fixed systems that are not likely to change.
Dynamic external forcing produces dynamic platforms. The magnitude and
frequency of the changes on the platform can be related to magnitude and fre-
quency of the change of the external forcing. Changes on the bathymetric profile
and strata geometry on a platform that are related to changes of the external forc-
ing are called allogenic changes. External forcing is defined as any process acting
from outside a system with specified spatial extent and limiting boundaries.
Stable external forcing also generates dynamic platforms (Fig.2.13). Depend-
ing on the magnitude of the complementary and opposing forces on a carbonate
platform, a dynamic platform generated by steady external forcing might be in
or out of equilibrium. Dynamic platforms out of equilibrium show changes with
magnitude and frequency not related to the magnitude and frequency of the exter-
nal forcing. The changes on the platform are characterised as autogenic processes
(Muto2014).
Muto2016 suggested that if the change of a depositional system is greater
than the magnitude of the external forcing, autogenetic processes are active. Thus
the stratigraphic configuration of a depositional system does not always directly
relate to the state of the external forcing.
This project uses numerical modelling to examine the effect of stable external
forcing, more specifically cross-platform sediment transportation, to large scale
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Figure 2.13: Sequence stratigraphy assumes that external forcing and strata ge-
ometry are in equilibrium (left). Autogenetic effects generate additional responces
to external forcing (right). From Muto2016.
platform geometry of platforms and if platforms can reach dynamic equilibrium
for all cases of external forcing (see section 7.1).
2.2.5 Geometry of carbonate accumulations
The dictionary definition of the platform is a flat surface that is raised higher
than the sea-floor around it. Carbonate platforms are classified based on their
large scale geometry which varies between to end members of carbonate ramps
and flat-topped platforms (FTP) (Williams2011).
Carbonate ramps are bodies built away from positive areas with gentle regional
paleo-slopes and without an apparent break in slope (Wilson1975). A more
complete definition distinguishes ramps from FTPs based on their slopes. Ramps
as gently slopping platforms with slopes less than 1o that lack a marked break in
slope. FTPs are defined as platforms marked by a pronounced increase in slope
from few degrees to over 45o into deep water (READ1982).
A few slope values have been suggested as the threshold between ramps and
FTPs. Lucia1999 uses the angle of 2o, while Schlager2005 suggests 1.5o as the
threshold. Accurate platform classification requires identification of geomorphic
features in combination with the slope angle but the 1o value is generally accepted.
The ramp-FTP platform geometry represents only the two end members of the
whole seaward dipping profile of a carbonate platform.
Williams2011 studied through numerical modelling a wide range of platform
geometries and their facies distribution and concluded that a continuum of forms
exists between the end members and that classification of any platform as either
ramp or FTP is based on rather arbitrary criteria. The continuum is formed as
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multiple parameters such as sediment production, transportation, hydrodynamic
conditions, relative sea level movements and subsidence among others control the
formation and evolution of platform geometry.
The continuum of platform geometries due to sediment transportation is ex-
amined in this project. Numerical models are used to study the evolution of a
homoclinal ramp with various transported fractions and two different slope sta-
bility values. Continuum of geometries allows the formation of all platform types
between ramps and FTPs (see section 7).
Based also on their large scale geometries, carbonate ramps are further dis-
tinguished in homoclinal and distally steepened ramps. Homoclinal ramps are
typically low gradient systems with slopes of one to few meters per km of hor-
izontal distance (READ1982). They typically show facies distribution that is
mainly controlled by wave energy with high energy near-shore facies passing down
to slope, deep water, low energy deposits (Fig.2.14).
Distally steepened ramps share the same facies distribution with homoclinal
ramps but have a major break in slope. The slope break is usually offshore com-
pared with the position of the wave agitated facies. The distal steeper portion
shows gradients considerably less than the gradients in FTPs beyond the slope
break (Burchette1992)
The transition from relatively flat or very low angle platform top to the usually
steeper platform slope defines a geomorphic feature on FTPs that is called platform
margin. Platform margin is typically located at the outer edge of the FTPs and
signifies the position where low wave energy environments pass to higher energy
environments. The part of the carbonate platform that is located landwards from
the margin is called platform interior or inner shelf (Fig.2.14).
The platform margin in FTPs is the preferred location for frame-builders that
form organic reefs. Reefs raise above the internal area and a platform rim is formed
(Schlager2005).
Rims are wave resistant structures that form semi-continuous to continuous
barriers along the platform margin which restrict circulation and wave action
(READ1982). Rims typically are located at the platform margin but not all
platform margins are rimmed. Rims may originally form between the shore and
the geomorphic platform margin and rapidly prograde to the the platform edge.
The area landwards from the rim is called lagoon and it is a low energy area
usually not very deep, separated (or partly separated) from the sea by the reefs
(Fig.2.14a).
Wave energy conditions and facies grain size have been used to distinguish
platform segments on carbonate ramps that lack platform margins and platforms
without pronounced slope break. Grain size is medium to fine in low energy,




























































































































































Carbonate facies models of ramps and FTPs and facies belts represent a static
description of facies distribution over a carbonate platform. Relative sea level
through geologic time rarely (if ever) stays constant. The changes in relative sea
level affect the carbonate producing organisms and control the geometry of the
platform.
Genetically associated stratigraphic units that were deposited during specific
phases of relative sea level movements form subdivisions of a sequence and are
called system tracts. System tracts are defined based on stacking patterns of
the consisting strata, the position of the strata within the sequence and types of
bounding surfaces. Even though the system tracts were initially defined based on
the geometry of siliciclastic units, the concept has been expanded to include car-
bonates as well (Hanford1993). The system tracts reflect the interplay of relative
sea level changes and carbonate production. Four system tracts are currently in
use: (Catuneanu2002) (Fig.2.15)
• falling stage system tract (FSST). Strata that are deposited during falling sea
level form the falling stage systems tract on the marine part of the platform.
Depending on the magnitude of the relative sea level fall, the platform margin
and the interior might get exposed. Shallow deposits prograde on slope or
basinal age equivalent sediments. The FSST is called forced regressive system
tract (FRST or FRWST);
• lowstand system tract (LST). It forms during the very early stage of sea level
rise. The rate of carbonate production is higher than the rate of accommo-
dation creation. Typical stacking patterns for LST consist of aggradation or
progradation. A new margin with lagoon can form, lower and more distal
than the HST margin. The LST is bounded by the sub-aerial unconformity
and its marine correlative conformity;
• transgressive system tract (TST). As the rate of sea level rise increases,
the accommodation creation rate becomes bigger than the production rate.
Typical stacking patterns for TST consist of mainly retrogradation with some
aggradation may be possible. TST is bounded by the maximum regressive
surface at the base and the maximum flooding surface at the top;
• highstand system tract (HST). The highstand system tract occurs during
the late phase of relative sea level rise when the rate of production exceeds
the accommodation creation. Aggradation and progradation with normal
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Figure 2.15: Cartoon depicting an ideal sequence with four system tracts on a
FTP. During HST reefs form at the margin. Sea level drops below the margin
and the margin and the interior get exposed during the FSST. Modified from
geologyin.com
regression occurs. Reefs can form on the margin with lagoons on the interior.
The HST is bounded by the maximum flooding surface at the base and by
a composite surface at the top.
The FSST was described by Hunt1992. Older classifications of the system
tracts also known and as the Exxon sequence stratigraphic model, include only the
first three tracts. The results of natural process that are acting over shorter time
scales are not preserved in geologic record. The effect of minor cycles in relative sea
level, climate and wave action on carbonate production that can be studied only
in modern systems, mainly create erosional and non-depositional discontinuities
(Hampson2003).
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Figure 2.16: Shoreline trajectories (left) in relation to relative sea level movements
and system tracts (right). Descending regressive shoreline trajectories correspond
to FSST, while ascending regressive trajectories to either HST or LST. Trans-
gressive shoreline trajectories correspond to TST. Stationary trajectories indicate
stabilazation of shoreline position for some time and do not correspond to any
system tract. Modified from Helland-Hansen2009.
2.2.7 Shoreline and shelf-edge trajectory
Relative sea level movements in combination with sediment supply define the sys-
tem tracts and the position of the shoreline. Shorelines move laterally and ver-
tically as a function of relative sea level change, sediment supply and and basin
physiography. The cross-sectional shoreline migration path along the depositional
dip is the shoreline trajectory (Helland-Hansen1994).
Based on the lateral and vertical movement of the shoreline trajectory Helland-Hansen2009
identified six shoreline trajectory classes and linked them to system tracts (Fig.2.16).
Lack of movement of the shoreline does not generate a trajectory but it is assigned
a stationary trajectory. Stationary trajectories indicate that the shoreline has
been fixed in front of steep slopes with sediment bypass to the basin. Stationary
shoreline trajectories are indicative of FTPs.
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The long term and large-scale effect of the interplay between sediment supply
and accommodation is mapped by shelf-edge trajectory (Helland-Hansen2009).
Even though self-edge trajectories can be seen as the long term result of stacked
shoreline trajectories, shelf-edge (or margin) and shoreline are not the same.
Shoreline is the position where the bathymetry meets the sea level. Shelf-edge
is a geomorhic feature of a platform, independent of the sea level position. Shelf-
edge trajectories tend to be fixed or migrate basinward. Shelf-edge trajectories are
subdivided into ascending, descending or flat.
A new algorithm has been developed in CarboCAT that identifies the platform
margin position for every cross-section along the depositional dip. Cross-sectional
plots of the margin position are analogous to shelf-edge trajectories because the
new algorithm uses geomorphic features of the platform to identify the margin (see
section 5).
2.2.8 Issues
2.2.8.1 Method, model, paradigm
One of the most fundamental issues with the duality of method and model is the
need of clear distinction between observations and interpretations. Attention must
be paid that all terms and definitions used by sequence stratigraphy to describe
strata geometries are objective and do not confuse observations and interpreta-
tions.
Unfortunately, the most commonly used terminology contains several examples
of observation-interpretation mixing. For example, the LST and the HST terms
used to describe observable strata geometries while the same time assume that the
strata formed during a specific point on the relative sea level curve. All cases of
relative sea level curve are an interpretation based on some geometry (even sub-
aerial exposure signifies relative sea level fall but not its magnitude) thus should
not be used in the description of strata geometries.
The above definitions and terminology of sequence stratigraphy implicitly in-
clude another problematic issue. All terms describe variability of facies and strata
along the depositional dip, ignoring variability along the depositional strike. Madof2016
showed that along strike variability cannot be predicted by studying strata geome-
tries along the dip (as it is usually the case from 2D along the dip seismic sections)
and thus the results obtained from along the dip sections cannot always be gener-
alised to 3D models.
In order to avoid the problem with the along the strike variability, all model
runs generated in this project are three dimensional and were evaluated based on
at least two along the dip cross sections at different positions on the platform.
Neal2009 identified the confusion between model and method in the definition
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Figure 2.17: Stratal stacking patterns associated with changing rates of coastal
accommodation creation rate δA and sedimentation rate δS. Following a sequence
boundary (transition from APD to PA) the motif observed in the geologic record is
progradation to aggradation (PA), retrogradation (R) and aggradation to progra-
dation to degradation (APD). Negative accomodation rates indicates a decrease
in accommodation through time (Neal2009).
of system tracts and proposed a physical stratigraphic, observation based strata
recognition method. The authors defined an accommodation succession as the
repeated pattern of progradation to aggradation (PA) followed by retrogradation
(R) followed by aggradation to progradation, degradation (APD) and possible
basinward shift.
The stacking patterns that comprise the accommodation succession (Fig.2.17)




< 1 and increasing: Sedimentation rate is higher than the accommodation
creation rate but the accommodation rate increases faster than the sedimen-
tation rate. The progradation to aggradation (PA) stacking is defined;
2. δA
δS
< 1 and decreasing: Sedimentation rate is higher than the accommoda-
tion creation rate and the sedimentation rate increases faster than the ac-




≥ 1: Accommodation rate is higher than the sedimentation rate. The
retrogradation (R) stacking is defined;
Based on the observational approach a sequence is defined at the beginning of
increasing accommodation rate. The higher sedimentation rate generates strata
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Figure 2.18: Accommodation succession and depostional sequences. The repeated
stacking motif from PA to R to APD defines the depositional sequences. Modified
from Neal2009.
progradation which turns to aggradation as soon as the accommodation creation
rate is comparable to sedimentation rate ( δA
δS
< 1 and increasing, PA).
As the accommodation creation rate becomes greater than the sedimentation
rate ( δA
δS
≥ 1), strata retrograde and the R stacking is formed. When accommo-
dation creation rate slows down or sedimentation catches up with accommodation
creation ( δA
δS
< 1 and decreasing) strata initially aggrade and then prograde. For
cases with decreased accommodation a down-ward shift of proximal facies on top
of distal ones is observed. A sequence boundary is readily identified at the end of
this stage (Fig.2.18)
The use of objective criteria for the definition of sequences make stratigraphic
interpretations more reliable, repeatable and independent of sea level terminol-
ogy. System tracts are characterised by their key bounding surfaces and stacking
patterns only, regardless of their position on a platform. Sequences are identified
as the succession of strata starting with PA stacking and finishing at the end of
the APD stacking. Furthermore, sequence boundaries are uniquely identified as
surfaces that separate degradational (APD) below from progradation-agradation
(PA) stacking patterns above. (Neal2016).
The observational approach Neal2009 manages to separate observations from
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interpretation in strata description but implicitly assumes that accommodation is
the dominant control in strata formation. Burgess2006a showed that considering
accommodation as the dominant control on sedimentary systems, underestimates
the complexity of the systems. Catuneanu2009 also pointed the role of additional
controls on strata formation.
2.2.8.2 Uniquness of strata geometry
The large number of factors that control production of carbonate material, ac-
cumulation of carbonate sediment and the ultimately the formation of carbonate
strata contribute to the complexity of carbonate accumulations and the uniqueness
of strata geometries. Unique strata geometries are formed from a specific combi-
nation of parameter values. As a result, any other parameters values combination
generates strata geometries that differ from each other.
Burgess2015 showed that the non-uniqueness of strata geometries is a serious
issue for both obtaining a single explanation of the processes that formed some
strata and for the ability to correlate strata. Non uniqueness occurs when the
similar strata geometries are generated by different parameter values of controlling
processes or from entirely different processes.
Even though it is logical to assume that the interplay of multiple controls
can generate similar strata geometries, the non-uniqueness of strata is part of
an active scientific debate. The value of non-unique strata geometries and nu-
merical forward modelling results for sequence stratigraphy has been questioned
(Catuneanu2016). Burgess2017 disproved the arguments of Catuneanu2016
and stressed that the best way to study the topic is by combining outcrop, seismic
and numerical forward analysis.
Catuneanu2016 did not directly addressed the issue of non-uniqueness but
provided some terminology. The authors identified ’unique’ and ’non-unique’ con-
trols on the strata architecture and ’diagnostic’ and ’non-diagnostic’ criteria for
identification of bounding surfaces.
This work tries to contribute to the ongoing debate about non-uniqueness by
using numerical model to study Upper Cretaceous (Santonian) outcrops in South-
Central Pyrenees, Spain (see chapter 8).
2.2.8.3 Cyclicity and strata order
Carbonate strata are typically interpreted to be part of repeated cycles with a
specific hierarchy of high and low frequency sequences. The criteria for identifying
this high and low frequency sequences are arbitrary but the cycles are commonly
assumed to be the result of external forcing (Muto2016). Another assumption
regarding carbonate strata is that external forcing (allogenesis) generates ordered
strata while autocyclicity produces disordered strata geometries.
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Carbonate strata cyclicity has been interpreted to include up to fifth order
cycles with temporal duration of tens of thousands of years and strata forming
metre thick parasequences with ordered vertical thickness patterns and vertical
facies succession. The high frequency sequences and ordered strata have been
assigned to high frequency external forcing and more specific eustatic sea level os-
cillations. Any observed discrepancies from the ordered strata thickness and facies
transition have been attributed to the effect of autocyclicity (Lehrmann1999).
Numerical forward modelling examples show that for a wide range of allocyclic
forcing parameters the resulting strata do not show the required evidence of hierar-
chy. High amplitude of relative sea level oscillations and introduction of stochastic
elements in spatial distribution of sediment production and transportation tens to
decrease the order of the generated strata (Burgess2006). Furthermore, sensitive
dependence of strata geometries to initial conditions (Burgess2005), carbonate
facies distribution based on facies mosaics (Wright2005) and carbonate facies
distribution with water depth (see section 2.1.5.3) are processes that generate dis-
ordered allogenic strata.
Moreover, autocyclic strata are not necessarily any less ordered than fully al-
locyclic strata (Burgess2006). Numerical forward modelling showed that for a
wide range of allocyclic forcing parameters the resulting strata geometries do not
show the relevant stacking patterns. Furthermore, two forcing parameters with
different frequencies must have significant difference in their amplitudes in order
to generate distinctive strata cyclicity (Pollitt2015).
This project tries to contribute to the effect of autogenetic processes on strata
geometry by studying the effect of allogenic and autogenic processes in carbonate
platforms and more specifically on platform interior facies distribution. The newly
developed sediment transportation algorithm is used to examine the formation and
development of platform interior shoal bodies as the result of autogenetic processes
with cross-platform sediment transportation conditions (see section 7).
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3 Stratigraphic forward models
Stratigraphic forward modelling in this project was performed with CarboCAT.
This chapter is a short review on other available stratigraphic forward models and
a presentation of the original CarboCAT model. The chapter is divided in two
sections. The first section presents some stratigraphic forward models and the
second section is an in depth presentation of CarboCAT.
3.1 Review of SFM
Stratigraphic forward modelling is the quantification and simulation of the physical
and biological processes acting over geological times to reproduce the morphology
and internal structure of strata (Watney1999).
Stratigraphic forward models (SFM) are widely used to predict the behaviour
of strata under known conditions. Realistic representation of natural processes
involved in strata formation and behaviour by sophisticated SFM improves the
degree of confidence of the predictions. The non-linearity of some process related
to development and evolution of sediments and the sensitive dependence on initial
conditions though, may limit the predictive power to general statistical properties
(Burgess2004).
A number of stratigraphic forward models have been developed over the years
for predicting both siliciclastic and carbonate strata architectures. Numerous mod-
els have been created to perform simple tasks (Kaufman1991), simulate specific
features of siliciclastic platforms (Pirmez1998) or specific stratigraphies of car-
bonate platforms (Bosence1994, Burgess2003) to mention few among many.
More advanced models describe carbonate production, transportation and de-
position and have been used to predict platform geometries and facies distributions
for the whole platform. The research in the field is still active and improvements
are still being developed.
All models simulate time iteratively. Each iteration is a time step that repre-
sents a finite amount of elapsed model time. The duration of each time step varies
with model and modelling requirements.
A review of all the stratigraphic forward models that have been produced
is difficult and starts with the first modern stratigraphic model by Sloss1962.
Paola2000 offers a review of quantitative stratigraphic models. SFM use a vari-
ety of mathematical approaches to model physical processes. The mathematical
approaches include geometric models, diffusion models, fuzzy logic models and
hydraulic models, all with strong and weak points (Huang2015).
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The following short list consists of all purpose numerical SFM that simulate
whole platform geometry. The purpose of the list is not to present and evaluate all
SFM but rather to introduce models that simulate large scale (whole platform) and
small scale (platform segment) facies heterogeneity and to examine their relation
to CarboCAT.
A summary of input data for accumulation rates, lag time (start up phase) and
accommodation is given in Enos1991 where data are grouped in by depositional
setting.
3.1.1 Synthetic stratigraphy of carbonate platform and basin system
A simple forward stratigraphic model was described by Bice1988. This model
simulates a FTP with fixed segment lengths and a constant time step of 10ky.
The model includes water depth-dependent carbonate production and subsidence
as the sum of a constant function applied to the whole platform and sea level
oscillations with a cosine function with variable period and amplitude.
The model constitutes one of the first attempts to model the whole platform
geometry. Even though the model lacks transportation of sediments and does not
describe carbonate heterogeneity, it contains the basic concepts that are used by
most stratigraphic models that deal with carbonate strata. The basic concepts
consist of initial bathymetry, eustatic sea level, subsidence rate and water depth-
dependent production.
3.1.2 SEDPACK
SEDPAK is a 2D SFM developed Strobel1989 that simulates evolution of mixed
siliciclastic, carbonate platforms. Input parameters include initial bathymetry of
the model, sea level fluctuations, subsidence rates, location and slip rates of pos-
sible faults and deposition and transportation of two siliciclastic facies (sandstone
and shale) and one carbonate facies.
The initial bathymetry of the model is defined as the elevation points of 300
evenly spaced vertical columns (the vertical columns represent and will be referred
here to as grid cells) along the transverse axis of the modelled platform. Accom-
modation is calculated based on sea level fluctuations and structural movements.
The sea level curve for all time steps is calculated based on a second order sinu-
soidal curve. Structural movements can be subsidence and faulting with all faults
assumed to extend to the bottom of the platform.
Carbonate production is calculated based on a water depth-dependent pro-
duction rate and some limiting factors. The limiting factors include wave energy,
the presence of reefs at the margin and the amount of siliciclastic material. The
volume of siliciclastic material is user defined input.
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Figure 3.1: Effect of wave energy on carbonate production in SEDPAK. The effect
of wave energy is restricted to grid cells above the user defined break depth (line
D) and horizontal distance up to 3 cells away from the break point. The first grid
cell seawards above the break depth threshold is A and thus waves affect cells A
to B. Grid cell C is farther from the horizontal distance for wave action and thus
waves do not affect carbonate production on cell C. From Strobel1989.
Carbonate production occurs only on grid cells that are below sea level with
each factor limiting the amount of carbonate accumulation calculated from the
water depth-dependent production rate. The effect of wave energy is quantified
based on a user defined break depth and a user defined distance from the break
depth (Fig.3.1).
Carbonate production also differs between lagoons and open sea conditions
with different maximum production rates for each segment and is limited by the
presence of siliciclastic material.
Sediment transportation and deposition (for both siliciclastics and carbonates)
is performed based on the angle of stability between adjacent grid cells and a pre-
defined distance for transportation for each facies and preserves mass. The angle
of stability is defined as the maximum height difference between two adjacent grid
cells above which no sediment deposition is allowed.
Depositional triangles (Fig.3.2) are used to define the amount of the deposited
material on each position based on the distance from the source. The area of the
triangle represents the available amount for deposition whereas the base length
corresponds to maximum transportation distance for each facies.
Transportation of sediment in pre-defined distances is probably a good ap-
proximation for siliciclastic sediments even though it does not take into account
the dynamic nature of the processes involved. Contrarily, the use of depositional
triangles for carbonate strata generates linear belts with artificial boundaries on
facies distribution.
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Figure 3.2: Sediment deposition based on angle of stability (bottom) and deposi-
tional triangles (top). (BOTTOM)-The height difference between grid cell A and
the adjacent grid cell is higher than the stability angle and thus no sediment is
deposited on A. The height difference between all other grid cells from there to B
allows sediment deposition (black areas). (TOP) -A depositional triangle repre-
sents the total volume of material for deposition. The base represents the distance
from the source and the height the thickness of the material that can be deposited
at each distance (left triangle). Every time deposition occurs (black area on the
right triangle) the relevant distance is removed from the base and the new height
is defined. From Strobel1989
3.1.3 CYCOPATH
A two dimensional modelling of cyclostratigraphic pathways within carbonate plat-
form, CYCOPATH 2D, was introduced by Demicco1998. CYCOPATH 2D in-
corporates sediment production, subsidence, sea level fluctuations and sediment
transportation to calculate cyclic carbonate platform sedimentation.
Input parameters for CYCOPATH 2D consist of the width of the platform,
initial bathymetry as the elevation of four points of the platform, subsidence rate
and sea level fluctuations. Carbonate production is calculated based on depth-
dependent rates. Sediment transportation and deposition is calculated from user
defined percentages of carbonate material, horizontal distance for transportation,
thickness of deposited sediment and preserves the geometry of the bathymetry.
CYCOPATH 2D was designed to generate large scale, whole platform cyclo-
stratigraphic packages from relative sea level movements and various sediment
transportation and deposition conditions. For this purpose CYCOPATH 2D dis-
tinguishes facies based on their depth of deposition and the model is able to re-
produce the cyclic stratigraphy of sub-facies in shallowing upwards sequences.
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The most important characteristic of CYCOPATH 2D is that it can generate
both autocycles and allocycles in carbonates by changing the sediment transporta-
tion and deposition conditions. Sediment transportation in CYCOPATH 2D is
performed based on a pre-described geometry.
Starting from the first grid cell below the sea level, a pre-defined proportion of
the in-situ produced sediment is moved seawards, a pre-defined horizontal distance,
where the material is deposited. Deposited material can vertically build-up to a
pre-defined height above sea level (that represents the supratidal height) and form
a tidal flat wedge. As the volume of the remaining material decreases, the thickness
of the deposited material also decreases.
When the maximum elevation of the deposited material drops below a user
defined water depth threshold the tidal flat is terminated and a new transporta-
tion/tidal flat cycle is initiated. Tidal flat drowning is generated by limited sedi-
ment deposition or by rising relative sea level. Cycles are formed when a tidal flat
is flooded and carbonate production occurs above it.
Allocycles form under external forcing of eustatic sea level fluctuations. Au-
tocycles are generated by transportation of sub-tidal sediments and deposition of
supratidal flats (Fig.3.3).
Since the target of CYCOPATH 2D is to reproduce cyclostratigraphic pack-
ages, the model does not include dynamic conditions that control lateral sediment
distribution and transportation and does not contain facies heterogeneity observed
on carbonate platforms.
3.1.4 SEDTEC2000
A forward stratigraphic model (SEDTEC 2000) that predicts rock textures within
simulated stratigraphies was presented by Boylan2002. The model simulates
seven different types of sedimentary processes and their simulated lithofacies on
a cross section. It incorporates carbonate production, fluctuating sea level, silici-
clastic sediment supply, subsidence and differential compaction.
Carbonate productivity in SEDTEC 2000 is water depth-dependent and it is
differentiated in three types based on the position on the platform, as interior,
margin and pelagic. Each type has a different maximum production rate and all
types are also restricted by distance from open water and siliciclastic sediment
supply.
Entrainment and sedimentation in SEDTEC 2000 is performed based on sed-
iment flux, a depth dependent erosion rate and a depth dependent sedimentation
rate. The sediment flux at each point of the model is calculated based on a finite
difference approach and the sediment supply.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of allocycles (TOP) and autocycles (BOTTOM) generated
with CYCOPATH 2D. Allocycles are drowing of tidal flats under the influence
of eustatic sea level oscillations. Autocycles are formed from transportation and
deposition of sub-tideal sediments. From Demicco1998.
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SEDTEC 2000 distinguishes seven sedimentary types based on the depositional
environment and their products. The sedimentary types include restricted, shal-
low water environments that generate fine grain sediments, unrestricted, shallow
water environments with in-situ produced coarse grain sediments and coarse or fine
reworked material, unrestricted, deep water environments with pelagic sediments,
and siliciclastic material with fine or coarse grain texture.
The sediments from each of the above types are characterised accordingly and
keep the same character for the whole model even if the sediments have been
transported, in a later time, to different depositional environments on the simu-
lated platform.
Restricted and unrestricted waters are defined based on a water depth threshold
that distinguishes shallow from deep water and a distance threshold away from the
first deep water point. SEDTEC 2000 records the deposition depth and position of
each point on the platform and the proportions for each process in that position.
Combining these proportions, the material can be labelled as fine or coarse grained,
as platform interior, margin or pelagic and as mud or grain dominated. This allows
to characterise simulated facies based on the Dunham1962 classification
SEDTEC2000 simulates large scale, whole platform heterogeneity and smaller
scale, platform segments heterogeneity as well. The model provides a direct link
between simulated sediment types and lithology and realistic description of natural
processes for carbonate production and transportation. Facies can be plotted
based on water depth at the point of deposition, depositional environment or
facies texture (Fig.3.4).
Facies characterisation in SEDTEC2000 is performed based on user defined
thresholds for water depth of deposition and dominant sedimentary processes.
Even though the thresholds can be selected to representative values for each mod-
elled area, the use of thresholds introduces artificial boundaries to the modelled
facies and includes an element of interpretation in the model.
3.1.5 SIMSAFADIM
Simulation of Stratigraphic Architecture and Facies Distribution Model (SIM-
SAFADIM) is a three dimensional stratigraphic forward model for production,
transportation and deposition of carbonates introduced by Bitzer2002. SIM-
SAFADIM is the three dimensional extension of a carbonate ecology model pre-
sented by the same authors (Bitzer2001) which includes simulation of flow, trans-
portation and depositional process. An extended model that includes the effect of
siliciclastic material on carbonate production was presented by Gratacos2009.
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Figure 3.4: Possible outputs of SEDTEC2000 simulated stratigraphies. (a) Water
depth of deposition display. Depending on the used thresholds, sub-tidal, peri-tidal
and supra-tidal facies can be recognised. (b) Dominant processes of deposition
display. Platform segments can be distinguished. (c) Textural distribution of
simulated facies display. Modified after Boylan2002.
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Carbonate production is modelled based on a predator-prey model while sedi-
ment transportation and deposition are based on advective, dispersive and diffusive
terms. The model incorporates siliciclastic input that effects carbonate production.
The population of each species for each iteration is calculated based on a equa-
tion that includes internal competition of the population, effect from each of the
other populations, the effect of siliciclastic mud and the effect of the carbonate ma-
terial from the other populations. A simplified version of the population equation
is shown in eq.(3.1).
dx1
dt
= α ∗ x1 − f12 − f13 − f14 − f15 − g1 − h1 (3.1)
where x1 is the population of species 1, α is a coefficient that controls how
quickly the population is growing and describes internal competition, f12 to f15
are the effect of the other carbonate species in the model on species 1 (the model
considers five different carbonate species),the effect of each population is propor-
tional to the populations size, g1 describes the effect of siliciclastics on the species
and h1 the effect of the carbonate mud material produced from the other species.
Positive values of f12, ..., f15, g1 and h1 reduce the growth of species and negative
values increase it.
Once the number of each species has been calculated the produced carbonate
material is computed. Carbonate production in SIMSAFADIM is water depth
dependent. Each species has a different optimal water depth where it produces its
maximum amount and a maximum depth below which no production occurs. All
populations die above sea level. Carbonate production is calculated as the sum of
all the material produced from all species. The spatial distribution of carbonate
sediment is calculated as the percentage of the total carbonate material from each
species for each model location.
Transportation and deposition in SIMSAFADIM are performed based on fluid
flows and simulate suspended float transportation of carbonates. The material
available for transportation from each species is released to the water column and
is transported or deposited by water currents. Current velocities for each point on
the platform are calculated based on water depth and taking into account diffu-
sion, dispersion and advection terms.
3.1.6 CARBONATE3D
A three dimensional, numerical stratigraphic forward model, CARBONATE3D,
that simulates stratigraphic and sedimentological development of mixed carbonate
siliciclastic platforms was developed by Warrlich2002.
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Carbonate production in CARBONATE3D is divided in three carbonate fac-
tories: benthic, shallow, open marine production; benthic, shallow, restricted pro-
duction; and pelagic, open marine production. Each factory has its own maximum
production rate. A stress function that limits carbonate production is defined for
each factory.
The stress function eq.(3.2) includes terms that describe restrictions due to
water depth, distance from open water and transported sediment. The restriction
from the transported sediment is a measurement of the effect of sediment influx
and turbidity in the water column.
P (x, y) = SM
S = D(z)U(x, y)L
(3.2)
where P is the carbonate production rate, S is the stress function, M the maximum
production rate for each factory, D is the water depth effect, U is the effect due to
distance from open water and L is the effect of transported sediment. Open water
is defined as the first point seawards below a pre-defined water depth.
The stress function S is defined for each of the three factories according to the
relevant conditions. The effect of water depth D is assumed to be the same for
all factories. A number of depth dependent production rates can be adopted to
describe different production profiles and can simulate marine or pelagic sedimen-
tation.
Entrainment and deposition in CARBONATE3D is performed based on the
shear stress over the platform, a deposition rate and the sediment type. The
sediment type is defined by two parameters, the nature of the sediment and the
grain size. Each parameter has two possible values. Sediments can be carbonates
or siliciclastics and have coarse grained, or fine grained texture.
The volume of the available material for transportation and deposition is de-
fined from a disintegration rate which depends on water depth and distance from
the open water. Sediments disintegrate also from areas with slopes higher than
the critical angle. The critical angle of failure is independent of water depth and
depends only on the grain size.
Entrainment is calculated based on a critical shear stress. The critical shear
stress for entrainment is calculated based on eq.(3.3)
τe = θ∆ρD (3.3)
where θ is related to the angle of repose (in degrees) for each sediment type, ∆ρ
(kg/m3)is the excess density from the submerged sediment and D the grain size
(mm).
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The shear stress field is calculated as the sum of of the shear stress from
currents, waves and slopes. The slope shear stress depends on the topography
of the platform while the current and wave shear stresses depend only on water
depth. Entrainment occurs when the local shear stress value is greater than the
critical shear stress threshold for each sediment type.
Deposition occurs when the shear stress is below the critical shear stress thresh-
old calculated in eq.(3.3). The transportation direction for each sediment type is
controlled by its grain size. Coarse grained sediment follows the slope shear stress
gradient while fine grained the wave/current shear.
The deposition rate is proportional to the sediment load in the water column
and a characteristic transport distance. A short transport distance leads to de-
position of most sediment close to the area where the shear stress becomes low
enough for deposition. The characteristic transport distance is unique for each
sediment type.
CARBONATE3D achieves simulation of facies heterogeneity at large, whole
platform scale and smaller, platform interior and slope scale. Smaller scale, in-
terior, margin, slope level heterogeneity is possible by distinguishing open water
from lagoon environments, adjusting carbonate production accordingly and in-
cluding the effect of wave energy and shear stress for sediment transportation.
A new algorithm developed for cross-platform sediment transportation in Car-
boCAT (see section 5.6) calculates shear stress the same way, eq.(3.3), as the
CARBONATE3D. Cross-platform sediment transportation in CarboCAT repre-
sents entrainment, transportation and deposition of carbonate clasts from locally
induced water currents and thus is related to shear stress levels on the platform.
The development of new wave algorithm in CarboCAT (see section 5.4) also al-




CarboCAT stands for Carbonate Cellular Automata and it is a deterministic,
numerical model that calculates carbonate strata distribution in three dimensions.
CarboCAT was originally developed by Burgess2013 and several tools have been
developed which can be found in relevant publications.
CarboCAT was selected based on numerous advantages over the other strati-
graphic forward models. Firstly, CarboCAT is a deterministic numerical model
that simulates the 3D distribution of carbonate facies. Secondly, it simulates
whole platform scale and platform interior, margin and slope scale heterogene-
ity. CarboCAT also includes calculation of spatial competition of facies and thus
attains simulation of smaller scale heterogeneity as well.
Thirdly, CarboCAT includes sediment transportation based on the bathymet-
ric gradient and local hydrodynamic conditions. Furthermore, the effect of wave
action on carbonate production is simulated based on waves generated from wind
conditions over the modelled platform. Also, four in-situ producing factories and
their equivalent transported factories allow for modelling facies heterogeneity with
CarboCAT.
CarboCAT also accounts for formation of autocycles. Autocycles in Carbo-
CAT are based on the interaction of sediment transportation with bathymetry
and the effect of tidal movements on the modelled carbonate platform. Addition-
ally, CarboCAT uses the concept of factories to represent the modelled lithology.
Numerical factories can represent lithologies or single producing organisms based
on the model cell size. Because numerical factories are directly represented in
CarboCAT, no arbitrary thresholds are required. CarboCAT outcome is purely
model results, completely separated by interpretation.
Furthermore, ecological simulation of carbonates in CarboCAT is performed
with a competition for space approach. For this reason, in CarboCAT, each model
cell can be occupied by one producing factory at each time.
3.2.1 CarboCAT formulation
CarboCAT is written in Matlab as a series of Matlab files (.m files) which contain
different functions. The input parameters for CarboCAT consist of:
• the model dimensions y and x are the platform’s map view dimensions;
• the total elapsed model time t and the duration of each time step;
• the subsidence rate;
• the initial bathymetry of the model;
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Figure 3.5: The graphical user interface in CarboCAT. The user can select the
appropriate input parameters files and display them. Two in-situ producing fac-
tories (light blue and blue) are shown in this example. (A)-Total applied sub-
sidence. (B)-Initial factory distribution. (C)-Final model bathymetry and (D)-
Water depth-dependent carbonate production rates for each factory. All values
shown here are for demonstrative purposes.
• the number of in-situ producing numerical factories, their spatial distribution
and their production profiles;
• the eustatic sea level movements.
A Graphic User Interface (GUI) front end (Fig.3.5) allows the user to select
the input parameters, visualise them and run the model. A number of Matlab
graphics windows are generated to plot the model output.
CarboCAT divides the whole platform in a user defined number of model cells.
Any number of model cells can be used and thus model cells in CarboCAT are
scale independent. Their dimensions depend on the number of cells that are used
and can range from a few meters to several kilometres based on the platform
dimensions, the required model resolution and the PC characteristics.
This scale independence of CarboCAT is a powerful tool that allows study-
ing heterogeneities at any scale and performing dynamic analysis of the modelled
processes. Dynamic analysis requires more detailed description of the processes
involved and more accurate definition of the problem in hand compared with a
kinematic analysis.
Since no particular scale is required for the models cells in CarboCAT, the
size of the model cell is defined based the modelling requirements. Model cells
dimensions of a few hundred metres or even a km would suffice for large scale
modelling of whole carbonate platforms with tens or hundreds of km horizontal
dimensions. Modelling of smaller scale structures or specific areas of a carbonate
platform, like platform interiors or slopes, with features tens or hundreds of metres
in size, would require CarboCAT model cell dimensions of a few metres.
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Based on the scale of the grid cell, each factory in CarboCAT can represent ei-
ther a whole carbonate factory (see section2.1.6) or different producing organisms.
In case the grid cell size is selected to be several hundred metres or even kilome-
tres, a CarboCAT factory is more likely to simulate a whole carbonate factory.
Grid cells with size in the order of a few meters can represent single producing
organisms.
Sediment transportation in CarboCAT can also represent different processes,
based on the size of the grid cell. Modelling of large scale, whole platform geome-
tries with model cell size of a kilometre could represent sediment transportation
due to oceanic currents from salinity or temperature differences over a carbonate
platform. Model cell of a few meters for modelling local features on the interior
could represent sediment transportation due to local sources or tidal currents.
The calculated data from each function are stored in 3x3 arrays with dimensions
as y, x and t, the user defined constant parameters. Each array is characterised
as either glob or stats. glob and stats are two groups of functions and variables.
Functions declared as glob or stats share the same copy of the glob or stats variables
respectively. Any change or assignment to any of the variables in the group is
immediately available to all other functions in the same group.
Usually the glob group contains arrays that are related to factories status or
distribution and the stats group contains arrays that store some calculated prop-
erty or statistics of the factories. The model preserves mass in the sense that the
total mass in the model is deposited somewhere without any mass loss.
3.2.1.1 Model parameters
The majority of the necessary model parameters are defined in one file (Fig.3.6)
that is input into CarboCAT. The model parameters can be organised in three
groups that describe the geometry of the carbonate model, define carbonate pro-
duction and control sediment transportation.
The first group includes parameters that define the geometry of the platform
and are used to calculate the time duration of the platform, the subsidence rate,
the eustatic sea level movements (ESL) and the initial distribution of factories.
The total duration of the platform, or the elapsed model time (EMT ) is cal-
culated based on the total duration of the modelled platform and the user defined
time-step. Subsidence calculation is performed before the execution of the main
code and produces a total subsidence rate map per time-step. Periodic eustatic sea
level movement are described as the sum of two sinusoids. The initial topography
and initial facies distribution are user defined as matrices with the bathymetry of
each model cell and the factory in each model cell (see section 3.2.4.1, Fig.3.5), at
the beginning of the model.
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Figure 3.6: Initial model parameters file for two producing factories. All values
shown here are for demonstrative purposes. Each line in the file is related to the
specific parameter described on the right and thus all values in the file have to be
in the same order.
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The second parameter group includes parameters that define the production
profiles of each factory and the cellular automata rules (see section 3.2.4.1). The
volume of the produced material is calculated based on a water depth-dependent
production profile for each facies and is calculated based on eq.(3.4) (Bosscher1992).






where z is the water depth in meters. The user defined parameters are pm the
maximum production rate in m /My , I0 the surface light intensity in µEm
−2s−1,
I the saturation light intensity in µEm−2s−1, c the extinction coefficient. k is a
constant.
Production of material from each factory corresponds to the growth rate of the
relevant carbonate factory. The maximum carbonate production rates are usu-
ally obtained from production rates of modern carbonate systems. Alternatively,
production rates can be inferred from accumulation rates of ancient carbonate
systems.
The third group includes parameters that control sediment transportation.
Sediment transportation in CarboCAT is performed as a single flow from each
model cell (the source cell) that moves material to one or more model cells (des-
tination cells). The path of each sediment flow and the amount of transported
material are controlled by the local bathymetry and the user defined parameters
for transportation.
The user defined parameters are:
• transported fraction of total production - The portion of the in-situ produced
material that becomes available for transportation at each time step for
each facies. Practically speaking, this parameter defines the volume of the
material that is available for transportation;
• minimum gradient for transportation - The bathymetric threshold between
two adjacent model cells for the transportation routines to initiate;
• the transported factory for each in-situ producing factory.
Transported material in CarboCAT is identified as factories and each trans-
ported factory represents a different model cell state. Definition of transported
factories is user defined. Each transported factory can be uniquely assigned to
one in-situ producing factory or more than one in-situ producing factories may
generate the same transported factory or transported factories can be linked to
transportation distance, with the user having the freedom to define the preferred
definition
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Figure 3.7: Chart showing the successive steps of CarboCAT. Rectangulars rep-
resent a set of Matlab functions. Each function takes as input one or more user
defined parameters (see section 3.2.1.1) and the relevant arrays from either glob
or stats groups and updates them. t is the current iteration. In italics: function
input parameters and variables. In bold: output variables. Variables as both input
and output imply that they are updated.
3.2.2 Main algorithm
Once the model parameters have been defined, CarboCAT is ready to run. Before
the execution of the main CarboCAT code, tectonic subsidence is calculated based
on the characteristics of possible faults in the platform. Tectonic subsidence is cal-
culated by a standalone code developed to model carbonate systems in extensional
environment (Kozlowski2017). The outcome from the tectonic subsidence code,
one subsidence rate map per iteration, is used as input in the main CarboCAT
code.
The main CarboCAT code, for each iteration and for each model cell, calcu-
lates the water depth based on the subsidence rate maps and the eustatic sea level
movements. The water depth is used for the calculation of the new in-situ pro-
ducing factories distribution based on the factories distribution from the previous
time-step and the new bathymetry. Once the new factories distribution has been
calculated, carbonate production is computed. After carbonate production has
been computed, sediment transportation is performed. The processes of the main




The subsidence calculated in the model generates the necessary accommodation
for sediments to deposit. Since only subsidence is calculated in the model, accom-
modation in CarboCAT can be calculated only after the model has finished and
sediment has been deposited. Accommodation can be measured as the thickness
of the deposited material at each model cell for a specific time and varies with
position on the platform (Muto2000).
3.2.4 Main CarboCAT code
3.2.4.1 Factories distribution
Factories distribution in CarboCAT is computed based on competition of pro-
ducing factories for space and is described by the cellular automata. Cellular
Automata (CA) are mathematical models that consist of a number of discrete
sites (cells) with a finite set of possible values. The value of each particular cell is
determined by the previous values of a neighbourhood of cells and a set of simple
rules. At each discrete time step the rules are applied simultaneously to all cells
and the new state of each cell is calculated. (Wolfram1984).
CA allows modelling of apparent randomness produced by a deterministic and
thus better constrained method (Burgess2013). The complex behaviour gener-
ated by CA can be classified in four basic classes based on the patterns generated
by the CA. Recognition of classes was based on one-dimension, two states CA.
Recognition of classes in a two dimensional CA may not be as straight forward.
The four classes are (Fig.3.8) (Wolfram2002, Chapter 6):
• class 1 is characterised by uniformity. Almost all initial conditions lead to
exactly the same uniform final state;
• class 2 is characterised by repetition. There are many different final states
consisting of set of simple structures that either remain the same or repeat
every few steps;
• class 3 is characterised by complicated behaviour. Small scale structures
occur in a otherwise random pattern;
• class 4 is a mixture of order and randomness. Localised structures are pro-
duced on their own, move around and interact with each other in complicated
ways.
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Figure 3.8: Examples of the four basic classes of behaviour in the evolution of CA
with random initial conditions. From Wolfram2002.
Figure 3.9: The cellular automata neighbourhood for a current cell (red) and
different neighbourhood definitions. The current cell itself belongs to the neigh-
bourhood as well. (A). Neighbourhood consisting of only the current cell. (B).
Von Neumann neighbourhood consisting of five cells. (C) Moore neighbourhood of
nine (current and eight adjacent) cells. (D) Neighbourhood consisting of 13 cells.
(E) Neighbourhood consisting of 25 cells. This is the neighbourhood used for all
the model runs in this project.
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The neighbourhood of any cell in CA defines the number and distribution of
surrounding cells, which combined with the CA rules control the state of each cell
(Fig.3.9). CA rules define the minimum and maximum neighbours for the survival
(cell remains in the same state) or triggering of new state (empty cells change their
state). The size of the neighbourhood and the CA rules are user define parameters
in CarboCAT.
In CarboCAT, a model cell occupied by one factory remains in its current state
and thus the factory survives, only if the number of cells N with the same state in
the neighbourhood is (Burgess2013).
smin ≤ N ≤ smax
for this factory, otherwise becomes empty.
Empty model cells can be colonised by producing factories only if the number
of model cells N with one state in the neighbourhood is
cmin ≤ N ≤ cmax
for this factory, otherwise the model cell remains empty. A model cell might remain
empty if none of the producing factories match the criteria for colonisation.
If more than one producing factories are present, CarboCAT provides two
options for defining the order with which factories are checked for colonisation of
empty model cells. The first option shifts the order in which producing factories
are checked after each colonisation event. In a model run with two producing
factories, factory 1 is checked first for colonising the first empty model cell. Factory
2 is checked only if factory 1 can not colonise the cell. For the second empty model
cell on the platform and in the same iteration, the order has shifted and factory 2
is checked first for colonising the cell.
The second option, the order with which factories are checked is linked to
their production rates at the water depth at which the cell is located. For the
example with two producing factories, the factory with the highest production
rate at the location of an empty model cell is checked first and the factory with
lowest production rate, second.
3.2.4.2 Carbonate production rate calculation
Carbonate production in CarboCAT is calculated based on the production profiles
for each producing factory and the factories distribution (Fig.3.7). Production oc-
curs only on model cells that are under water and occupied by a producing factory.
The amount of the in-situ produced material is calculated based on eq.(3.4).
The material that is actually produced is controlled by the competition for
resources factor, with maximum production occurring only under optimal condi-
tions. The optimal conditions are defined as the number of model cells with the
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same state in the neighbourhood of each cell. If N is the number of model cells
with the same state as the producing cell then (Burgess2013):
• if N ≤ smin then no production occurs;
• if smin ≤ N ≤ nopt then P = P (z) N−(smin−1)nopt−(smin−1) ;
• if N = nopt then P = Pz;
• if nopt ≤ N ≤ smax then P = P (z) (smax+1)−N(smax+1)−nopt ;
• if N ≤ smax then no production occurs.
where nopt is the number of neighbours required for maximum production for each
facies.
Model cells with more or fewer neighbours than the optimal range represent
over-populated or under-populated areas respectively which limit the production
rate compared to the production calculated with the depth production rate only.
Model cells above sea level, do not produce any material and there is the option
to keep their previous state or become empty. As soon as the cells return below
sea level, CA checks their state according to the new conditions in respect to the
number of cells with the same state and adjusts their state as necessary. Empty
model cells represent a depositional hiatus.
3.2.4.3 Carbonate transportation calculation
Sediment transportation is performed after in-situ production has been calculated
(Fig.3.7). Sediment transportation is performed only from cells that meet all of
the following four conditions (Fig.3.10):
1. are below sea level;
2. are occupied by a producing factory;
3. the available thickness for transportation exceeds the minimum threshold for
transportation;
4. the bathymetric gradient with the adjacent model cells is greater than the
minimum gradient for transportation threshold.
Because several flow paths can terminate in the same grid cell (destination cell),
every time deposition of transported material occurs at a cell, the factory and the
thickness of the deposited material is noted. A model cell may contain only one
(or none) in-situ factory but several transported factories for each iteration.
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Figure 3.10: Flow chart showing the CarboCAT transportation routine. Diamonds
represent conditionals and rectangulars Matlab functions. The algorithm is exe-
cuted until there is no deeper cell or no more material to be deposited.
Deposition of transported material increases the bathymetric gradient at the
destination cell. If the local gradient exceeds the minimum threshold for deposi-
tion, sediment deposition at the destination cell stops and sediment flows bypass
the cell. Material is thus spread farther into the platform.
The minimum gradient for transportation which defines if sediment transporta-
tion or deposition will occur can have different values for each factory. Factories
that represent carbonate strata with fine grain size can be assigned relatively low
minimum gradients for transportation. Factories that represent strata with coarser
grains are assigned higher minimum gradients.
A new algorithm has been specifically developed for sediment transportation
from areas with low slope gradients and thus simulate cross platform sediment
transportation (see section 5.6).
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4 Seismic theory
Seismology is the study of the structure of the Earth using the propagation of
seismic waves through the Earth. Seismic waves are elastic waves generated by
natural and artificial sources. Earthquake seismology is the section of seismol-
ogy that studies the generation and propagation of seismic waves from natural
sources like earthquakes. Exploration seismology (or seismic exploration) studies
the propagation of artificially generated seismic waves.
This chapter is a discussion about the basic principles of seismology in gen-
eral and their application to carbonate rocks and the study of their structure
and properties in particular. The chapter is divided in 3 sections. The first sec-
tion presents the general principles of elasticity and wave propagation through the
Earth and shortly discusses implications of wave propagation through the heteroge-
neous Earth. The next section presents the applications of seismology specifically
to carbonates rocks. The last section discusses the concept of synthetic seismic
imaging.
4.1 Elasticity and seismic wave propagation
Propagation of seismic waves through the earth materials is described by the gen-
eralised wave equation (Cheng2014)




where Fo are the body forces related to gravitational effects and the source
terms, K is the elastic tensor that relates stresses applied to materials to the
generated strain and υ is the particle displacement.
External forces acting upon an infinitesimal cube in static equilibrium create
some stress (τ) on the cube which in turn causes internal deformation of the cube
and generates strain (σ). In general, the stress-strain relationship is complex and
depends on a number of parameters such as pressure, temperature, stress rate,
strain history of the material involved and stress magnitude among others.
The elastic behaviour of most Earth materials for the stresses involved in explo-
ration seismology allows for defining a relatively simple stress-strain relationship.
The most general form of the stress-strain relationship is a constitutive law for
linear elasticity and is called the generalised Hook’s law.
τij = Kijklσkl (4.2)
where the indexes follow the summation convention. Indexes range from 1 to 3 (the
Cartesian coordinates) while repeated indexes in a product indicate summation.
Wijkl is the elastic tensor which is also called stiffness matrix.
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The generalised Hook’s law assumes there is no energy loss as the material
deforms under the effect of the applied stress (perfect elasticity). Materials obeying
eq.(4.2) are called perfectly elastic. The generalised Hook’s law as the stress-strain
relationship is valid only for small magnitude stresses which are not common within
the Earth’s interior. Eq.(4.2) is assumed to be valid for small perturbations in
stress with respect to the initial state of stress at which the strain is assumed to
be zero.
The elastic tensor Wijkl is a fourth order tensor with 81 components. Due to
the symmetry of stress and strain tensors and thermodynamic considerations, the
number of independent parameters reduce to 21 which is the minimum number
of parameters necessary to define the stress-strain relationship for general elastic
solids. Assuming isotropic materials and thus the same properties in all directions,
the number of independent parameters reduces to 2 and the elastic tensor becomes
Kijkl = λδij + µ(δilδjk + δikδjl) (4.3)
where λ and µ are called the Lamé parameters and δij is the Kronecker delta
function.
Using eq.(4.3), the generalised Hook’s law for isotropic, perfectly elastic mate-
rials in static equilibrium takes the form of (eq.4.4)
τij = λδijεii + 2µεij (4.4)
The two Lamé parameters λ, µ in eq.(4.4) are also called elastic parameters or
elastic moduli. The shear modulus µ is a measure of the resistance of the material
to shearing. Fluids have zero shear modulus.
Practically, it is very difficult to explicitly solve eq.(4.1). High computational
cost and the difficulties in separating all the wavefields involved, have led to a
number of models that approximate solutions of the generalised wave equation
(Cheng2014).
The body forces in eq.(4.1) are related to gravitational effects and the source
terms. Gravitational effects are equal to elastic effects for signal frequencies in the
range 10−3− 10−4Hz (Scales1997). Exploration seismics are generally interested
in signal frequencies of a few tens of Hz and thus gravity effects can be neglected
without significant loss. Further assuming that we are located on the far field of
the source, the source effect on the particle motion is negligible.
Further simplification of the generalised wave equation is to assume that the
media through which the waves propagate are homogeneous layers with velocity
changes only at the boundaries between the layers. In this case the gradients of
the Lamé parameters become zero within each medium.
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= (λ+ 2µ)∇(∇υ)− µ∇× (∇× υ) (4.5)
Eq.(4.5) will be referred here to as the homogeneous media wave equation. The
homogeneous media wave equation is a much simpler equation than eq.(4.1) and
several methods to solve it exist. Despite its practicality and extensive use, eq.(4.5)
is valid only for layered, homogeneous, isotropic media with velocity changes only
at boundary surfaces.
4.2 Implications of wave propagation
Seismic waves are the propagation of energy outwards from a source. The energy
propagates through materials by setting the particles of the material in motion
and thus the wave-front contains the wave energy as the potential energy of the
oscillating particles. The potential energy of propagating waves is also called strain
energy and is generated from the resistance of the material to the deformation
(strain) caused by the applied stress.
Assuming that the material particles were initially static, the average stored
work (strain energy) during a complete wavelength (λ) of a propagating wave for








k2A2Gdx = 2π2ρA2ω2 (4.6)
where k = 2π/λ, A is the amplitude of the propagating wave and µ is the shear
modulus of the material through which the wave propagates.
The energy of a propagating plane wave is proportional to the square of the
pulse amplitude and proportional to the square of its frequency.
The energy density in the propagation direction per unit time per unit area






where A1 is the wave amplitude at time t1, ω is the angular frequency and dS1 is
the surface area of the wave-front.















which means that the amplitude of a propagating wave varies inversely as the
square root of the surface area of the wave front as the wave-front spreads out,
and the elastic properties (velocity and density) of the medium through which the
wave propagates.
4.2.1 Partioning of energy at an interface
When propagating body waves encounter areas where the elastic properties of the
material change, the waves’ propagation direction, velocity and amplitude change
to accommodate the changes in the elastic parameters.
Assuming that the change in the elastic properties of the material occurs only
at either sides of an interface between two mediums with constant properties and
using ray theory, the change in direction and amplitude of the body waves can be
calculated.







where V1, V2 are the wave velocities above and below the interface and θ1, θ2 are
the incident angle and the angle of refraction.
The energy partitioning at the interface is controlled by the changes in the
elastic properties across the interface. Conservation of energy at the interface
requires the stress and strain on either side of the interface to be the same.
The energy partitioning is quantified with the reflection Re and transmission
Tr coefficients. The reflection coefficient is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of
the reflected wave to the amplitude of the incident wave of the same type. Similarly
the transmission coefficient is the ratio of the amplitude of the transmitted wave





where A1, A2, A3 are the amplitudes of the incident, reflected and transmitted
waves respectively.
Reflection and transmission coefficients and thus the partitioning of wave en-
ergy depends on the angle of incidence at the interface. Zoeppritz derived the
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reflection and transmission coefficients of a plane wave at a plane interface be-
tween two material with different elastic properties for any angle of incidence.
A special case of Re and Tr is the normal to the interface incident angle. In
this case the angle effect on energy partitioning disappears and the reflection and








where ρ is the density (kg/m3) of the medium through which the seismic wave
propagates and V is the seismic wave velocity through the medium.
The Earth, through which seismic waves propagate, is a laterally and vertically
heterogeneous medium. The scale length of heterogeneities in the Earth ranges
over 8 orders of magnitude from global heterogeneities with scale length tens od
thousands of kilometres to well log heterogeneities with scale a few millimetres
(Wu1988).
The effect of heterogeneities to the propagating seismic waves depends on the
scale length of heterogeneities compared to the wavelength of the wave. Wu1988
defined several different propagations regimes based on the relation between the
wavelength of the propagating wave and the size of the heterogeneity.
Depending on the propagation regime various analytical methods have been
used to describe the scattering of the propagating waves.The analytical methods
vary from Rayleigh scattering for very small heterogeneities to ray theory, to Born
and Rytov approximations to finite difference methods to parabolic approximations
for very large (global scale) heterogeneities (Wu1988).
4.3 Controls on acoustic impedance of carbonate rocks
Most of the work regarding velocities, densities and acoustic impedance calcula-
tions has focused primarily on siliciclastic strata. Reflectivity in siliciclastic strata,
in most cases, is generated by lithological differences of the strata. Carbonate de-
positional environments and carbonate strata differ from siliciclastics in ways that
directly effect reflectivity.
The main factors controlling the elastic properties of carbonates in decreasing
order are (Eberli2003):
1. diagenetic process that directly affect the amount and type of porosity. Ce-
mentation, that can take place even in very shallow depths and early ages fills
the primary porosity and lithifies the sediments, is the most important con-
trol on elastic properties. Compaction becomes more important at greater
burial depths;
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2. porosity and pore type. There is a general trend of decreasing VP with
increasing porosity but with large scatter. Velocity changes follow much
more closely the type of porosity. Inter-particle porosity has less effect in
velocity compared to micro-porosity, moldic and intra-particle porosity;
3. grain size and shape. The grain shape and the grain-to-matrix diameter
control the size and types of grain contact and the elastic properties;
4. mineralogy. Mineralogy in carbonates is less important than in siliciclas-
tics. There are some velocity differences between dolomites and calcites as
dolomites are denser but there is no clear separation.
Reflection coefficients higher than ±0.02 generate reflections that can be im-
aged with modern seismic techniques (Palaz1997). Reflection coefficient of ±0.02
corresponds to 5% difference in acoustic impedance between two facies. Low
impedance contrasts between similar mineralogicaly carbonate facies generate re-
flected waves with low amplitude irrespective of the layers thickness involved.
Because of early cementation and diagenesis, the velocities of carbonates are
generally higher than the velocities of siliciclastics at comparable depths. Higher
velocities imply that for a given frequency the wavelengths of propagating waves
are longer in carbonates than in siliciclastics which directly affects the resolution
of the seismic images.
The depositional environment affects carbonate strata geometry and their re-
flectivity. The typical carbonate platform geometry (see section 2.1.2) shows sig-
nificant changes in reflectivity. Carbonate platform interiors with restricted water
circulation may contain tens or hundreds of meters thick sediments but display
very low reflectivity. The combination of similar deposited facies with lower res-
olution in carbonates, generally generates low reflectivity on carbonate platform
interiors (Palaz1997).
Contrary to platform interiors, slopes usually show better reflectivity. Even
though sediment thickness is less on the slopes, greater facies heterogeneity (in the
form of deposited transported facies and breccias among others) on the slope and
possible presence of siliciclastics generate brighter reflections (Palaz1997).
4.3.1 Porosity and fluids substitution
Porosity affects the wave propagation through carbonate strata. Porosity as empty
spaces in the crystals of the medium, controls the elastic properties of the medium,
with higher porosity indicating more empty spaces and thus less dense crystal
structures. Additionally to the effect of porosity on the density of the crystal, the
type and shape of porosity also affects the elastic properties of carbonates.
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Elongated, interconnected pores result to lower velocities compared to poorly
connected, spherical pores for the same porosity. Flat elongated pores are more
compressible than spherical ones and thus elongated pores have greater effect on
the bulk modulus of the surrounding crystal frame (Wang2001).
The type of fluid present in the pores and the degree of fluid saturation also
affects the elastic properties of carbonates. Porous rocks saturated with less com-
pressible fluids have high velocities and thus higher impedances compared to un-
saturated or completely dry pores. Dry pores contain air in their pore space which
air is more compressible compared to water or other fluids.
Hydrocarbon gases are highly compressible under reservoir conditions with bulk
moduli values of 0.01− 0.2GPa. Other fluids present in many reservoirs is carbon
dioxide and hydrocarbon oils. The elastic properties of these fluids are pressure
and temperature dependent and formulas have been developed to estimate them
(Wang2001).
Water shows abnormal properties relative to other fluids since under atmo-
spheric pressure water shows maximum density at 4oC and has high boiling points.
Unlike other hydrocarbon fluids in which acoustic velocities decrease monotonically
with increasing temperature, acoustic velocity in water increases with increasing
temperature.
Acoustic velocity of water reaches a maximum value at around 73oC, and
then decreases as temperature further increases at atmospheric pressure. Special
formulas that take into account the amount of dissolved material in the water have
been developed for calculating the elastic properties of water (Wang2001).
The effect of fluids on the elastic properties of strata is quantified with Gassmann
equation. Gassman equation calculates the bulk modulus of saturated rocks based
on the porosity of the strata, the bulk moduli of the rock frame and the mineral













where Ksat is the bulk modulus of the saturated rock, K
∗ the bulk modulus of the
rock frame, Ko the bulk modulus of the mineral matrix, Kfl the bulk modulus of
the pore fluid and φ the porosity.
Eq.(4.12) is based on some assumptions. First, assumption is that the rock
matrix and the pore frame are homogeneous and isotropic. Most rocks can be
considered isotropic over one wavelength in typical exploration cases. Problems
arise for cases where several minerals with large contracts in elastic properties are
present.
Second, assumption is that the pores are interconnected and fluid can flow
freely. Carbonates that might have multiple types of porosity and low porosity
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Figure 4.1: (A) Bulk and shear moduli of carbonate samples at 31 MPa differential
pressure and fully brine saturated conditions at seismic frequency (10 Hz) and
ultrasonic frequency (0.8MHz). The dashed line represents where the moduli at
both frequencies are equal. On average, there is a 23% increase for the bulk
modulus and 12% for the shear modulus from 10Hz to 0.8 MHz. (B) P-waves and
S-waves velocities of carbonate samples at the same conditions as (A) at 10Hz
and 0.8MHz frequencies. The dashed line represents where the velocities at both
frequencies are equal. On average, there is 9.5% increase in the P-wave velocity
and 5.8% increase in the S-wave velocity from low to high frequencies. Modified
after Adam2008.
rocks violate this assumption. Third, the pore fluids do not interact with the pore
matrix, which is not valid for many carbonate rocks.
Furthermore, Gassmann equation is derived for zero frequency and is valid for
low frequencies and long wavelengths. For higher frequencies other formulations
have been derived (Smith2003) but the Gassmann equation is still used.
Seismic velocities, bulk and shear moduli of carbonate strata are dispersive,
their values increase with increasing frequency (Fig.4.1). The dispersivity of the
elastic moduli is attributed to changes on pore fluid behaviour with frequency
(Adam2008).
The pore fluids have more time (at low, seismic frequencies) or less time (at
high, ultrasonic frequencies) to relax after the wave has passed. Additionally,
preferential propagation of the waves through faster paths at high frequencies
effect the elastic moduli as well (Adam2008).
Presence of fluids in the pores (fluid saturation) affect the shear modulus, con-
trary to the Gassmann assumption, with both strengthening and weakening effects
(Fig.4.2). The change in the shear modulus is a result of interactions between
the pore fluid and the rock, which interactions alter the rock frame properties
(Baechle2005).
Shear weakening and strengthening by fluid substitution is controlled by pore
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Figure 4.2: Changes in shear modulus of carbonates with saturation. Both shear
strengthening and weaking occur. The line indicates where dry and saturated
shear moduli are equal. From Baechle2005.
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Figure 4.3: Plot of µwet/µdry versus VPwet − VPGass at 40 MPa effective pressure,
displaying the changing shear-moduli effect on velocity prediction. Points A and
B represent re-crystallised limestones with intercrystalline porosity. Point C rep-
resents a framestone with intraparticle porosity. Points D and E represent grain-
stones samples with high amount of micro-porosity. Modified after Baechle2009.
types and grain-to-grain contact for any reservoir effective pressure. The differ-
ential or effective pressure of a reservoir is the difference between the overburden
and the fluid pressure of the reservoir. The overburden pressure is the confined
pressure exerted to the reservoir rocks by the overburden strata. The fluid pressure
is the pressure from the fluid mass in the reservoir.
High amount of micro-porosity is related to shear weakening with fluid satu-
ration. High amount of inter-crystalline or inter-granular porosity tend to show
shear strengthening with saturation (Fig.4.3) (Baechle2009).
The general porosity in carbonates should be distinguished to two types. Macro-
porosity, usually inter-grain similar to siliciclastic strata and micro-porosity charac-
teristic of carbonates (Baechle2008). Micro-porosity has more significant effects
on elastic properties of carbonates than macro-porosity (Fig.4.4-A and B). Micro-
porosity produces low seismic velocities independent of the stiffness of the mineral
grain.
Micro-porosity could be in the form of intra-grain, vuggy or moldic porosity.
Micro-porosity changes the elastic properties of the rock matrix which is considered
soft material. The effect of micro-porosity on the elastic properties is best described
by assigning a softer matrix stiffness (K ′o) due to micro-porosity compared to
the stiffness of the matrix related to macro-porosity (Ko in eq.(4.12)) (Fig.4.4-C)
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Figure 4.4: (A) Plot of porosity versus P-wave velocity with color indicating the
percentage of total porosity due to microporosity. (B) P-wave velocity versus mi-
croporosity only excluding the macro-pores. There is less scattering in the effect
of microporosity to Vp. (C) Measured VP (blue dots) and VS (red dots) versus cal-
culated velocities using the two stiffness method. The dashed line indicates where
the measured and calculated velocities are equal. Modified after Baechle2008
(Baechle2008).
Shear weakening is attributed to large surface area of matrix-fluid interaction
for micro-porous rocks. Inter-crystalline or inter-granular porosity are usually re-
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lated to higher permeability which allows out of phase movements of the fluid and
the solids and generation of shear strengthening (Verwer2010).
Besides pore type, pore shape also controls the elastic properties of carbonates.
Ellipsoidal pores with various aspect ratio exert a major control on the variation
of elastic velocities with porosity. The effect of pore shape is more apparent for
fluid saturated rocks (Sayers2008).
The pore aspect ratio is a measurement of the shape of the pores. It is defined as
the ratio between the longest and the shortest axis of the average pores. Elongated
pores have high aspect ratios, while symmetrical pores have lower aspect ratios.
Spherical pores have aspect ratio one. Even though pores in carbonates are unlikely
to be exactly ellipsoidal, the various aspect ratio values accounts for several possible
pore shapes from spherical pores to crack-line shapes.
Low aspect pores have the greatest effect in decreasing the elastic moduli of
carbonates. Because acoustic impedance of carbonates is sensitive to the pres-
ence of low aspect ratio pores and fractures, vertical pores and fractures have a
significant effect on the normal incidence acoustic impedance (Sayers2008).
The equivalent elastic medium method has been suggested for modelling mi-
croporous cemented grainstones. The equivalent elastic medium is composed by
two end members, a pure calcite host without pores and a porous medium with mi-
critic grains. All the pore space of the modelled strata is located within the micritic
porous medium. The porous medium is composed of spherical inclusions which
contain pores with the same aspect ratio (equivalent pore aspect ratio, EPAR) as
the modelled strata (Fournier2011).
Fournier2014 showed that the EPAR of the elastic medium is a useful parame-
ter for identifying pore types from velocity-porosity measurements and quantifying
the effect of cementation on the elastic properties of limestones. The effect of as-
pect ratio in the prediction of elastic properties of microporous limestones with
a wide range of textures (grainstones, packstones, wackestones, mudstones and
several in between classes) at several effective pressure regimes, low (5-7.5 MPa),
moderate (20MPa) and high (40-50 MPa) was shown by LimaNeto2015.
Pore shape parameters that refer and describe individual pores and pore shape
parameters that refer to the entire pore system of the rocks were evaluated based
on their effectiveness to predict velocities of carbonate rocks. The geometric pore-
shape parameters that are more closely related to the effect of porosity on the
elastic properties of carbonate rocks are (Weger2009):
• perimeter over Area (PoA). PoA is defined as the ratio of the total perimeter
that encloses the pore space to the total pore space area. Small values
indicate a simple pore geometry;
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• dominant Pore Size (DomSize). DomSize is defined as the upper boundary
of pore sizes that compose 50% of the porosity. DomSize is an indication of
the dominant pore size range;
• gamma (γ). γ is defined as the perimeter over an area of an individual pore
normalised to a circle. Perfect round pores have γ values 1;
• aspect Ratio (AR);
• amount of micro-porosity.
Each geometric pore-shape parameter when used in addition to porosity im-
proves the correlation between measured and estimated velocities (Table 4.1).
Combinations of several pore-shape parameters in addition to porosity also improve
the prediction of velocities but not more than single parameters (Weger2009).
Table 4.1: Corellation between measured and estimated velocities based on the co-
efficients of regression. Each pore-shape parameter improves the correlation (R2)
between measured and estimated velocities. PoA and DomSize show the most
significant correlation. Combinations of parameters do not offer better estima-
tions compared to single parameters. See text for parameter explanation. From
Weger2009
Estimators used for velocity prediction R2
Porosity 0.542
Porosity and AR 0.549
Porosity and γ 0.639
Porosity and DomSize 0.768
Porosity and % microposity 0.769
Porosity and PoA 0.786
Porosity and PoA and AR 0.788
Porosity and PoA and DomSize 0.800
Porosity and PoA and γ 0.810
Porosity and PoA and % microporosity 0.820
Porosity and PoA and % microporosity and AR 0.822
Porosity and PoA and % microporosity and γ 0.832
Porosity and PoA and % microporosity and DomSize 0.840
Porosity and PoA and % microporosity and AR and DomSize 0.841
Porosity and PoA and % microporosity and DomSize and γ 0.844
Porosity and PoA and % microporosity and DomSize and AR and γ 0.845
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4.3.2 Grain texture and fabric
The effect of rock fabric on the elastic properties of carbonates has been demon-
strated with the use of the Poisson’s ratio. Granular fabric rocks typically demon-
strate high Poisson’s ratio values and relatively low P-wave velocities, while re-
crystallised rocks show low Poisson’s ratio and relatively high P-wave velocities
(Fig.4.5). Siliciclastic and mixed siliciclastic-carbonate sedimentary rocks also dis-
play the same behaviour and thus the Poisson’s ratio is a good indicator of the
rock texture irrespective of the strata type. (Kenter2007).
Rock texture (granular or crystalline) is a major control on the elastic proper-
ties of carbonates. Dry, granular textures demonstrate lower P-wave velocities and
wider range of Poisson’s ratio values than dry, crystalline textures. Dry, granular
textures show VP values from 2000− 4500m/s while crystalline textures have VP
higher than 4500m/s (Verwer2008).
Granular texture refers to depositional textures where grain-to-grain contacts
support the frame with various amounts of cement and little matrix. Granular
textures usually contain inter-granular porosity and relatively high permeabilities.
The initial rock texture of carbonates is preserved with very low influence of di-
agenetic processes. Acoustically, granular textures are not very efficient in wave
propagation due to energy scattering at the grain boundaries (Verwer2008).
Crystalline textures refers to rock frame consisting of interlocking crystals.
Crystalline textures are dominated by re-crystallised or cemented fabric without
any initial granular texture. Porosity is usually low as the result of cementation
and compaction. Crystal compaction and cementation of pore spaces generates an
efficient, acoustically, connected framework (Verwer2008).
Several diagenetic paths based on the VP -Poisson’s ratio crossplots can be iden-
tified (Fig.4.6). Compaction of grains rapidly decreases the Poisson’s ratio and
increase their P-wave velocity but preserves the granular texture. Cementation
of the rock changes the texture from granular to crystalline with significant in-
crease in VP but relatively constant Poisson’s ratio. If dissolution occurs before
cementation then a VP and Poisson’s ratio decrease is observed before the effects
of cementation (Verwer2008).
Coarse grain samples (0% micrites) generally show elastic moduli strengthening
trend with fluid substitution with a negative correlation with confining pressure.
The negative correlation with pressure remains but trend reverses to elastic moduli
weakening for fine grain and mud supported samples (Fig.4.7) (Husseiny2015).
The fraction of micro-crystalline matrix (rock texture) and its distribution are
related to porosity and they are characteristic of the effect of diagenetic processes
on porosity and thus the elastic properties of carbonates. For coarse grain sup-
ported matrix (0− 10% micrite) with inter-granular porosity, the micritic content
fills the porous between the grains. Dissolution of the grains generates more mi-
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Figure 4.5: Carbonate fabric rock identification based on Poisson’s ratio versus
VP . Carbonates (blue area) show a clear V-shape distribution with granular strata
on the left side and crystalline strata on the right separated by a relatively low

























































































































































































Figure 4.7: Percentage change in bulk modulus (a) and shear modulus (b)





Figure 4.8: Conceptual model of the evolution of the calcite grain, micrite mixture
based on grain-micrite-pore fraction. From Vanorio2011.
critic material and increases the porosity of the formation. Dissolution of mud-
supported matrix (> 50% micrite) removes micritic crystalls increasing the poros-
ity leading to a fluid-supported matrix (Fig.4.8). The above processes assumes no
cementation is talking place and dissolution is caused by chemical reactivity of the
carbonate matrix (Vanorio2011).
The micro-structure of carbonates can be described by the grain-micrite matrix
ratio (GMR). GMR expresses the relative amount of coarse and fine texture car-
bonate material and has been shown to correlate with current action, the energy
levels of the depositional setting and the elastic properties of the strata. Strata
with high GMR typically demonstrate lower P-wave velocities compared with lower
GMR strata (Fig.4.9) (Vanorio2011).
Grainstones and packstones usually show inter-grain porosity and high perme-
ability. Constant stress and the presence of diagenetic fluids favour dissolution
of the grains and the high permeability allows mechanical removal of the micritic
products. Dissolution of the matrix reduces the stiffness of the grain contacts and
causes reduction in the elastic moduli of the rocks. For high confining pressures,
grain compaction reduces the rock-fluid surface and limited interactions occur
which ultimately leads to constant elastic moduli (Fig.4.10) (Vanorio2013).
Chemical dissolution of the rock frame was quantified measuring the concentra-
tion of the dissolved Ca2+ in the saturating solution. Higher Ca2+ concentration
means higher chemical dissolution of the frame. Mechanical dissolution and com-
paction were measured with changes in the length of the samples as an indication
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Figure 4.9: Variation of P-wave velocity as a function of grain to matrix ratio
(GMR). From Vanorio2011.
of the generated strains from the confining pressure. Elastic properties were mea-
sured for various degrees of confining pressure and saturation levels. CO2-rich
water fluid was used for saturation (Vanorio2013).
In tight mudstones the initially interlocked micritic crystals show only micro-
porosity and low permeability values. Stress has little effect on the micro-structure
and low permeability does not allow removal of the chemical dissolution products.
If cementation occurs under high stress, the micro-porosity remains low but the
tighter structure generates higher permeability which results to high flow rates and
un-balanced rock-fluid interactions (Fig.4.11) (Vanorio2013).
4.3.3 Summary
The factors which control the elastic properties of carbonate strata are diagenetic
processes, porosity and pore type, grain size and texture and mineralogy. Each of
these factors affect the elastic properties of the medium through which the seismic
waves are propagate (Table 4.2). Mineralogy mainly defines the elastic properties
and density of the matrix or crystals that propagate the wave energy.
Diagenesis can positively (elastic parameter values increase) or negatively (elas-
tic parameter values decrease) influence the elastic parameters of carbonate strata.
Compaction and cementation decrease the porosity of the strata and produce
denser strata with generally high velocities. Dissolution and leaching generate
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Figure 4.10: Variation of bulk modulus (a), shear modulus (b), VP (c) and dis-
solution (d) of micritic-rich grainstone at several saturation level and confining
pressure. Bulk, shear moduli and dissolution levels initailly decrease with in-
creasing saturation and quickly obtain a constant value for all pressures. From
Vanorio2013.
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Figure 4.11: Variation of bulk modulus (a), shear modulus (b), VP (c) and dis-
solution (d) of mudstone at several saturation level and confining pressure. Bulk
and shear moduli decrease with increasing saturation. Dissolution levels initially
decrease with increasing saturation and quickly obtain a constant value. From
Vanorio2013.
higher porosity and are related to lower velocities.
Macro-porosity, the measure of empty spaces in the crystal, generally decreases
the strata velocity but there is considerable scatter between porosity and veloc-
ity values. Microporosity has more significant effect on the elastic properties of
carbonates. Inter-crystalline or inter-granular microporosity is usually related to
high permeabilities which allow out of phase movements of pore fluids and generate
shear strengthening of the strata.
Rock texture affects the elastic properties by controlling the medium through
which the wave propagate. Granular fabrics with the initial rock textures pre-
served, show relatively low P-velocities. Seismic energy is scattered at the grain
boundaries. Crystalline textures consist mainly of interlocking crystals with low
porosity (due to cementation) and provide an efficient, acoustically connected net-
work for seismic energy.
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Table 4.2: Parameters controlling the velocity and density of carbonate strata. The
direction of the arrow indicates increasing (upwards) or decreasing (downwards)
parameter values. Simple arrows show weak effect and double arrows significant
effect on the parameter values
Control VP Density
Mineralogy Defines the elastic properties of the medium Defines the medium
Macro-porosity ↓ ⇓
Micro-porosity
Inter-granular ⇑ shear strengthening ↓
Intra-granular ⇓ shear weakening ↓
Grain texture
Granular ⇓ scattering at grains -
Crystalline ⇑ connected network -
Diagenesis
Cementation, compaction ⇑ ⇑
Dissolution, leaching ⇓ ⇓
4.4 Synthetic seismic images
If seismic interpretation is the prediction of geologic strata from seismic images,
generation of synthetic seismic images or simply synthetics can be seen as the
reverse process. Generation of synthetics is the process of predicting the seismic
recordings from a known stratigraphic model. The seismic response of any model
can be predicted by solving the generalised wave equation, eq.(4.1).
The solutions of the equation would, theoretically, fully describe the wave prop-
agation through the assumed structure and allow detailed prediction of seismic
recordings at any position of the model. Synthetic seismograms as the results of
seismic forward modelling have been used to relate the elastic properties of strata
to their seismic response.
Practically, it is very difficult to solve the wave equation in order to calculate
the response of the strata. Synthetics are calculated from measured variations
in the physical properties of the strata in boreholes during exploration surveys.
So any attempt to generate synthetic seismic images involves calculation of the
acoustic impedance of the strata.
Rock physics models are formulas that relate elastic properties, usually acoustic
impedance, to physical properties, usually mineralogy, porosity and fluid satura-
tion of the rocks. Depending on generated outcome rock physics models can be
distinguished in 3 groups:
1. Theoretical models. A general, theoretical relationship is used to describe
the elastic properties-porosity relationship.
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2. Empirical models. The elastic properties are obtained from the best fit
model for the available data. The use and accuracy of empirical models
have increased with increasing computational power and inversion techniques
(Aleardi2017).
3. Analogue models. An area with known, well defined mineralogy and elastic
properties can be used as an analogue for the studied area.
The most common physical properties of strata measured in boreholes or well-
logs are mineralogy, density, fluid saturation, elastic wave velocities and porosity.
Elastic properties of carbonate rocks are measured from samples on laboratory
experiments and include the elastic moduli (usually shear and bulk moduli) and
porosity. Thus rock physics models link the elastic properties-porosity of the con-
stitute parts of strata to the impedance-porosity relation of the strata.
4.4.1 Upscaling of elastic properties
Calculating the effectively equivalent elastic properties of a homogeneous volume
from the elastic properties of its constitute volumes is called upscaling and it
is the scope of the elastic effective medium theory. The effective medium and
constitute volumes are defined based on the wavelength of elastic waves. Strata
that are several times thicker than the wavelength can be considered as a mixture
of volume fractions which properties and spatial arrangement control the elastic
properties of the effective medium.
For wavelength to layer thickness ratio λ/d between 0.1 and 10, strata velocities
are better predicted using ray theory whereas for λ/d ratios greater than 15 wave
velocities are better predicted using effective theory. The λ/d ratio value of 10 is
used as threshold, a value which is consistent with the predictions of scatter theory
for wave propagation (Marion1994).
The difference between the effective elastic properties of strata and the elastic
properties of the layers are attributed to three reasons (Tiwary2009). The first is
the scale effect. The physical and elastic properties of material depend on the scale
of investigation and frequency. The fine-scale distribution of the elastic properties
and the heterogeneity of the constitute volumes have significant effects on the
coarse-scale, effective properties of the volume (Moulton1998).
The second reason is elastic scattering. Heterogeneities that are comparable in
size to the wavelength, scatter the elastic energy and thus less energy reaches the
measuring instruments. The third reason is attenuation due to pores. Partially
or fully saturated pores in the material generate pressure disequilibrium with the
rest surrounding material and thus effect the wave propagation (Tiwary2009).
Several methods applicable to specific strata types and environments have been
suggested for calculating effective properties of strata. Chapman2003 showed
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that scale-dependent anisotropy occurs in fractured strata, with the size of the
fractures playing a controlling role. Gold2000 suggested an upscaling method
for isotropic heterogeneous strata based on smoothing with frequency dependent
radius. Torquato2000 presented a method for random heterogeneous material
based on the micro-structure of the strata. Lopez2017 established a rock-physics
model for an offshore oil reservoir and the surrounding shale.
The simplest upscaling method is calculating the effective properties of strata
as simple averaging of the elastic properties of their layers. Each constitute layer
is assumed to be homogeneous with thickness significantly less than the dominant
wavelength and the thickness of the strata. The effective elastic moduli and density














where K∗, µ∗, ρ∗ are the effective bulk modulus, shear modulus and density re-
spectively, L is the averaging window length, d is the thickness and K,µ, ρ the
bulk modulus, shear modulus and density of the each layer respectively.
Instead of calculating an exact value for each elastic property, the bound
method predicts the upper and lower bounds of the effective elastic properties
of strata based on volume fractions and the elastic moduli of the constituent ma-
terial. The Hashin-Shtrikman-Wapole bounds can be written as (Mavko2009):
KHSW± = K1 +
f2
(K2−K1)−1+f1(K1+4/3µm)




where subscripts 1,2 refer to the properties of the two components, f1, f2 are
the volume fractions of each component. The maximum or the minimum bounds
are calculated when Km and µm are the maximum or minimum elastic moduli
respectively.
The effective elastic parameters and effective stiffness matrix of a layered
package consisting of fine layers with known elastic parameters is transversely
anisotropic even if the layers are isotropic. Conversely, any homogeneous trans-
versely isotropic medium can be considered the long wave equivalent of at least
four homogeneous isotropic layers (Backus1962).
The effective properties of a stratified package composed of isostropic, porous
layers depend on the degree of hydraulic communication between the layers. For
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hydraulically communicating layers the effective properties of the package can be
estimated using the simple averaging equations (eq.4.13). Hydraulically isolated
layers generate effective properties of the package better described by the bounds
theory (Wollner2016).
Tiwary2009 compared the most commonly used upscaling techniques and
concluded that the upscaling results depend on the applied method and they vary
considerably. Upscaling methods that have more physical background and inte-
grate frequency and heterogeneity effects, perform better.
4.4.2 Thin beds and tuning
The reflectivity of strata for any angle of incidence is calculated using the Zoep-
pritz reflection and transmission coefficients. Zoeppritz reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients were calculated assuming a plane horizontal boundary between
two half-spaces that show only small differences (∆c
c
<< 1 and ∆i ≈ tan i) in
their elastic properties (Aki1980). As a result of the above, the majority of the
incident energy will be transmitted.
The semi-infinite thickness of the layers on either side of a boundary means
that only one reflection event will occur and thus there is no interference with the
amplitude of the reflected wave. Geological strata though have a finite thickness
and two boundaries. An upper boundary with the formation above the strata and
a lower boundary with the formation below them. The two boundaries generate
two reflections, one at each boundary and the two reflected waves interfere with
each other. The interference of the reflected waves with each other is called tuning.
The thickness d of a layer embedded in a homogeneous medium, compared
to the wavelength λ of the wave inside the layer controls the interference of the
reflected waves from the top and bottom boundaries of the layer. The time delay
between the top and bottom reflections for layers thicker than λ/2 is enough for the
two reflections not to interfere. Reflections from layers with thickness less than λ/2
show some interference. The interference between top and bottom reflections can
be observed for layers as thin as λ/8, which is defined as the thin layer threshold
(Widess1973).
The λ/8 limit is the minimum layer thickness (or distance between top and
bottom boundaries) identified by Widess1973 to generate a composite reflection
with waveform as the derivative of the single reflection waveform. In practise, the
resolution limit for thin beds in seismic signals is considered as λ/4 below which
thin beds can be detected but not resolved (Kallweit1982).
The λ/4 resolution threshold defines the spatial resolution limit for strata.
Resolution is defined as the minimum distance (horizontally or vertically) between
two points that can be identified as separate events in a seismic image. Seismic
resolution is a measure of how large an object needs to be in order to be seen in a
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seismic image. Based on the strata vertical and horizontal dimensions 4 cases can
be identified (Zeng2015).
1. spatially resolved. Both vertical and horizontal dimensions are greater than
λ/4. Top, bottom and lateral boundaries of beds can be determined;
2. vertically resolved. Strata thickness is greater than λ/4 but lateral dimen-
sions are less than λ/4. The top and bottom boundaries only can be deter-
mined;
3. horizontally resolved. Strata lateral dimensions are greater than λ/4 but
thickness is not. The lateral boundaries only can be detected;
4. spatially unresolved. Both vertical and lateral dimensions are less than λ/4.
Neither the vertical nor the lateral boundaries can be detected.
Because interference from top and bottom reflections occurs, the amplitude
of the reflected wave from a thin layer differs from the amplitude estimated with
the Zoeppritz reflection coefficient. The reflected amplitude Ad of a layer with
thickness d embedded in a homogeneous isotropic medium based on the amplitude
Am of a normal incident monochromatic sine wave with period equal to the wavelet





where λd is the wavelength inside the layer and k is the ratio of the acoustic
impedances k = V2ρ2
V1ρ1
.
The linear relation between reflected amplitude and layer thickness, eq(4.14)
is a special case of equal magnitude and opposite polarity reflections of the top
and bottom boundaries. The reflected amplitude response AR of thin beds with
different polarities and magnitudes between the top and bottom boundaries is
calculated from (Chung1995):
AR = A








where A is the amplitude of the incident wave, r1 the reflection coefficient of
the upper boundary, r2 the reflection coefficient of the bottom boundary, d the
thickness of the layer, λd the wavelength inside the layer and M is a source related
parameter with value 1 for the a sine monochromatic wave and 0.75 for a Ricker
zero phase wavelet.
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Figure 4.12: Absolute values of the reflection coefficient of an attenuating layer
(Layer A) and an elastic layer (Layer B) for different frequencies. Small values
of the f/ft ratio indicate thin layers compared to the wavelength while big val-
ues inidcate thick layers compared to the wavelength. For higher values of the
f/ft ratio (thick layers, not shown here) the reflection coefficient is constant and
calculated by the Zoeppritz equations. Modidfied after Quintal2011.
Thin layers are defined relative to the wavelength inside the layer. Because
wavelengths are frequency dependent, tuning generates frequency dependent sig-
nals. The normal incidence reflection coefficient R of layer embedded in an elastic
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where V is the velocity of the layer and d its thickness.
Small values of f/ft ratio correspond to thin layers compared to the wavelength
whereas big values of f/ft ratio indicate thick layers compared to the wavelength.
Assuming a VP of 4000m/s for a pure calcite with 10% porosity (Assefa2003)
and a high frequency (100 Hz) zero-phase Ricker wavelet source, the λ/4 resolution
limit for spatially resolved beds is 10m, the Widess1973 thin bed λ/8 limit is 5m
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and the detectable λ/25 limit is 1.6m. Strata thickness from SFM performed for
this project (see section 8 and section 9) show that numerical facies thickness
ranges from several metres to less than a metre while their lateral dimensions are
in the range of a few hundred metres.
The above mentioned numerical facies dimensions indicate that the simulated
facies are horizontally resolved only. The facies thicknesses are comparable with
a high frequency wavelength in carbonates, indicating the influence of tuning on
the calculated reflection coefficients. Furthermore, the numerical facies thickness
are not one order of magnitude greater than a typical wavelength (Marion1994)
and thus the acoustic impedance of the numerical facies must be calculated using
effective theory.
4.4.3 Pseudo acoustic impedance
The above limitations, effective acoustic impedance and thin layer tuning, make
clear that the actual reflectivity of strata can only be estimated. The effective
impedance of strata is an estimation of their actual acoustic impedance. Further-
more, calculation of strata reflectivity using Zoeppritz equations is a rather bad
estimation of the actual reflectivity of the strata when thin layers are involved.
Additionally, smoothed transitions between layers with more or less similar
elastic properties, which are very common in carbonate depositional settings and
the SFM results for this project, that cannot be approximated as boundaries fur-
ther complicate the calculation of strata reflectivity.
Because the actual acoustic impedance and reflectivity can only be estimated,
any method used to calculate acoustic impedance and reflectivity of strata is
an approximate or pseudo-impedance method that calculates an approximate or
pseudo-reflectivity of the strata. If calculated pseudo-impedance is well correlated
to the actual impedance, then changes in the pseudo-impedance will correspond
to changes in the actual impedance.
The most commonly used and simple pseudo-acoustic impedance method is
to assume that the effective acoustic impedance of the heterogeneous strata is
the simple averaging of the acoustic impedance of the constitute homogeneous
layers. The acoustic impedance of each of these homogeneous layers is calculated
as the product of the seismic velocity and density irrespective of layer thickness
and material distribution.
The above method, which here will be referred to as the average impedance
method, has been applied by many authors and researchers in almost all rock types.
The average impedance method is a theoretical rock physics model that reliably
calculates acoustic impedance of homogeneous siliciclastic strata with thickness
one order of magnitude greater than the dominant wavelength.
The average impedance reflectivity method is based primarily on mineralog-
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ical differences obtained from velocity differences of the modelled strata. The
most popular velocity transformations fail to extract adequate mineralogical in-
formation from seismic data without prior knowledge of the sedimentary system
(Kenter2007).
The most popular velocity transforms, namely the Wyllie time-average equa-
tion and the modified time-average equation are based on siliciclastic data sets
with one or two mineral systems. Both transformations show high relative errors
in modelled seismic velocities (Fig.4.13).
Figure 4.13: Evaluation of the time-average equation (Wyllie) and the modified
time-average equation (Raymer). Crossplots of modelled against measured VP .
The black lines show where the modelled and measured velocities are equal. Mod-
ified after Kenter2007.
It can be proven mathematically that any parameter can be used to calculate
pseudo-impedance and pseudo-reflectivity, provided that the used parameter is well
correlated with the real impedance. Table 4.2 shows that for carbonate strata, the
parameters that, potentially, can be used to calculate pseudo-reflectivity include
porosity (and more specifically microporosity), grain texture and diagenetic pro-
cesses.
The new method developed for calculating synthetic seismic images for this
project, estimates a pseudo-acoustic impedance based on the texture and the
porosity of numerical facies (see section 6). Using the concept of grain-to-matrix
ratio (GMR) numerical facies are characterised as having granular or crystalline
texture based on the energy levels of their depositional environments and differ-
ent elastic properties are assigned to each texture type. Further differentiation
between numerical facies with the same texture is achieved with the assumption
of different porosity type based on the differential effective models.
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The quality of any pseudo-acoustic impedance method depends on how well
the method is correlated to the real acoustic impedance and not how the pseudo-
reflectivity is calculated. A pseudo-acoustic impedance method that can be con-
sidered a good candidate for calculating reflectivity must be proven to be well
correlated to real reflectivity and must use reasonable parameters to calculate
pseudo-reflectivity.
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5 New developments in CarboCAT
Stratigraphic forward modelling for this project is performed with a modified ver-
sion of CarboCAT. The original version of CarboCAT Burgess2013 is presented
in section 3.2. The modified version of CarboCAT which will be here referred
to as the new CarboCAT, includes a number of functions that simulate physical
processes not previously included in CarboCAT.
New CarboCAT provides the option to select the functions that will be used in
each model run. The selection is done in a new parameters file with all the available
functions in a pre-defined order. All functions are independent of each other and
new CarboCAT can run with any combination of functions. The selection file is
an input parameters file for the new CarboCAT.
The list of functions that the user can choose from includes:
• the order of factories which will be used from cellular automata to check the
model cell status. The available options are the order based on the factory
production rate at each model cell or a pre-defined order (paragraph 3.2.4.1).
The function was developed by Kozlowski2017;
• the transportation algorithm. The options are the steepest descent (section
3.2.4.3) or the new cross-platform algorithm (section 5.6);
• the wave energy routine (section 5.4). The function can be activated or
de-activated;
• the siliciclastic routine (section 5.5). Siliciclastic strata are deposited on the
platform if the function is activated;
• carbonate concentration can be active or not. Developed by Kozlowski2017;
• soil formation can be active or not. Developed by Kozlowski2017;
• the option to select the state of re-flooded model cells. The state of a cell that
has been sub-aerially exposed and later re-submerged by a rising relative sea
level can be either the last cell state prior to exposure or it can be empty.The
selection file allows the user to pick which one will be active;
• eustatic sea level input method (section 5.2). The new option allows for any
sea level to be given as an input from an external file;
• boundary conditions for the edge of the platform. The function provides the
options of wrapping around the edge of the grid or mirroring for model cells
at the edges of the grid where the neighbour area used in cellular automata
is beyond the grid limits. The function was developed by Kozlowski2017.
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This chapter presents the modifications that were developed for this project,
based on the requirements of the modelled areas. More specifically, a method
to input non-periodic eustatic sea level movements, an algorithm that simulates
the dispersion, deposition and interaction of siliciclastics with carbonates and a
routine that incorporates wave energy and its effect on facies distribution were
developed for modelling the Upper Cretaceous (Santonian) outcrops in South-
Central Pyrenees, Spain (see chapter 8).
Furthermore, a new sediment transportation algorithm that allows shoal for-
mation was written for the Cenomanian-Turonian Mishrif formation (see chapter
9) which contains platform interior shoals.
5.1 Carbonate production profiles
New CarboCAT incorporates three different profiles for water depth-dependent
carbonate production (Fig.5.1). The first production profile simulates euphotic
carbonate production according to Bosscher1992. Production is directly related
to the amount of light in the water column. Production rates are maximum at
the top few meters of water depth and then decrease with water depth. A wa-
ter depth cut-off defines the depth below which no carbonate production exists
(curve A, Fig.5.1). This production profile is equivalent to the tropical factory of
Schlager2003.
The second production profile can simulate either oligophotic or aphotic pro-
duction profiles. The profile provides the option of highest production rates to
occur at some water depth range and decrease exponentially above and below
these depths (curve B, Fig.5.1 for an oligophotic example). Production profiles
with maximum production below the euphotic zone are similar to the mud mound
factory production profile of Schlager2003.
The third production profile can be assumed to simulate inorganic or biotically-
induced pelagic production. As discussed in section 2.1.4.3, dissolved carbonic acid
triggers inorganic precipitation of carbonate minerals (section 2.1.1). Production
rates are zero at the sea surface (or above some specific water depth e.g break
depth) and increase linearly with water depth reaching their maximum value at
the base of the euphotic zone. For water depths greater than the euphotic zone,
production rates remain constant and equal to the their value at the base of the
euphotic zone (curve C, Fig.5.1). If necessary, a carbonate compensation depth
(CCD) can be defined and thus carbonate production would seize for water depths
greater than the CCD.
Practically, the three production curves represent three equations with different
parameters. The three water depth-dependent production profiles are available for
all factories but only one can be used for each factory in each model run.
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Figure 5.1: Depth dependent production profiles with euphotic zone at 40m and
break depth at 3m water depth. A. Euphotic, (Bosscher1992) production profile.
Production rate is maximum at the top 4m water depth and decreases with water
depth. B. Oligophotic production profile. C. Pelagic production profile. Produc-
tion is zero above the break depth, increases linearly with water depth and reaches
its maximum value at the bottom of the euphotic zone.
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Figure 5.2: Example of a known eustatic sea level movement generated with the
new routine and can be imported to new CarboCAT. Sea level movement for the
Santonian with resolution 100ky from Kominz2008.
5.2 Sea level oscillations routine
Eustatic sea level movements that cannot be defined as a periodic signal could
not previously be described in CarboCAT. Models of global sea level fluctuations
are available for the Phanerozoic (Kominz2008, Miller2005). Also local sea
level curves can be reconstructed by various methods. In order to address the non
periodic sea level movements and being able to use known sea level curves a new
algorithm was developed.
The new routine provides the option using any known sea level curve as input
in new CarboCAT instead of calculating a eustatic sea level curve. The selection
for the sea level curve is done in the functions parameters file. Known sea level
movements are input in new CarboCAT in chronological order from the oldest
value to the newest, as vectors with size equal to the number of time-steps in the
model run.
Depending on the model requirements and the available data, any sea level
curve can be used. As an example, a Santonian sea level curve with 100ky reso-
lution as estimated by Kominz2008 is generated with the new function and can
be imported in new CarboCAT (Fig.5.2).
The known sea level curve is digitised (if not already in a digital form) and if
necessary, interpolation can be performed so the time-step of the sea level curve
is the same as the time-step of the CarboCAT model run.
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Figure 5.3: Hypothetical, cell based bathymetries, with the elevation (top row of
numbers), gradient (middle row of numbers) and rate of change of gradient (bottom
row of numbers) for each cell. (A)-Ideal FTP with a steep platform margin. Both
the maximum gradient and the maximum rate of change of gradient identify the
same cell (m) as the platform margin. (B)-In-situ carbonate production creates
local build-ups. Based on the maximum gradient value, the margin is placed on m1,
while based on the maximum rate of change of gradient value, m2 is the margin.
In this case the algorithm picks cell m, as the platform margin. (C)-Bathymetry
without pronounced geomorhic features. The algorithm picks cell m as the margin,























































































5.3 Platform margin routine
A new algorithm was developed to calculate the position of the platform margin
for each time step. The platform margin position is calculated as the average
position of the highest bathymetric gradient and the highest rate of change of
the bathymetric gradient (Fig.5.3). The bathymetric gradient is calculated as
the elevation difference between two adjacent model cells. The rate of change of
gradient is calculated using the central difference method eq.(??)
The calculation of the platform margin position (Fig.5.4) is performed inde-
pendently and is not required by the transportation routines. The calculation of
the platform margin position allows, among other possibilities, for calculating the
amount of sediment deposited at each platform segment (interior, slope) and the
dimensions of each segment.
The platform margin routine is based on geomoprphic features of the platform
to locate the margin. This implies that the margin routine performs best on FTPs
with well developed margins and steep slopes. For ramp style geometries that lack
platform margins or for the early stages of platform development when carbonate
production occurs over much of the platform (0-0.2 My elapsed model time in
Fig.5.4), there are no pronounced geomorphic features. The algorithm in such
cases may generate results that look erroneous, but actually indicate the weakness
of the specific method to identify platform margins.
In order to deal with cases where carbonate production generates locally irreg-
ular bathymetry a platform margin position is calculated for each transect along
the depositional dip for each time step. If the platform margin position is used in
any other function, the position of the margin is calculated as the average position
of all the transects for this time step.
The platform margin routine does not require any input from the user. The
algorithm is executed and the platform margin position is calculated for each
iteration for all models runs. The user can choose whether to plot or not the
position of the platform margin on the final cross sections plots. The movement
of the platform margin position generates a platfrom margin trajectory.
The platform margin trajectory in new CarboCAT is equivalent to the shelf-
edge trajectory of Helland-Hansen2009. The platform margin position is cal-
culated for each time-step in CarboCAT but refers to the geomorphic feature of
the platform and is not directly related to the sea level position.
5.4 Wave energy distribution routine
The wave energy algorithm calculates water energy conditions over the platform
due to wind-generated propagating waves. The calculated wave energy is used
to distinguish depositional environments and factories based on energy conditions.
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Figure 5.5: Wave fuction flow. The function, if activated from the functions param-
eter file, is executed for each time step for all model cells. The input parameters
are show for each step.
Each depositional environment can have any number of factories assigned to it and
each factory can be assigned to one or more depositional environments. Further-
more, a combination of wave energy dependent and energy independent factories
can be used in the algorithm. Wave energy-independent factories are assigned to
all depositional environments.
5.4.1 Description of the algorithm
The algorithm takes as input the fetch area size, wind conditions, water density,
gravitational constant and the bathymetry of the model and calculates wave height,
break depth, wave base (section 2.1.5.1) and the energy distribution over the whole
platform for each time step and for each model cell (Fig.5.5). Initial fetch area,
wind conditions and water density have to be defined at the beginning of the model
runs and remain constant for the whole model time.
The function is executed after the calculation of the water depth and before
the computation of new factories distribution (Fig.3.7). The function stores the
calculated wave energy in an new array which is called wave accessible to all other
CarboCAT functions. The wave array is a three dimensional array with y and
x dimensions corresponding to the platform dimensions and t is the temporal
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dimension.
For any given fetch length and wind conditions the wave height of the biggest











where H is the wave height in m, g the gravitational constant in m/s2, u the wind
velocity in m/s and F the fetch length in m,





where L is the wave wavelength (m), g the gravitational constant in m/s2, T the
wave period (s).
The break depth is calculated from the wave height using eq.(5.3) and the wave
base depth as half the wavelength (SPM1984).
H = 0.78d (5.3)
where H is the wave height (m) and d is the break depth (m).
Fair weather conditions and light winds (≤ 10m/s) generate waves with wave
height that does not dependent on the fetch length. Alternatively, wave height
from stronger winds (> 15m/s) is highly dependent on the fetch length (Fig.5.6).
The algorithm provides two options for the calculation of wave height based on
wind conditions. If wind conditions are known or can be assumed as fair weather,
the algorithm provides the option to define a constant wave height irrespective of
fetch length. If there is data support for stronger wind conditions, the algorithm
allows for calculating an active fetch area for each iteration.
The active fetch area (Fig.5.7) is defined by subtracting the length of the plat-
form interior from the predefined initial fetch area. The length of the platform
interior is calculated in new CarboCAT from the platform margin location rou-
tine, independently from the wave algorithm. The active fetch area may change
for each iteration and is used for calculating the wave height for eq.(5.1).
Waves that propagate in areas with water depths less than the wave base are
in touch with the sea floor and thus lose some energy as they propagate. In order
to take into account the effect of energy loss, wave energy distribution over the










Figure 5.6: Wave height of the biggest wave generated from different fetch lengths
and wind conditions. Light winds (< 5m/s) generate waves with height less than
2m irrespective of the fetch length. Wave height from stronger winds (> 10m/s)
strongly depends on the fetch length. Small fetch lengths (less than 100km) gen-
erate waves with up to 2m heights while waves with height more than 4m can be
generated by large (more than 300km) fetch.
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Figure 5.7: (A): Cross section of a homoclinal ramp with length 200 km, subsidence
rate 100m/My and minimum water depth 10m. The fetch area has been defined
as the whole ramp. (B):At 0.25My EMT carbonate production (light blue, low
energy factory, blue, high energy factory and green colours) has built close to the
sea level and has decreased the water depth at horizontal distances 0-90 km. The
active fetch area at this point is restricted by the position of the margin. (C):
At 1My EMT carbonate production has prograded farther, restricting the active
fetch length to only 90 km. Water depth at point A is 10m and at point B 5m.
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Figure 5.8: Energy dissipation rate with water depth calculated from eq.(5.4) for a
wave with height 5m. Energy dissipation rate becomes greater than 1W at 6.41m
water depth which corresponds to the break depth and zero at 64m which is the
wave base of the wave. The dissiaption rate is less than 0.1W below 20m and
becomes greater than 0.5W only above 9m water depth indicating that most of
the wave energy is lost at or above the break depth.
where ε is rate of energy dissipation in W , H is the wave height in m, u is the
wave velocity in m/s and z is water depth in m.
The energy dissipation rate with water depth (Fig.5.8) calculated from eq.(5.4)
reveals that energy loss occurs only above wave base and energy loss is minimal
below break depth. Almost all of the energy dissipation occurs at or very close to
break depth. The wave energy is dissipated very fast above the break depth.
For water depths less than the wave break, waves still contain some energy.
The oscillation paths of the water molecules of waves that have broken become
more elliptical and wave energy is transformed into turbulent kinetic energy.
Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate εt of a wave that has broken depends
on the the kinetic energy of the wave, k, and the turbulent length scale, l. l
depends on the surface roughness of the sea as the wave propagates and the bottom
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roughness and is defined as eq.(5.5) (Craig1994):
l = α(ro − z) −(zmax − ro + rz)/2 ≤ z ≤ 0
l = α(zmax + rz + z) −zmax ≤ z ≤ −(zmax − ro + rz)/2 (5.5)
where z is the water depth, ro is the surface roughness, rz is the bottom roughness,
zmax is the maximum water depth and α is a constant.






where β is a constant of proportionality and ν is friction velocity.


















where kt is the turbulent kinetic energy, ν is kinematic viscosity and z the height
from the sea-bed.
Calculation of kt and εt with linear models is not appropriate (eq.5.7) and
includes parameters that are not calculated in CarboCAT.
The wave height calculated with eq.(5.1) is the maximum generated height for
the given wind and fetch conditions and thus the wave break from eq.(5.3) is the
deepest possible. A wave with height 5m and break depth 6.41m would pass point
A(water depth 10m) in Fig.5.7-C but would break before point B (water depth
5m). Point B is still a high energy area, because waves with height less than 3.5m
move farther into the platform.
Calculating the energy distribution of only the biggest generated waves and
assuming a single water depth for break depth and a single water depth for wave
base is consistent with the results of Peters2012 regarding wave penetration.
In order to take into account the effect of smaller waves that penetrate some
distance farther from the break depth of the biggest wave, to include the effect of
turbulent kinetic energy and the variability of wave energy with time (see section
2.2.2) the algorithm allows for some small but non zero wave energy on a number
of model cells more proximal than the break depth along the wave propagation
direction. The exact number of model cells with lower wave energy is calculated
based on the bathymetry of the model and the break depths of waves smaller than
the eq.(5.1) calculated.
The algorithm calculates the wave energy over the whole platform assuming
that waves generated at the most distal part (or outside) the modelled platform
and propagate in a straight line towards the more proximal part of the platform.
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Figure 5.9: Diagram showing calculation of factories distribution from cellular au-
tomata and the additional control from wave energy (green rectangulars). Black
rectangulars indicate functions and red rectangulars termination of the code. Cel-
lular automata rules for this example include 24 cells neighbourhood size, minimum
four and maximum ten cells for factory survival and minimum six and maximum
ten cells for factory colonisation.
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Wave energy distribution is calculated for each transect along the depositional dip
and it is not affect by wave energy or bathymetry outside the transect.
The wave energy routine is executed before the factories distribution for each
time step and thus factories distribution can be affected from the wave energy.
The wave algorithm implements an additional condition to the cellular automata
rules that define the occupation and colonisation of a model cell from each factory.
Factories occupy or colonise a model cell if the relevant spatial conditions spec-
ified by the cellular automata rules are met and the wave energy at that model cell
has the proper value for their type. If the wave energy value at a model cell is not
the within the thresholds for the relevant type, factories are not allowed to occupy
or colonise a model cell even if the other conditions have been met (Fig.5.9).
5.4.2 Algorithm examples
.
Fig. 5.10 shows the wave energy distribution over a platform as a function of
the bathymetry over time. Early in the model, waves travel uninterrupted across
the whole ramp. Deposition on the platform decreases the water depth at the
most proximal part of the platform and waves break farther from the shore. The
formation of a wave resistant platform margin causes the wave to break directly
on the margin and a low energy interior is formed. Waves have no effect below the
wave base.
Wave energy controls the factory distribution and thus the lithology and fa-
cies distribution over the platform. Factories can be low, high wave-energy or
wave energy-independent. Factory distribution without wave energy (Fig.5.11-A)
is controlled only by the water depth dependent-production profiles (right part of
Fig.5.11).
Wave energy control affects the facies distribution with the high energy facies
preferentially concentrating in front (relative to the wave propagation direction)
of the low energy facies.
The size and distribution of the high energy area are controlled by the height
of the biggest wave used in the calculation of the wave energy. Small waves with
shallow break depth initially penetrate farther in the platform and generate a wide,
prograding high energy environment (Fig.5.11-B). Bigger waves with deeper break
depths generate a high energy environment confined around the initial position of
their break depth and a laterally extensive, low energy environment (Fig.5.11-D).
Based on the bathymetry of the model and the height of the waves, three de-
positional environments are defined:
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Figure 5.10: Wave energy distribution over a carbonate platform for a wave with
height of 2m and wave length of 48m. The breaking depth of the modelled wave is
2.3m. and the wave base is 24m. A modelled platform of 150x50 cells with dura-
tion 5 My, initial bathymetry a homoclinal ramp, constant sea level and constant
spatially and temporally subsidence was used. The bathymetry of the platform is
also shown. (A) Energy distribution at 0.15 My EMT. Waves travel undisturbed
from the basinal part of the ramp (y=150) and break to the more shallow part
of the ramp (y=18).(B) Energy distribution at 0.4 My EMT. As the platform is
formed and the platform top aggrades, platform top water depth decreases and
waves break farther from the shore (y=45). (C) Energy distribution at 5 My EMT.
FTP has been formed and waves break directly at the platform margin (y=58).








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1. low energy, platform interior;
2. high energy, platform margin and upper slope;
3. below wave base, lower slope or basin.
Even though the algorithm is efficient for its purpose, further developments
could be implemented. Wave propagation currently described as straight lines,
can be improved to include wave refraction and diffraction. Moreover, the concept
of fetch area can be expanded. Fetch area is assumed to be only the more distal
platform part. Creation of local fetch areas in other parts of the platform that
locally generate smaller waves can be introduced.
5.5 Siliciclastic input routine
A new algorithm has been developed that simulates the deposition of siliciclastic
strata in new CarboCAT. The algorithm assumes that the source of siliciclastic
material is located outside the boundaries of the modelled platform and the vol-
ume of the siliciclastic material through time is known. The algorithm models
suspended load and calculates the effect of siliciclastics on carbonate production
as well.
5.5.1 Description of the algorithm
Siliciclastic material is introduced from outside the platform as a separate factory
without in-situ production. The siliciclastic material is diffused from a point or a
line source into the platform. The algorithm uses Fick’s second law to compute
the concentration of siliciclastic material with time (Fig.5.12) and the results are
stored in two new three dimensional arrays.
The concentration array stores the concentration of siliciclastic material on
each model cell for each time step. The productionBySiliciclasticMap array stores
the effect of the siliciclastics on carbonate production for each model cell for each
time step.
Both the concentration and the siliciclastic effect arrays are accessible by all
other functions and can be used where necessary. For consistency throughout new
CarboCAT it is important to update the strata array using the siliciclastic concen-
tration data array in the production function as well. The production function also
updates the strata array and care must be taken not to overwrite the siliciclastic
updates.
Suspended load and the use of diffusion for computing the concentration of
siliciclastic dispersal, limits the grain size of the material that can be modelled.
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Figure 5.12: Siliciclastic algorithm and the relevant equations in each step. The
function is executed (if activated from the functions parameter file) for each iter-
aton before the calculation of carbonate production.
The grain size of the simulated siliciclastic material with the diffusion algorithm
is assumed to be sand or finer.
Fick’s second law is a second order differential equation which predicts how




where C is the concentration and D is the diffusion coefficient with dimensions
(length2/time).











2/time) and Dy (length
2/time) are the diffusion coefficients
along the x and y directions.
Eq.(5.9) calculates the diffusion of material in the two horizontal directions
over the platform. The distance over which siliciclastic material is dispersed in
each direction is only controlled by the diffusion coefficient in that direction and
the volume of siliciclastics.
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For stability of the solution and in order to avoid numerical errors, the time
step t in eq.(5.9) is different from the main model time step. The time step in the






where ∆t is the time step for the diffusion equation and ∆x is the size of the
CarboCAT model cell. The time step for the diffusion equation depends on the
model cell dimensions and it is not related to the main model time step. Reducing
the spatial size by half, increases the time step by a factor of four. Typical values
for the time step for the diffusion equation are in the order of a few hundred years.
In practise, for each time-step in CarboCAT the diffusion equation is solved
with a time increment ∆t, as many times as necessary depending on the size of
∆t and the main model time step. For example, a main model time step of 1 ky
would require the diffusion equation to be solved ten times, assuming that the ∆t
is hundred years.
Siliciclastic strata once deposited based on the diffusion equation remain in
their position unlike the carbonate strata. Siliciclastic strata affect the bathymetry,
the wave energy distribution and carbonate production but are not included in
the transportation algorithms. Neither the siliciclastic nor the transportation al-
gorithms include reworked siliciclastic strata.
The siliciclastics diffusion algorithm is executed before the calculation of car-
bonate production. The effect of siliciclastic material on each factory is calculated
separately and two options are available. The first option limits the carbonate
production in the presence of siliciclastics, simulating the effect of mud or clay on
carbonates. The second option does not limit carbonate production.
The effect of the concentration of siliciclastics in the water column on carbonate
production is quantified based on the production rate for each facies with water
depth (Bosscher1992) eq.(3.4).





where z is the water depth in meters, pm is the maximum production rate in m
/My, I0 is the surface light intensity, I is the saturation light intensity, c is the
extinction coefficient and k is a constant.
Saturation light intensity depends on water conditions while each species shows
different sensitivity to I. The effect of siliciclastics on carbonate production is
calculated based on the concentration of siliciclastics at each model cell and the
user defined sensitivity of each factory to siliciclastic material. For each factory,
a concentration of siliciclastic material that completely kills carbonate production
is defined.
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The algorithm reduces carbonate production (increases I because I is in the





where Ic is the saturation light intensity, C(y,x) is the concentration of siliciclastic
material on each model cell and C(factory) is the concentration that completely kills
carbonate production for each factory (Fig.5.13).
When the concentration of the siliciclastic material C(y,x) reaches the concen-
tration that completely kills carbonate production C(factory), the denominator in
eq.(5.11) becomes zero and the value for saturation intensity light reaches infinity.
Infinite saturation light intensity in eq.(3.4) implies that carbonate production is
zero.
The user defined parameters necessary for the algorithm are:
• the length of the source. A point or a line source can be used;
• the diffusion coefficients in each horizontal direction on the platform;
• the volume of the siliciclastic material that inputs the platform per time step;
• the position of the source relative to the platform;
• the sensitivity of each factory to the presence of siliciclastic material.
5.5.2 Results
Siliciclastic material is introduced and dispersed from a point source outside the
carbonate platform. Introduction of siliciclastic material in a mixed carbonate, sili-
ciclastic platform generates three distinct and uneven in size zones. The zones are
controlled by the concentration of siliciclastics and the sensitivity of the carbonate
factory (Fig.5.14):
• zone A is dominated by siliciclastic strata that completely fill the available
accommodation. The size of zone A is directly controlled by the volume of
siliciclastic material supplied at the source;
• zone B lays at the periphery of zone A and marks the area of interaction
between siliciclastic and carbonate strata. The accommodation is not com-
pletely filled by siliciclastic strata but their presence decreases carbonate
production. The effect of siliciclastics on carbonate production in zone B
is controlled by the sensitivity of the carbonate facies to the presence of
siliciclastics;
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Figure 5.13: Impact of siliciclastic concentration on carbonate production. A
factory with production rate 1000 m/My, surface light intensity 3000 µEm−2s−1,
extinction coefficient 0.25, saturation light intensity 300 µEm−2s−1 and 10 kg/m3
concentration of siliciclastic material for complete production shut down is shown.
Line A shows the factory production profile without siliciclastics. The factory
has maximum production rate at the top 5m water depth and production cut-off
at 42m water depth. Siliciclastics with concentration of 5 kg/m3 (line B) limits
the maximum production zone to the top 3m and the product cut-off to 32m
water depth. 9 kg/m3 concentration of siliciclastic material (line C) decreases the

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• zone C occupies the remaining platform space and represents the area where
there is no siliciclastic effect on carbonate production.
Further development of the siliciclastic algorithm could be introduced to im-
prove the algorithm’s outcome. Currently all siliciclastic material is assumed to
be of the same grain size. Introduction of multiple size and coarser material could
be modelled. The effect of siliciclastics based on their grain size on each numeri-
cal carbonate facies can be implemented. Moreover, siliciclastic material could be
assigned to an extra numerical facies which would allow computation of secondary
transportation of siliciclastic strata under the same hydrodynamic conditions as
the carbonate strata.
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5.6 Cross-platform transportation routine
The steepest descent algorithm describes sediment transportation in well developed
platform margins and slopes. In the relatively flat platform interiors steepest
descent moves material short distances or not at all. In order to take into account
sediment movement due to water currents on the platform top a new algorithm
was developed. Water currents over a carbonate platform can be regional oceanic
currents related to thermal or density differences in the area of the platform.
The cross-platform algorithm simulates movement of carbonate clasts based on
platform interior energy conditions.
5.6.1 Description of the algorithm
The routine moves material across the relatively flat platform interior along a user
defined transportation direction and the algorithm conserves matter. Sediment
transportation is based on the local hydrodynamic conditions on the platform.
The energy (τ) calculation for each model cell includes shear energy from water
currents (τcurrent) and shear energy from the bathymetry of the platform (τslope),
eq.(5.12).
τ = τslope + τcurrent (5.12)
The method for estimating the shear energy on the platform is the same as
the sediment dispersal method in CARBONATE3D (Warrlich2008). CARBON-
ATE3D (see section 3.1.6) describes sediment entrainment, transportation and
deposition of carbonate clasts with different grain sizes, based on the energy con-
ditions on a platform. The cross-platform sediment transportation algorithm also
describes sediment transportation of carbonate clasts with several grain sizes and
thus uses the same method and the same equations.
The shear energy due to bathymetry (τslope) is a measure of the local bathymet-
ric gradient in each model cell and is calculated from eq.(5.13) (Warrlich2008).
τslope = ∆ρgs sin(α) (5.13)
where ∆ρ is the excess density of the submerged sediment in relation to water
density, g is the gravitational constant (m/s2), s is the grain size (m) and α the
maximum bathymetric angle (o)at each model cell.
Carbonate facies density is not calculated in CarboCAT, so the densities of all
modelled carbonate facies are assumed to be similar. The effect of grain size on
sediment transportation is studied in section 7.1.
τslope has its maximum value at and around well developed platform margins
where high gradients are dominant. More proximal than the margin, the relatively
flat platform interior is characterised by significantly lower bathymetric gradients.
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More distal than the margin and down the geomorphic slope, the bathymetric
gradients are also small but τslope is non-zero and thus can move sediment (Fig.
5.15).
A user defined energy threshold is used to distinguish the margin from the
interior and the upper slope. Areas with τslope above the threshold trigger the
termination of the cross-platform sediment transportation algorithm and the tran-
sition to steepest descent transportation algorithm.
The second term in eq.(5.12) describes the shear energy from water currents
active in the area of the platform. The current shear energy is calculated from
eq.(5.14) (Fig.5.16) (Warrlich2008)




= E, zb < z < zD
= E exp(−z − zD
σD
), z > zD
(5.14)
where E (J/m2) is the maximum shear energy value, zb is the top depth interval of
maximum shear energy (m), zD is the deposition threshold water depth (m) and
σD is a scaling factor (m).
The currents capacity to carry sediment is a function of water depth. For
shallow water depths, the currents are moving fast and have high energy levels.
For water depths greater than a threshold (zb), controlled by local conditions
for each case, currents expand, slow down and lose sediment transport capacity
(Fig.5.16).
Current energy very close to sea surface (za in Fig.5.16) is affected by bathy-
metric features that build above sea level. Currents are moving fast due to small
water depths but sub-aerially expose features (islands) block the current path since
there is no space for the water to move. The effect of islands to platform interior
is studied in section 7.2.
Shear energy due to water currents has its maximum value on the platform top
where water depths are regularly small. τcurrent at platform margins is significantly
higher than the interior because shear energy at the margin is controlled by the
propagating waves and not the water currents. Far from the margin and down the
depositional slope, water depths typically exceed several tens of meters and thus
slopes have very low τcurrent (Fig.5.17)
In terms of eq.(5.12), platform interiors are relatively low energy environments
due to the shear energy from water currents. Platform margins are high energy
environments due to high bathymetric gradients and wave action. Upper slopes are








































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.16: Shear energy from water currents with water depth. The energy of
the water currents is maximum for shallow water depths and decreases with water
depth below a threshold (zb) as the currents expand and slow down. Energy levels
very close to the surface (above za) are effected by islands that act as barriers to
the current movement. The water depth of points za and zb are controlled by the

















































































































































































































































































The necessary user defined, input parameters for the cross platform algorithm
are:
• the energy threshold for entrainment/deposition;
• the energy threshold for transition from cross platform to steepest descent;
• the transportation direction. The transportation direction defines the direc-
tion towards which the material will be moved from each model cell. The
transportation direction can be chosen freely and can be even altered with
time. Moreover, the transportation direction can be changed locally if nec-
essary.
Here must be noted that the transportation parameters, namely the amount of
material available for transportation, the local bathymetric gradient threshold for
deposition and the deposited fraction, that were discussed in section 3.2.4.3 are
still in use and must also be defined.
For each iteration the algorithm checks all model cells and it is executed
(Fig.5.18) only if all of the following criteria are met:
• the cell contains in-situ produced material (source cell);
• the amount of material available for transportation is greater than the thick-
ness threshold;
• the cell is below or at sea level;
• the total shear energy is greater than the entrainment threshold.
A special boundary condition has been created for the case the boundaries
along the strike direction have been reached. The boundary condition or wrapping
condition, assumes that equal amount of material that exits the platform from one
side, enters the platform from the other side. Thus the algorithm moves the
material from one side of the modelled platform to the other (Fig.??-B). The
wrapping condition implies that the modelled area is part of a bigger platform
with sediment flows controlled by large scale currents.
5.6.2 Results
Fig.5.19 shows the effect of the cross platform algorithm in the redistribution of
the material and the geometry of a platform compared to the material distribution
and platform geometry from the steepest descent algorithm only. The reworked
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Figure 5.18: Flow chart describing the cross-platform sediment transportation al-
gorithm. The algorithm terminates by passing the material to the steepest descent
algorithm, or reaching a point with total shear energy is less than the deposition
theshold or when it moves to the distal end of the grid. The algorithm conserves
mass.
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material for the model run with the steepest descent algorithm (Fig.5.19-A) con-
sists of transported material from the margin facies only, has small thickness and
gets deposited near the platform margin.
Reworked material from the interior facies is only observed in the early stages of
the platform (0-0.20 My EMT Fig.5.19-B). As soon as the relatively flat platform
interior is formed, only the local bathymetric gradients at the platform margin can
exceed the threshold for transportation. As a result, material from the interior
remains in its place or is moved very small distances.
The cross platform algorithm moves material along the relatively flat platform
interior to the higher bathymetric gradient margin. The reworked material with
cross-platform algorithm is comprised of rework material from the margin and the
platform interior. The reworked from the margin still concentrates around the
geomorphic margin but now an extensive slope (40 km) is dominated by thick
transported material from the platform interior. A secondary effect of more re-
worked material being deposited is that the platform margin progrades more. The
platform margin is located at 45km when the cross platform algorithm is used
compared with the 35km with the steepest descent only (Fig.5.19-C).
The effect of the cross platform algorithm can be quantified in terms of de-
posited volumes on each platform area (Fig.5.20). The measured volumes repre-
sent material that got deposited either in-situ or by transportation at each specific
platform segment for each factory for the model runs in Fig.5.19. The platform
top environment represents the low wave energy part of the platform and the ge-
omorphic margin. The slope environment represents the actual geomorphic slope
(Fig.5.19 for reference).
Interior facies refer to low energy factories and margin facies to high energy
factories. Both interior and margin facies have been mainly produced from fac-
tories on the platform top and their distinguish is based on their position on the
platform top and their energy levels.
The cross platform algorithm transports 30% of the interior facies to the slope
where it gets deposited (trans slope, red line Fig.5.20a). As a result the in-situ
produced material in the platform top (in-situ, top, blue line, Fig.5.20a) represents
only 2/3 of the total produced material (total, black line, Fig.5.20a).
Material from the platform top that gets deposited on the slope with the cross
platform algorithm, reduces the water depth and allows for in-situ production of
high energy, margin facies on the slope (in-situ slope, orange line, Fig.5.20c).
With the steepest descent algorithm only, because of low bathymetric gradients
on the platform top, interior facies remain where have been produced and almost
all of the material deposited on the platform top is in-situ produced (in-situ, top,
blue line, Fig.5.20b). Sediment deposition on the platform top is due to locally
produced bathymetric depressions (trans top, green line, Fig.5.20b) and represents
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less than 10% of the total produced material.
Cross-platform sediment transportation across the highly productive platform
top generates volumetrically significant deposits (Fig.5.20) to the slope. Litholog-
ical and compositional differences between platform top and slope material can be
used to differentiate the origin of the strata on the slope (Fig.5.19).
Lack of platform top sediments on the slope could be an indication of limited
cross-platform sediment transportation or an indication of restricted production
area. Restricted production area can occur during lowstand conditions and thus
identification of thick sediments from the platform top on the slope can be used as
indication of highstand shedding for ancient carbonate platforms (Schlager1994).
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(a) Cross platfrom transportation algorithm
(b) Steepest descent transportation algorithm only
Figure 5.19: Cross sections (TOP) and chrono stratigraphic sections (BOTTOM)
along the same position of a model run with with 30% transported material (a)
Steepest descent transportation algorithm only. The transported material is very
thin and remains close to the margin (maximum transportation distance from
the margin is 20km). The transported material consists of almost entirely of
reworked margin material. (b) Cross-platform sediment transportation algorithm.
The transported material is much thicker and moves farther from the margin
(maximum transportation distance 40km). The margin is located 10km more
distal (at 45km horizontal distance) than the margin in (a).Transported material
from both the top and the margin is observed in the slope.
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(a) Cross platform, interior facies (b) Steepest descent only, interior facies
(c) Cross platform, margin facies (d) Steepest descent only, margin facies
Figure 5.20: Deposited volumes at each area of the platform in Fig.5.19 for each
numerical facies with the two transportation algorithms. The left side shows vol-
umes with the cross-platform algorithm (which includes the steepest descent) and
the right side with the steepest descent only. Top panels show platform interior
facies and bottom panels margin facies. 30% of the insitu produced material is
available for transportation with both algorithms. Low topographic gradients on
the platform top prevents the steepest descent from moving material (top left) and
only the margin facies deposits on the slope (red line, bottom, left). The cross
platform algorithm moves material along the platform top. The material reaches
and gets depsoited on the slope (top, right).
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6 New developments in seismic imaging
Synthetic seismic imaging for this project was performed with a new pseudo-
acoustic impedance method which will be here refer to as the textural impedance
reflectivity method. The first section of this chapter describes the principles of the
new method and how reflectivity is calculated. The second section presents syn-
thetic seismic images generated with the textural impedance reflectivity method
and compares them with synthetic seismic images generated with the average
impedance reflectivity method. The third and final section discusses the results of
the new method and evaluates the method.
6.1 Textural impedance reflectivity method
Elastic properties of carbonate strata are mainly controlled by diagenetic processes,
porosity and texture with mineralogy having a less significant role (see section 4.3).
Moreover, there are inherited limitations in the estimation of elastic properties
from seismic data (see section 4.4.3).
Synthetic seismic images of carbonate strata for this project are generated
using on a pseudo acoustic impedance. The pseudo acoustic impedance, developed
for this project, is computed based on the rock texture of the modelled rocks.
The method uses stratigraphic forward models and strata properties calculated in
CarboCAT only.
The textural impedance reflectivity assumes that each numerical facies in Car-
boCAT has unique elastic properties and that facies beds are homogeneous with
elastic properties characteristic for each facies. Textural impedance reflectivity
method also assumes that the reflection coefficient between beds with different elas-
tic properties is calculated from the normal incidence Zoeppritz equation, eq.(4.11)
irrespective of the bed thickness.
For comparison and evaluation purposes in this chapter, synthetic seismic im-
ages are also generated using the average impedance reflectivity method . Synthetic
seismic images with the average impedance reflectivity method are generated by
assigning velocity and density values to each numerical facies from CarboCAT.
The acoustic impedance of each numerical facies is calculated as the product of
velocity and density. Reflectivity between beds is also calculated from the normal
incidence Zoeppritz equation as above.
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6.1.1 Definition of textural impedance reflecticity method
Textural impedance reflectivity method is based on the principles that:
• the major factors that control the elastic properties of carbonates are rock
texture and porosity;
• factories in CarboCAT can represent either a single producing organism or
a whole carbonate factory (see section 3.2) and not simple mineralogies.
Textural impedance reflectivity method uses the factory distribution, the rela-
tive position on the platform during deposition and water energy conditions calcu-
lated in CarboCAT and distinguishes numerical factories based on their texture.
Strata are assigned a unique number similar to the grain to micirte ratio (GMR)
concept.
GMR is the ratio of the percentage of grains divided by the percentage of
micrite in a carbonate rock. GMR values greater than one indicate that more
than 50% of the rock volume is grains and implies granular texture with inter-
grain or inter-crystal porosity. GMR values lower than one indicate that more
than 50% of the rock volume is micrite or mud which implies intra-granular or
intra-crystalline porosity.
The GMR as a measure of the texture of the carbonate rocks has been linked
to energy conditions of the depositional environment of carbonates. GMR values
significantly lower than one (0-0.25) are related to stagnant or very low energy
water. GMR values greater than one (> 10) are diagnostic of high energy, strongly
agitated water conditions (Bissell1967).
Numerical facies that have been deposited on low energy, shallow depositional
environments in CarboCAT are assumed to have fine texture and GMR values
around zero by the textural impedance reflectivity method. Numerical facies de-
posited in deep, below wave base waters are also assumed to have fine grain texture
and low GMR values. Numerical facies deposited at high energy depositional en-
vironments are considered coarse grain texture facies with high GMR values.
Textural impedance reflectivity calculates the volume of fine and the volume
of coarse texture facies in each position over the platform. The ratio of the fine
volume facies to the total volume of the facies on that position defines the pseudo-
acoustic impedance value for the position.
Zy,x =
volume of coarse material
total volume of material
where Z is the ratio used as pseudo-acoustic impedance value for position y, x.
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Pseudo acoustic impedance values calculated with the textural impedance re-
flectivity method vary from zero to one. Pseudo-acoustic impedance values of 0
mean that all deposited strata on one location have fine grain texture and thus
lower acoustic impedance values, whereas values closer to 1 indicate that all de-
posited material is coarse grain and shows higher acoustic impedance values, con-
sistent with with fig.4.4. Empty model cells are excluded from the calculation of
the pseudo-acoustic impedance.
The two main texture groups (coarse or fine), if necessary, can be subdivided
based on the assumed porosity type of the numerical facies. This secondary classi-
fication allows for further distinguishing fine or coarse facies depending for example
on their position within the depositional environment or later diagenetic effects.
The secondary, porosity type classification of numerical facies even though practi-
cal must be used with caution since neither porosity, nor diagnesis are calculated in
CarboCAT and thus any secondary facies differentiation will be based on arbitrary
criteria.
6.1.2 Pseudo impedance calculation
An algorithm was developed in CarboCAT to generate synthetic seismic images
based on the textural impedance reflectivity method. The algorithm calculates
pseudo-acoustic impedance values for the whole platform, computes strata reflec-
tivity, and using a source signal generates synthetic seismic images.
The algorithm generates 2D synthetic seismic images for any cross section
along the depositional dip of carbonate platforms generated with CarboCAT. The
algorithm generates three NxM matrices, one pseudo-acoustic impedance matrix,
one reflectivity matrix and the final synthetic seismic matrix for each cross section
along the depositional dip. N depends on the total thickness of the strata on the
cross section and M is calculated from the length of the platform.
The algorithm provides the option to calculate pseudo-acoustic impedance us-
ing any model cell size along the depositional dip. In case the cell size for the
synthetic seismic image is the same as the cell size in CarboCAT, the M of the
generated matrices is equal to the number of CarboCAT model cells along the
depositional dip. If a smaller size cell is used for the synthetic seismic images,
the algorithm interpolates the facies, facies thickness and water energy conditions
between vertically and horizontally adjacent CarboCAT model cells and the M
depends on the size of the synthetic seismic model cells and the size of the plat-
form.
For each position along the cross section the algorithm calculates pseudo-
acoustic impedance variation with depth based on the coarse to total material
ratio and the bed thickness as computed in CarboCAT. Exposed model cells are
considered by the algorithm as coarse texture material regardless of the facies they
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contain. Once the pseudo-acoustic impedance with depth has been computed, the






where z1 is the pseudo-acoustic impedance of the bed above the facies transition
and z2 the pseudo acoustic impedances of the bed below the facies transition
respectively, i varies from 1 to N and j varies from 1 to M Based on this formula,
transition from low pseudo-acoustic impedance facies (fine grain) to higher pseudo-
acoustic impedance facies (coarse grain) generates a positive amplitude reflection.
The algorithm generates the synthetic seismic image by performing 1D convolu-
tion of the reflectivity depth series with a zero phase Ricker wavelet w, eq.(6.2)(fig.6.1).
1D convolution of the source wavelet with the reflectivity series implies normal in-
cident of the wave from the source at the facies transition. A 100Hz wavelet has
been used for all examples.
w = (1− 2π2f 2t2s)e−π
2f2t2s (6.2)
where f is the user defined frequency of the source and ts is the sampling time.
Figure 6.1: Amplitude with time of the 100Hz Ricker wavelet used for the convo-
lution of the seismic images.
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6.2 Textural impedance reflectivity examples
In order to test and evaluate the textural impedance reflectivity method, sensitiv-
ity analysis was performed as a series of models runs generated with CarboCAT.
The model runs provided the opportunity to generate synthetic seismic images of
carbonate platforms with known characteristics and fully controlled strata geome-
tries.
The strata geometry and dimensions for the sensitivity analysis were obtained
from an actual seismic image of a carbonate platform (Fig.6.2) from geosciences
Australia web site (ga). The generated model runs geometrically match the car-
bonate platform shown on the seismic image.
Because only the geometrical characteristics of the carbonate platform in the
seismic image are known, a number of assumptions were necessary for the genera-
tion of model runs. Based on assumed 2000 m/s depth conversion velocity and an
assumed 5My platform duration an estimated 1600m maximum strata thickness
and an 100 m/My subsidence rate was calculated. The CarboCAT model cell size
was set to 500m x 500m and the time-step for the model runs was set to 2ky.
Sensitivity analysis was performed by changing the value of one model param-
eter at a time (Table.6.1) and running the model to obtain a numerical carbonate
platform. The generated numerical model was used to calculate a synthetic seismic
image with the textural impedance reflectivity method.
The goal of the analysis was to test the textural impedance reflectivity method’s
results based on real seismic examples and gain understanding of the features
appearing in the synthetic seismic images and not to accurately model the platform
shown on the seismic image.
Two groups of model runs were generated with the parameters shown on Ta-
ble.6.1. The first group was generated without any heterogeneity in the models.
Facies distribution was controlled only by the eustatic sea level movements. The
wave energy control and the lateral heterogeneity of CarboCAT had been de-
activated during the model runs.
This unrealistic selection of conditions was made for two important reasons.
First the simplistic models allowed for identification of each feature on the synthetic
images and its stratigraphic source under fully controlled conditions. The effect of
any parameter value change was possible to be identified on the model runs and
also isolated on the synthetic seismic images.
The second and most important reason was the study of the heterogeneity itself
on the synthetic seismic images. The second group of model runs was generated
with heterogeneity turned on (lateral facies distribution based on competition for
space and wave energy). The effect of heterogeneity was possible to be identified









































































































































































6.2.1 Model runs without heterogeneity
Model runs without heterogeneity were generated with a modified version of Car-
boCAT. Lateral facies competition for space and wave energy controls were turned
off. Numerical facies production profile was water depth dependent but facies dis-
tribution was linked only to eustatic sea level movements.
Two numerical facies were used the in-situ carbonate production for all model
runs without heterogeneity. One numerical facies assumed to have fine texture
and the other numerical facies coarse texture. The numerical facies that represent
reworked material for each in-situ facies was set to have the same texture as source
facies
6.2.1.1 Model run SA
Model run SA (Fig.6.3a) shows a 100km long carbonate platform with maximum
strata thickness 1600m and 40km of margin progradation. Eustatic sea level move-
ments have generated two exposure surfaces on the interior and oversimplified cli-
noform surfaces on the slope. Model run SA is also referred here to as the standard
model without heterogeneity.
The synthetic seismic image generated with the textural impedance reflectivity
(Fig.6.3b) shows two laterally extensive and bright reflections on the interior and
less continuous reflections on the slope. The polarity of the interior reflections,
the stratigraphic model and eq.(6.1) reveal that the positive amplitude, bright,
laterally continuous reflections on the interior correspond to transitions from fine
to coarse material. The positive amplitude reflections can also be traced down to
the slope.
The coarse to fine material transitions that can be seen on stratigraphic section
do not generate clear reflections on the synthetic image. Negative amplitude re-
flections that correspond to coarse to fine transition systematically appear on the
most distal part of the interior and can barely be followed on the slope. Sub-aerial
exposure on the interior significantly limits the thickness of the coarse material.
The very thin coarse material generates weak reflections on the interior and the
slope. Furthermore, positive amplitude reflections seem to originate from same
position as the negative reflections.
The discontinuity of the reflection surfaces on the slope is related to spatial
aliasing issues generated by the size of the CarboCAT model cell (500 x 500 m).
6.2.1.2 Model run SB
The effect of the sub-aerial exposure on the reflectivity of the models was studied
with model run SB. The subsidence rate for this model run was doubled and as a
result the maximum strata thickness on the platform is 1800m and the platform
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image
Figure 6.3: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SA
model run. Exposure surfaces on the interior and simplistic clinoforms on the
slope are formed due to ESL movements. (b) Synthetic seismic image generated
with the textural impedance reflectivity method. The transparency of the image
is due to facile model. Bright, laterally continous reflections can be seen on the
interior. The clinoform surfaces can be followed on the upper slope.
margin progrades only for 25km. The highest subsidence rate also resulted to an
interior without sub-aerial exposure and thicker coarse strata (Fig.6.4a).
The synthetic seismic image generated with textural impedance reflectivity
method (Fig.6.4b) shows laterally extensive reflections on the interior and simple
clinoform surfaces on the slope. The polarity of the reflections on the interior
and the slope follow the facies transitions from fine to coarse (positive amplitude
reflections) and from coarse to fine (negative amplitude reflections).
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image
Figure 6.4: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SB
model run. No exposure surfaces occur on the interior due to higher subsidence
rate and simplistic clinoforms on the slope are formed due to ESL movements.
(b) Synthetic seismic image generated with the textural impedance reflectivity
method. The transparency of the image is due to facile model. Bright, laterally
continous reflections can be seen on the interior. The clinoform surfaces can be
followed on the slope.
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6.2.1.3 Model runs SC,SD,SE,SF,SG
The observations made in the previous two model runs are confirmed by all the
remaining models (see appendix). More specifically, sub-aerial exposure limits the
thickness of the deposited coarse material and generates reflections with opposite
amplitude to originate from the same point. Spatial aliasing has as a result laterally
extensive surfaces to appear discontinuous on the slope.
6.2.1.4 Comments
Model runs without heterogeneity SA, SB, SC, SD, SE, SF and SG are not realistic
representations of carbonate platforms. The generated synthetic seismic images
are not realistic and do not resemble the real seismic image on Fig.6.2.
Despite the above limitations, model runs without heterogeneity were useful
to identify some features on the images generated with the textural impedance
reflectivity method:
• for constant pseudo-acoustic impedance differences reflection strength is anal-
ogous to strata thickness;
• sub-aerial exposure restricts the thickness of strata and results to weak re-
flections;
• laterally extensive stratigraphic features are very well mapped;
• laterally extensive reflectors are better mapped on the platform interior and
upper slope compared to lower slope;
• spatial aliasing issues cause laterally extensive surfaces to appear discontin-






















































































































































































































































































































































6.2.2 Model runs with heterogeneity
Table 6.2: Velocity, density and texture values used for each factory for generation
of synthetic seismic images for each model run
Factory Velocity-Density Texture
insitu facies 1 5500m/s - 2900kg/m3 fine with 15% porosity
insitu facies 2 5000m/s - 3000kg/m3 fine with 20% porosity
insitu facies 3 6000m/s - 3100kg/m3 coarse
reworked facies 1 4500m/s - 2000kg/m3 fine with 25% porosity
reworked facies 2 4000m/s - 2100kg/m3 fine with 30% porosity
reworked facies 3 5500m/s - 3100kg/m3 coarse with 10% porosity
The effect of heterogeneity was studied with more realistic model runs that
were generated without any adjustment to CarboCAT. This allowed for lateral
heterogeneity to be present on the model runs and the formation of platform
interior, margin, upper and lower slope with different hydrodynamic conditions
and thus different facies distribution.
Using the normal CarboCAT version to study heterogeneity on seismic images
caused some changes on the model parameters. In order to study the effect of
heterogeneity on the interior, a third numerical facies was introduced to the model.
Two low energy, fine texture numerical facies formed on the platform interior
whereas a high energy, coarse texture dominates on the margin. Furthermore,
production rates of the three facies show much more realistic values and were 10
times higher than the values shown on Table.6.1.
Synthetic seismic images were generated for each model run with both the
textural impedance reflectivity and the average impedance reflectivity method.
Table.6.2 shows the velocity and density values used for the average impedance
method and the texture used for the textural impedance method for each factory.
Both platform interior factories are low wave energy factories and assumed to be
fine material. Secondary classification of the factories assumes a porosity for each
facies. Porosity is not calculated in CarboCAT.
Furthermore, in order to address the spatial aliasing problems that appear
in the synthetic seismic images without heterogeneity, the interpolation option
available in the algorithm was used. The cell size for the synthetic images with
heterogeneity was reduced to 50 x 50 m from the original 500 x 500 m of the
CarboCAT models.
6.2.2.1 Model run SHA
Model run SHA or the standard model shows a 100km long platform and maxi-
mum strata thickness 1600m. The platform interior is 55km long with two in-situ
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producing facies and the high energy margin progrades for 40km (Fig.6.5a).
The synthetic seismic image generated with the textural impedance reflectivity
method (Fig.6.5b) is mainly a noisy image with some laterally extensive reflectors.
Reflectivity on the interior appears noisy due to distribution of facies with similar
lithological and elastic properties.
The margin and the upper slope show some more coherent reflectivity and
clinoform surfaces can be traced there. As the cross platform algorithm moves
material preferentially along the depositional dip on the upper slope, laterally
extensive reflections are generated. Farther away from the margin and on the
lower slope, the preferential deposition of facies becomes weaker and the linear
reflectivity disappears.
6.2.2.2 Model run SHB
Model run SHB was generated with double the subsidence rate compared to the
standard model. Because of the higher subsidence the total length of the platform
is 75km, the low energy interior is 40km long, without sub-aerial exposure and the
margin progrades only for 20km (Fig.6.6a).
The synthetic seismic image generated with the textural impedance reflectiv-
ity method (Fig.6.6b) shows generally low reflectivity on the interior and higher
reflectivity on the slope. Reflectivity on the interior is only controlled by facies
heterogeneity. Model cell based heterogeneity on the platform interior results to
facies mosaic and generates noisy reflectivity. The textural similarity of the plat-
form interior numerical facies combined with the facies mosaic prompt noisy, low
reflectivity on the interior regardless of the strata thickness.
Reflectivity on the slope is also noisy but a linear trend can be recognised.
The higher reflectivity is attributed to higher textural differences between the
facies present on the slope. The slope is comprised of coarse, high energy in-situ
produced material, its coarse reworked material and various amounts of reworked
material form the interior with generally fine properties.
The faint linearity of the upper slope reflections is linked to the preferred di-
rection of transportation along the depositional dip. The cross platform algorithm
in CarboCAT (see section 5.6) moves material without deposition on the platform
interior and deposits material on the slope based on the local gradient. As a result,
deposition generally shows a linear trend along the depositional dip.
6.2.2.3 Model run SHE
Model run SHE was generated with half the transportation rates of the standard
model. The stratigraphic model of SHE (Fig.6.7a) shows a mainly aggrading plat-
form dominated by in-situ produced material with very little transported material
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on the slope. Due to low transportation rates, the platform is comprised of in-situ
produced vertically accumulating strata.
The synthetic seismic image generated with the textural impedance reflectivity
method (Fig.6.7b) does not distinguish between interior and slope, reflectivity
appears everywhere very noisy. The reflectivity on the proximal part (> 60km
horizontal distance) is caused by facies mosaic on the platform interior. Reflectivity
on the more distal part (< 60km horizontal distance) is generated by textural
differences between the dominating coarse material and the very few transported
deposits.
6.3 Discussion and conclusions
6.3.1 Discussion
Laterally extensive stratigraphic features generate clear, strong, reflections (Fig.6.3
and appendix A) for model runs without heterogeneity and Fig.6.5 and appendix
A with heterogeneity).
Facies mosaic generated from model cell base competition for space and the
use of cellular automata in CarboCAT cannot be resolved in the seismic images.
Both textural impedance reflectivity method and the average impedance reflec-
tivity show chaotic reflectivity without any linear features(Fig.6.7 and appendix
A).
Reworked material probably has the most significant effect on the synthetic
seismic images. Sediment transportation along preferred directions produces linear
stratigraphic features. Depending on the thickness of the transported sediments,
they contribute to generation of linear reflections. The transportation algorithm
in CarboCAT favours deposition of transported sediment on the upper slope along
the depositional dip and thus reflection surfaces (clinoforms) can be identified on
the upper slope around the platform margin. Lack of preferred direction for depo-
sition on the lower slope generates chaotic reflections that cannot be distinguished
from noise. Lack of transported material generates synthetic images completely
dominated by noise (Fig.6.7).
The steady dynamic state of the external forcing and the behaviour of seismic
responses (reflections) reveal that autogenetic processes affect carbonate platform
development and thus the generated synthetic seismic images. Synthetic seismic
images for model runs without heterogeneity display reflectivity in agreement with
the external forcing (Fig.6.3 and appendix A). Reflections on synthetic seismic
images for model runs with heterogeneity systematically show higher magnitude
of change compared to external forcing (Fig.6.5 and appendix A) implying the role
of heterogeneity in autogenesis.
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6.3.2 Conclusions
The textural impedance reflectivity method was evaluated based on sensitivity
analysis guided by a seismic image of a carbonate platform. A series of reason-
ably realistic simulations were used to identify and explain the features generated
with the new method. Textural impedance reflectivity results were compared and
contrasted with images generated with the commonly used average impedance
reflectivity method.
Both methods generated similar results regarding the position, polarity and
geometry of the reflections. Minor differences between the two methods were
almost exclusively related to the strength of the reflections. The similarity of
the generated results between the two methods indicates the textural impedance
reflectivity method is a pragmatic approach to real strata reflectivity.
Textural impedance reflectivity method is a pseudo-acoustic impedance method
well correlated with the real strata reflectivity. The method is based on the main
controls of the elastic properties of carbonates, namely rock texture and porosity.
Textural impedance reflectivity calculates pseudo-acoustic impedance using only
SFM results and measured quantities on CarboCAT without the need of arbitrary
assumptions.
Heterogeneity on the platform adds noise to the generated synthetic seismic
images. Heterogeneity on platform interior result to facies mosaic which cannot
be resolved and appears as noise. Noise on the slope is generated by textural
heterogeneity of the reworked facies combined with small thickness of the deposited
strata, typically less than the vertical resolution of the wavelet.
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image with textural
impedance
(c) Synthetic seismic image with average
impedance
Figure 6.5: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SHA
model run. The interior is dominated by low energy, fine material and the margin
by high energy, in-situ produced and reworked material (b) Synthetic seismic image
generated with the textural impedance reflectivity method. Only thr laterally
extensive sub-aerially exposed surfaces can be identified on the interior. On the
upper slope some clinoforms surfaces can be identified. (c) Synthetic seismic image
generated witht the average impedance reflectivity method, for comparison.
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image with the textural
impedance.
(c) Synthetic seismic image with average
impedance.
Figure 6.6: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SHB
model run. The interior is dominated by low energy, fine material and the margin
by high energy, in-situ produced and reworked material (b) Synthetic seismic image
generated with the textural impedance reflectivity method. Noisy reflectivity on
the interior. Linear, clinoforms surfaces can be identified on both the upper and
the lower slope. (c) The sysnthetic seismic image generated with the average
impedance reflectivity method.
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image with textural
impedance
(c) Synthetic seismic image with average
impedance
Figure 6.7: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SHE
model run. The interior is dominated by low energy, fine material and the margin
by high energy, in-situ produced (b) Synthetic seismic image generated with the
textural impedance reflectivity method. (c) The sysnthetic seismic image gener-
ated with the average impedance reflectivity method
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7 Effects of cross platform sediment transporta-
tion on large scale platform geometry and au-
tocyclic platform interior shoals.
This chapter studies the effect of the cross platform sediment transportation on
large scale carbonate platform geometries, formation of autocycles on platform
interior and platform interior facies distribution with a series of CarboCAT gener-
ated model runs. The chapter is divided in two sections. The first section presents
the results of sensitivity analysis of the effect of sediment transportation rate and
grain size on large scale carbonate platform geometry. The second section deals
with the effect of autocycles on platform interior and facies distribution in the
interior.
7.1 Cross platform sediment transportation effect on large
scale platform geometry
7.1.1 Background
The large scale geometry of carbonate platforms (Schlager2005, Wilson1975)
is controlled by the interaction of sediment production rate, sediment transporta-
tion rate, subsidence rate and relative sea level movements which is described by
the accommodation-supply ratio (A/S, see section 2.2.3 and references therein).
The interaction of the controlling factors also effects the temporal evolution of
carbonate platforms. For a constant value of A/S ratio only platforms in dynamic
equilibrium maintain their bathymetric profile through time (see section 2.2.4).
Based on their large scale geometries carbonate platforms are distinguished
between two end members, ramps and FTP (see section 2.14). A crucial difference
between the two end members is the amount of deposited material on the interior
and the slope. FTPs indicate sediment deposition mainly on the interior whilst
ramps show significant deposition on the slope as well as the interior.
The amount of deposited material in each carbonate platform segment is con-
trolled by in-situ production and sediment transportation. Cross platform sedi-
ment transportation thus is a decisive factor controlling the difference between an
FTP and a ramp geometry. Hydrodynamic conditions and sediment grain size are
the two major controls on sediment transportation.
Hydrodynamic conditions define the amount, volumetrically, of sediment that
gets entrained, transported and re-deposited. The energy required for sediment en-
trainment and transportation is the kinetic energy from waves (see section 2.1.5.1)
or water currents (see section 2.1.5.2). Low energy environments typically include
platform interior areas where the water depth is usually less than the break depth,
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and deep basinal areas below the wave base or where the water currents have lost
their transportation capacity.
The transportation capacity of water currents is also affected by grain size and
fabric of the carbonate sediments on the platform. Muds and non-skeletal mate-
rial are entrained more easily compared to skeletal grainy sediments for the same
hydrodynamic conditions (Kenter1990). Muds and non-skeletal material tend
to generate ramp style geometries whilst FTPs are favoured by coarser, skeletal
material for the same hydrodynamic conditions (Badenas2010, Azeredo2009,
Pomar2001a, Barnaby1990).
7.1.2 Model formulation
The effect of cross platform sediment transportation on large scale platform geom-
etry was studied with a series of CarboCAT generated model runs. All types of
carbonate platforms from in-situ dominated systems with very low transportation
rates, to transport dominated systems with high transportation rates were studied.
Parallel to the effect of transportation to platform geometry, the effect of sediment
grain size to large scale platform geometry was also studied.
Even though CarboCAT does not model grain size directly, the effect of grain
size on sediment transportation can be evaluated with the minimum gradient for
transportation model parameter (see section 3.2.1.1). The minimum gradient for
transportation parameter defines the bathymetric threshold between two adjacent
model cells for sediment entrainment or deposition to occur. Low minimum gradi-
ent for transportation values imply that even low bathymetric differences between
adjacent model cells are enough to initiate sediment entrainment or deposition.
High minimum gradient for transportation values require higher bathymetric dif-
ferences between adjacent model cells to initiate sediment deposition.
The minimum gradient for transportation threshold relates the shear energy
of a current to the grain size of the material that can be entrained, eq.(5.13)
(Warrlich2002).
τcurrent = ∆ρgs sin(α)
where ∆ρ is the excess density of the submerged sediment in relation to water
density, g is the gravitational constant (m/s2), s is the grain size (m) and α
the maximum bathymetric angle (o) (represented in CarboCAT by the minimum
gradient for transportation) for entrainment at each model cell.
All model runs in this chapter include models with both fine and coarse grain
material. Low entrainment threshold in eq.(??) means that a current can mobilise
only fine grain material, whilst high entrainment threshold means that the current
mobilises fine and coarser grain material as well. For cases with only fine grain
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size or only coarse grain size material, the entrainment would have no effect on
the generated geometry and thus is not studied here.
Low entrainment thresholds isolate the effect of transportation on fine grain
material. This allows for studying platform geometries and facies distribution of
fine grain sediments only. Studying of platforms geometries and sediment distri-
bution from high energy thresholds is possible by comparing and contrasting them
with the low energy results.
Table 7.1 shows the input model parameters used for all model runs. The Car-
boCAT model parameter transported fraction (see section 3.2.1.1) for the platform
interior factory was varied from 0.1 to 0.9 with a step of 0.1 at a time. The trans-
ported fraction for the platform margin factory was kept constant to 0.2 for all
model runs because the margin factory does not contribute material to the cross
platform algorithm based on the transportation direction.
Table 7.1: Transportation model runs parameter values
Model size 200 x 50 model cells
Time step 1ky
Elapsed model time 1My
Subsidence rate 100 m/My
Eustatic sea level Constant
Initial bathymetry Homoclinal ramp, 0.5m/cell
In-situ producing factories Low wave energy, production rate: 1000 m/My
High wave energy, production rate: 1100 m/My
Transportation algorithm Cross platform + steepest descent
Transportation direction Straight line from proximal to distal areas along the depositional dip.
The model size was selected in order to provide enough space for the platform
to freely prograde for the transported dominated model runs. Subsidence and
production rates where selected in order to generate FTP with steep margins for
the in-situ dominated model runs.
The time-step value was obtained based on the accumulation index (AI). AI
(eq.(7.1)) is defined as the ratio of the thickness of the accumulated sediments
to the total accommodation (Kozlowski2017). Stable AI values for different










where y, x are the horizontal dimensions of the platform, t is the time-step, accumulation
is the total sediment thickness and accommodation is the total generated space
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from subsidence and water level variations.
Eight model runs were generated with the model parameters shown on Table
7.1, transported fraction 0.5 and time steps 5ky, 4ky, 3ky, 2ky, 1ky, 0.75ky, 0.5ky
and 0.25ky (Fig.7.1). The largest time step value that generates stable results was
selected for the sensitivity analysis in order to minimise the required computational
time.
Figure 7.1: Variation of AI with different time-steps. Even though the differences
between the time steps are small, stable AI values are achieved for the 250y, 500y,
750y and 1ky time-steps. The stable AI values for the 2ky and 3ky timestep
indicate that for these values the platform geometry remains the same but it is
ultimately values less than 1ky timestep that generate stable geometries.
The cross platform sediment transportation algorithm moves material along
the preferred transportation direction without deposition, based on the total shear
energy on the platform (see section 5.6). The cross platform algorithm terminates
and passes all the available material to the steepest descent algorithm (see section
3.2) where the bathymetric gradient between two adjacent model cells is greater
than the minimum gradient for transportation threshold. Sediment deposition
with the steepest descent algorithm occurs where the local bathymetric gradient
is lower than the minimum gradient for transportation threshold.
Two sets of model runs were generated (Table.7.2). The first set studied the
effect of high minimum gradient for transportation threshold to the large scale
platform geometry. The high minimum gradient for transportation value (5m/cell)
requires bathymetric difference up of 5m between adjacent model cells in order for
the transportation algorithm to change from cross platform to steepest descent.
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This implies that, depending on the local bathymetry, the cross platform algorithm
will move material longer distances without deposition before the material is passed
to the steepest descent algorithm and gets deposited.
The second set studied the effect of low minimum gradient for transportation
threshold to the large scale platform geometry. The low minimum gradient for
transportation value (0.5m/cell) implies that in-situ production generates bathy-
metric differences high enough to trigger change from the cross platform algorithm
and no deposition to steepest descent algorithm with deposition.
The low minimum gradient for transportation value was selected equal to the
initial bathymetry of the model and the high value was selected 10 times the low
value in order to favour more cross platform transportation.
Table 7.2: Transportation model runs parameter values
Model parameter Model run 1 Model run 2
Transported fraction 0.1-0.9 step 0.1 0.1-0.9 step 0.1
Minimum gradient for transportation 0.5m/cell 5m/cell
7.1.2.1 Quantitative measurements of platform geometry
Several measurements were obtained to quantify each generated platform geom-
etry. The volumes of the in-situ deposited and the transported and re-deposited
materials were measured and presented as percentages of the total produced vol-
ume. The volumes of the material deposited on the platform interior and slope
were also calculated and expressed as percentages of the total deposited volume.
The generated platform geometries were classified as FTPs or ramps based on the
maximum gradient of the bathymetry at the platform margin.
Additionally to FTP or ramp classification, a simple quantitative method de-
veloped for the purposes of this analysis, the clinoform characterising index (CCI)
was also used. CCI (Fig.7.2) is a dimensionless number calculated for each tran-
sect along the depositional dip of the platform. CCI describes the shape of the
bathymetric profile of the platform utilising three points from a cross section along
the depositional dip of the platform.
The tree points necessary for the calculation of the CCI are defined as follows.
The first point (A) is the position of the maximum angle of bathymetry or the
platform margin position. The second point (B) is the toe of the slope, where
carbonate platform sediments lay conformable to the basement. The third point
(C) is the position of the maximum rate of change of the bathymetry of the segment
AB (from the margin to the farthest deposition point). CCI is defined as the as
the ratio of the horizontal distance (AC) to the horizontal dimension of the model
cell. By definition, CCI is a positive number or zero. The CCI for the whole
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platform is calculated as the average CCI value from all the along the depositional
dip transects.
Figure 7.2: Schematic cross section of a carbonate platform for the CCI calculation.
The position of the maximum angle of bathymetry (A) corresponds to the platform
margin position and it is calculated in CarboCAT. The toe of the slope is (B) is
the position where the slope lays conformably to the basement. The maximum
rate of change of the bathymetry (C) is the position where the gradient of the
bathymetry has its maximum value.
A characteristic CCI value of two was selected as a threshold between FTP
and ramp style platform geometries based on sensitivity analysis (Fig.7.3):
• CCI=0. A hypothetical situation where platform margin and the maximum
rate of change of the bathymetry are at the same position and implies per-
fectly vertical slopes;
• CCI values less than 2 indicate that the platform margin and the maximum
rate of change of the bathymetry are at adjacent positions and implies FTP
with steep slopes and some sediment deposition on the slope;
• CCI greater than 2 indicate that there is an offset between the platform
margin and the position of maximum rate of change of the bathymetry.
The accuracy of the CCI results depends on the accuracy of the definition of
the three characteristic points:
• point A, the position of the maximum angle of the bathymetry. For FTPs,
point A is a well defined point and coincides with the platform margin po-
sition. For ramp style geometries where the bathymetry lacks a pronounced
slope break and platform margin, point A is more difficult to identify and
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Figure 7.3: Schematic cross sections of carbonate platforms with different CCI val-
ues. (TOP) FTP geometry with vertical slope and no sediment depsotion beyond
the platform margin. For this hypothetical platform the CCI is 0. (BOTTOM)
FTP geometry with well developed slope and some offset between the margin and
the maximum rate of change of bathymetry position.
could be located anywhere on the platform. Point A is calculated in Carbo-
CAT with platform margin identification algorithm (see section 5);
• point B, the toe of the slope is a well defined and unique point for every
along the depositional dip transect;
• point C, the position of the maximum rate of change of the bathymetry of
the segment AB. Point C is also well defined.
For high gradient systems, all three points are well defined and CCI describes
very well the shape of the platform profile. For low gradient systems, CCI value
depends on the rather arbitrary position of the point A.
7.1.3 Model run examples
7.2 Effect of cross platform sediment transportation on au-
tocycles and platform interior shoals
7.2.1 Background
High frequency depositional cycles like coarsening or finning upwards among oth-
ers, are regularly interpreted to be the result of high frequency external forcing
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(usually eustatic sea level oscillations) that indicate order in the strata. As a conse-
quence, autocycles are assumed to be indicative of disordered strata (Lehrmann1999).
Higher degrees of autogenesis are assumed to decrease strata order but evidence
suggests that autocyclic strata are not necessary any less ordered than fully allo-
cyclic strata (Burgess2006 and section 2.2.8.3 for more detailed discussion).
In order to study the effect of cross platform sediment transportation on au-
tocyclicity and the effect of autocycles on facies distribution and strata order on
platform interior, a series of CarboCAT generated model runs were used. In the
model runs, autocycles appear as platform interior carbonate shoals generated un-
der constant external forcing. Shoal formation was based on the interaction of
sediment transportation with the local bathymetry which generates a loop that
deposits sediments on the interior and alters the bathymetry locally following the
model suggested by Ginsburg1971.
7.2.2 Model formulation
In order to simulate the interaction between bathymetry and sediment transporta-
tion, a modified cross platform transportation algorithm was used. The cross plat-
form algorithm moves sediment along the relatively flat platform interior without
deposition, based on hydrodynamic conditions on the platform (see section 5.6).
The shear energy of locally induced currents decreases with water depth as cur-
rents expand, slow down and lose sediment transport capacity (Fig.7.4). For very
shallow water depths, the velocity of the current (and thus its sediment transport
capacity) increases but water currents have to stop where local bathymetric highs
have reached the sea surface generating islands (zero water depth in Fig.7.4).
Islands, as structures that reach the sea surface or go above it, act as barriers to
water currents since there is no available space for the current. Local bathymetric
highs produced from in-situ carbonate production, can act as barriers under the
effect of tidal movements (Reeder2008). During low tides the sea level drops
and bathymetric highs that have reached or are very close to the sea level can get
exposed and form temporary islands (Fig.7.5). Tidal movements are not modelled
in CarboCAT but their effect can be included in the cross platform sediment
transportation algorithm.
The tidal effect on cross platform sediment transportation is quantified with a
water depth threshold for deposition in the cross platform transportation algorithm
(Fig.7.6). The water depth threshold allowed deposition of sediment with the cross
platform algorithm at bathymetric highs where the water depth on the platform is
less than the threshold. The water depth threshold implies that some bathymetric
areas regularly form islands that completely block the water currents and force
them to deposit their sediments.
The effects of cross platform sediment transportation on autocycles and the
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Figure 7.4: Shear energy from locally induced currents with water depth. The
shear energy and thus the sediment transport capacity is maximum between water
depths za and zb and decreases with water depth below zb. Above water depth
threshold za topographic highs that reach the sea surface act as barriers to sediment
transportation.
Figure 7.5: Map view of the carbonate platform used for the model runs (Table
7.3) with water current sediment transport capacity. Assuming an 1m sea level
drop during low tide, a number of areas get exposed (temporaray islands, red
colour) and block the current flow. Sediment transfer capacity is not affected in
deeper areas (blue colour).
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Figure 7.6: Flow chart with the cross platform transportation algorithm (black
colour) and the newly developed shoal formation case with the water depth de-
position threshold (red colour). All the available material is deposited (without
deposition above sea level allowed) once an area shallower than the threshold has
been encountered. Rectangulars represent functions in CarboCAT and diamonds
conditionals.
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generation and evolution of platform interior shoals were studied with a number of
CarboCAT generated model runs. The input model parameters for all the model
runs are listed in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Transportation model runs parameter values
Model size 150 x 30 model cells
Time step 1ky
Elapsed model time 1My
Subsidence rate 100 m/My
Eustatic sea level Constant
Initial bathymetry Homoclinal ramp, 0.5m/cell
In-situ producing factories Low wave energy, production rate: 1000 m/My
High wave energy, production rate: 1100 m/My
Transportation algorithm Cross platform + steepest descent
Shoal deposition time 0.5My-1My EMT
Model size and model duration were selected in order to provide enough space
and time for the shoals to form and evolve under the specific parameters used in
the model runs. Production and subsidence rates were selected to generate an
FTP with a wide, flat platform interior, the ideal setting for the cross platform
algorithm.
Cross platform sediment transportation is active for the whole EMT but shoal
formation only is prevented for the 0-0.5My EMT. This selection was done in
order to make sure that only the production/transportation interaction effects
shoal formation. Because of the initial bathymetry, in the early stages of the model,
several areas on the platform show very shallow water depths and thus favour shoal
formation without the production/transportation effect. Furthermore, preventing
shoal formation for the above mentioned time, provides the option to identify the
effect of shoals on the platform interior by comparing the platform situation with
and without the shoals.
The effect of water depth threshold for deposition, the transportation direction
and the transportation rate with the cross platform transportation algorithm on
the distribution of platform interior shoals were studied with three different model
runs (Table. 7.3)
Table 7.4: Model parameters for the two model runs
Model set MS1 MS2
Deposition threshold 0.5m 1m
Transportation direction Straight Random Bathymetry Straight Random Bathymetry
Transported fraction 0.1-0.3-0.5 0.1-0.3-0.5 0.1-0.3-0.5 0.1-0.3-0.5 0.1-0.3-0.5 0.1-0.3-0.5
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Three different transportation directions, all moving material towards more
distal areas on the platform, were studied for each model run. The first trans-
portation direction was a simple cross platform direction with sediment moved
more distal on the platform on a straight line along the depositional dip. The sec-
ond transportation direction was along the depositional dip towards more distal
with a random step along the depositional strike.
The third transportation direction was bathymetry controlled with sediment
moved onto local depositional highs without any preferred direction. Depositional
highs are defined as areas that have built above the water depth threshold for
deposition.
The straight line and random step transportation directions imply that sedi-
ment transportation is performed under the effect of strongly linear currents. The
bathymetry controlled transportation direction implies that sediment is moved by
the fastest moving currents at the most shallow parts of the interior which means
that is more probable for the currents to meet a barrier.
The water depth depositional thresholds were selected based on the maximum
water depth on the platform interior. For the model parameters used here, the
maximum water depth on the interior is 5m. Since the platform interior never gets
completely exposed, the deep depositional threshold was selected equal to 1m and
the shallow threshold equal to 0.5m
7.2.2.1 Quantitative measurements
Several quantitative measurements were performed for each generated platform.
Where appropriate, the shoal geobody dimensions and volumes, the spatial en-
tropy, transition probability matrices and the Markov metric m from vertical suc-
cession analysis were calculated.
A new algorithm that identifies shoal geobodies for the whole 3D platform vol-
ume was developed in CarboCAT. Geobodies are defined as the extent of adjacent
model cells with the a specific facies. The rest of the facies can be considered to
constitute different geobodies. The boundaries of each geobody are defined as the
model cells without the specific facies adjacent to geobody cells. The algorithm
checks for spatially adjacent model cells in both vertical and horizontal directions
while depositional hiatuses are ignored.
The algorithm also calculates the volume of each geobody as the sum of the vol-
umes of all connected cells. Furthermore, the mean length along the depositional
dip of the platform is calculated from all the lengths along all transect parallel to
the depositional dip of the platform. Similarly, the mean strike length is calculated
as the mean of the lengths of the geobody along all the transects parallel to the
depositional strike.
The volume and dimensional calculations for all geobodies in the model runs,
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Figure 7.7: Schematic map view of a carbonate platform with geobodies with
specific dimenion ratios. Deposional dip for the platform is along the Y direction
and strike along the X direction. The dip length (red) and strike length(green) of
each geobody are marked.
were performed without any facies thickness threshold for cell connectivity. This
means that two horizontally and vertically adjacent model cells that contained any
amount of the geobody facies, were considered connected. Application of a facies
thickness threshold for connectivity, based for example on fluid flow properties of
the strata, will change the calculated volumes and dimensions of the geobodies.
The dimensional ratio of each geobody is defined as the ratio of the dip length
to the strike length of the geobody. Ratio 1 means that the dip and strike lengths
of the geobody are equal. On a map view a geobody with dimensional ratio 1
shows a square shape. Ratio greater than 1 means that the dip length of the
geobody is longer than its strike length. Map view of the geobody is an elongated
rectangular with the big axis parallel to the deposition dip. Ratio less than 1
means that the strike length of the geobody is longer than its dip length. Map
view of the geobody is an elongated rectangular with the big axis parallel to the
deposition strike (Fig.7.7).
Geobodies for all model runs are defined as the transported material that has
been deposited above the depositional threshold regardless of the factory that pro-
duced the material. This simple definition of shoal geobodies allows for defining
geobodies irrespective of the number of producing factories on the interior. The
shoal geobody definition implies that the grain texture and properties of the re-
worked material differ from the texture and properties of the in-situ producing
surrounding material.
Model run results were also quantified using spatial entropy calculations. Spa-
tial entropy for each model cell is calculated by counting the number of spatially
adjacent model cells with different deposited lithology and dividing by the number
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of the adjacent model cells (8) (Drummond1999). Depositional hiatuses are ig-
nored for the calculation of the spatial entropy. Spatial entropy is a measure of the
facies spatial distribution and thus the facies connectivity on the platform. Low
spatial entropy values indicate facies homogeneity and highly connected facies.
Transition probability matrices were also calculated where appropriate. Tran-
sition probability matrices contain values that represent the probability of vertical
transition between any two faces. Each row in a transition probability matrix
represent one particular facies and its probability to pass to any other facies which
are represented as columns. The main diagonal of the transition probability ma-
trices are always zero because it represents transition of one facies to itself which
is ignored (Burgess2016a).
If more than two facies are present in a vertical succession, transition probabil-
ity value of one between facies A and facies B means that facies A preferentially
passes to facies B. Low transition probability values between two facies indicate
that the transitions between the two facies cannot be distinguished from random.
Transition probability matrices are an indication of the degree of order in a vertical
facies transition (Burgess2016a).
Strata order is calculated based on the Markov Order Metric, m. The Markov
metric m, is calculated from the off-diagonal values of transition probability ma-
trices (TP) from eq.(7.4). Markov metric m identifies facies transition trends that
could signify a relationship between facies. The metric counts the number of fa-
cies transitions between two facies and compares them to the facies transition
of randomly created layers generated from 5000 iterations using a Monte Carlo
approach.
Markov metric m, with a value of one indicates perfectly ordered asymmetric
strata. Perfectly ordered strata with symmetric cycles have m value equal to
0.5 and lower m values indicate disordered strata or strata order that cannot be

















m = maxdiag −mindiag (7.4)
where j is the offset value of the main diagonal, F is the number of facies, argmin
is a function that calculates the minimum value in a series, argmax is a function
that calculates the maximum value in a series and diag is a function that finds the
elements in diagonal with offset j from the main diagonal.
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7.2.3 Model run examples
The model runs shown in Table 7.4 tested the effect of transported fraction, trans-
portation direction and deposition threshold in the formation, volume and geo-
metric characteristics of platform interior shoals.
7.2.3.1 Effect of transported fraction
The effect of transported fraction, which defines the amount of in-situ produced
material that is available for transportation, was tested with model runs with low
(0.1), medium (0.3) and high (0.5) transported fractions and all other parameters
constant (Fig.7.8).
The interaction of local bathymetry with the straight line transportation direc-
tion generated platform interior shoals and autocycles. In-situ production gener-
ates local bathymetric highs that occasionally build above the water depth depo-
sition threshold and block sediment transportation. Because sediment transporta-
tion is always towards more distal areas along straight lines, sediment deposition
occurs on the proximal area of the bathymetric high. Sediment deposition kills the
in-situ production at the bathymetric high and thus the bathymetry is controlled
by the subsidence rate and the amount of deposited material (Fig.7.8).
If the amount of deposited material due to sediment transportation is just
enough to fill the newly created accommodation, the shoal persists and aggardes.
If the volume of the transported material deposited on the high is greater than
the new accommodation, the extra material is deposited on the proximal side of
the shoal and thus the shoal progrades in the opposite direction of the sediment
transportation. When not enough material is deposited at the shoal to keep the
bathymetry above the depositional threshold, a hiatus is generated and in-situ
production can start again (Fig.7.8). The interaction of sediment transportation
with local bathymetry generates an autocycle that starts with in-situ production
on the bottom of the cycle, above a depositional hiatus. In-situ produced material
vertically passes to transported material and the cycle terminates with a deposi-
tional hiatus on the top. The generated autocycles and the constitute shoals are
diachronous features.
Sensitivity analysis demonstrates that the transported fraction affects shoal for-
mation and size for the straight path transportation direction. For low transported
fraction (0.1) relatively small shoals are formed that mainly aggrade and quickly
disappear. The autocycles are composed mainly by in-situ material (Fig.7.8a).
As the transported fraction increases to medium (0.3, Fig.7.8b) and high (0.5,
Fig.7.8c) the generated shoals become bigger and prograde more, with the auto-
cycles dominated by transported material.
The spatial entropy on the platform interior shows that for the first 0.5My
EMT during which shoal formation is not allowed, the platform interior is highly
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homogeneous because only one factory produces there. Shoal formation generates a
second factory on the interior and spatial entropy increases. The increase in spatial
entropy is related to the transported fraction, with higher fractions generate higher
spatial entropy (Fig.7.9).
Shoal geobody measurements show that 58 geobodies are formed on the interior
with mean volume 4.62∗108m3 (total interior volume is 80∗109m3) and dimensional
ratio 1.74 (Table 7.5). The figures for the effect of transported fraction on shoals
with random path and bathymetry controlled transported directions can be found
in Appendix B.
7.2.3.2 Effect of transportation direction
The effect of transportation direction on shoal formation was tested with model
runs which have different transportation directions, namely straight line, random
path and bathymetry controlled and all other parameters constant, as shown in
Table. 7.4.
Shoal geobodies generated with the random step (Fig.7.10b) and the bathymetry
controlled transportation directions (Fig.7.10c) demonstrate some differences com-
pared to geobodies generated with straight line transportation direction (Fig.7.10a).
Because transportation includes a random step along the depositional strike not
all sediment flow paths that initiate more proximal than a shoal deposit on the
proximal part of the shoal.
Some flow paths deposit on the sides along the strike of the shoals. As a result
of less sediment being deposited on the proximal part(along the dip) of the shoal
and more sediment deposited on the strike part, dimensional ratios show a small
decrease (Table 7.5).
The transportation direction does not seem to effect the spatial entropy on the
platform interior (Fig.7.11). Shoal formation generates a second factory on the
interior and spatial entropy increases. Since the amount of available material is
the same for all transportation directions, the spatial entropy increases to 0.33 for
all cases.
Similar to the spatial entropy on the platform interior, the number of isolated
geobodies and their volume are not affected by the transportation direction. The
number of geobodies and their volume is mainly controlled by the amount of
material available and not by the way the material moves on the platform (Table
7.5).
7.2.3.3 Effect of depositional threshold
The effect of the depositional threshold on shoal formation was studied with model
runs with water depth 1m for shoal formation and the rest of the parameters are
shown in Table 7.4.
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The deeper depositional threshold means that any given time more and bigger
areas can act as sediment transportation barriers. Furthermore, more accommo-
dation is available for sediment deposition and thus sediment deposits have to be
thicker (up to 1m) to keep the bathymetry above the depositional threshold.
Comparison of model runs with water depth depositional threshold of 1m and
straight line transportation direction to model runs with 0.5m depositional thresh-
old (Fig.7.12 and 7.13) show that due to more available accommodation, Only the
highest transported fraction (0.5, Fig.7.13) generates geobodies that prograde in
the opposite direction of the transportation.
Further comparison of the number of geobodies, their volume and their di-
mensional ratio also reveals the effect of greater accommodation on the geobod-
ies. Approximately 10% fewer geobodies are formed with the deeper depositional
threshold and are volumetrically one order of magnitude bigger than the geobodies
with the 0.5m depositional threshold (Table 7.6 and comparison with Table 7.5)
7.2.3.4 MS3-Deposition threshold 0.5m and straight line transporta-
tion direction.
In order to study the effect of autocycles from cross platform sediment trans-
portation on strata order, MS3 model run included two producing factories on the
platform interior. The second factory on the interior has an effect on the distribu-
tion of the in-situ produced facies and their distribution. Because all transported
material is considered the same, the number of factories on the interior does not
affect the characteristics of the shoals.
Model runs with water depth depositional threshold of 0.5m and straight line
transportation direction towards more distal, show that aggrading geobodies are
formed with low transported fraction (0.1, Fig.7.14a). Progradational geobodies
with progradation towards more proximal are formed for medium (0.3, Fig.7.14b)
and high (0.5, Fig.7.14c) transportation fractions.
The number of isolated geobodies on the interior decreases and the geobodies
become volumetrically bigger as the transported fraction increases (Table 7.7).
Because transportation moves material in straight line towards more distal, any
shoal blocks all sediment transportation paths that initiate more proximal than the
shoal. This generates sediment deposition always in the proximal part of the shoal
and the shoals increase in length along the depositional dip and their dimensional
ratio increases (Table 7.7). The rest of the figures for the data in Table 7.7
Spatial entropy on the interior for two in-situ producing factories only (0-
0.5My EMT) is variable with time with a minimum value of 0.2 (Fig.7.15) . This
higher spatial entropy value (compare to value 0.05 and decreasing for the one
in-situ producing facies in MS1) indicates lower spatial connectivity of facies on
the interior and the effect of the second in-situ producing factory.
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Spatial entropy for the 0.5-1My EMT when shoals can form almost doubles in
value. The increase in spatial entropy appears to be independent of the transported
fraction (Fig.7.15).
Calculation of Markov metric, m, revealed that generally strata order is rela-
tively low on the interior but autocycles increase the strata order. Even though
the addition of an extra facies on the interior increases the spatial heterogeneity
(Fig.7.15), shoals represent facies that form and evolve under specific conditions
(bathymetry above the water depth threshold for deposition, sediment deposition
on the proximal areas of the shoal), and thus generation and evolution of shoals
on the interior increases the strata order (Fig.7.16).
For the low transported fraction (0.1, Fig.7.16a) the observed facies distribution
has m value of 0.23 and is located within the range of the probability density
function (PDF) of the random shuffling. The probability of finding a m value equal
to or greater than the observed within the PDF of random shuffling (p value) is
0.449, indicating that the observed facies succession could very probably occur by
chance. For the medium (0.3, Fig.7.16b) and high (0.5, Fig.7.16b) transported
fractions, the calculated m values are 0.3 and 0.38 respectively. For both cases the
p value is zero, an indication of ordered strata.
Transition probability matrices (TP matrices) calculated for the facies succes-
sions on the interior show that in-situ produced facies tend to vertically pass to
the other in-situ produced facies. Transported facies (shoals) also tend to pass
to transported facies and the probability of transported to transported facies in-
creases with increasing transported fraction.
The high chance of vertical transition from in-situ produced to in-situ produced
material and from transported to transported material is another indication of
depositional autocycles on the interior. For any point on the platform a vertical
succession of strata is comprised of sections dominated by in-situ produced material
and sections dominated by transported material.
The calculation of Markov metric, m and TP matrices were performed assuming
that any point on the platform interior is representative of the platform conditions
everywhere. Markov metric m and TP matrices were calculated for the same point
in each platform and the points were selected randomly in each case.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure 7.8: Cross section (TOP) and chrono-stratigraphic section (BOTTOM) of
the model runs with 0.5m water depth depositional threshold and straight line
transportation direction towards higher values horizontal distance. (a) 0.1 trans-
ported fraction. Realtively small, short lived, aggrading shoals are formed. (b) 0.3
transported fraction. Most of the shoals prograde in the opposite direction of sed-
iment transportation with a few aggrading examples. (c) 0.5 transported fraction.
All geobodies highly prograde in the opposite direction of sediment transportation.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure 7.9: Spatial entropy with time for the model runs with 0.5m water depo-
sitional threshold and straight line transportation direction towards higher values
horizontal distance. The spatial entropy increases with the addition of an extra
factory and with transported fraction. (a) Transported fraction 0.1, entropy in-
creases to 0.21. (b)Transported fraction 0.3, entropy increases to 0.32 and (c)















































































































































































































(a) Staight path transportation direction.
(b) Random path transportation direction
(c) Bathymetry controlled transportation di-
rection
Figure 7.10: Cross section (TOP) and chrono-stratigraphic section (BOTTOM) of
the model runs with 0.5m water depth depositional threshold and 0.3 transported
fraction. (a) Straight path transportation direction Most of the shoals prograde.
(b) Random path transportation direction. Most of the shoals aggrade with a few ,
smaller, prograding examples. (c) Bathymetry controlled transportation direction.
Almost of the shoal bodies aggrade.
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(a) Straight line transportation direction
(b) Random path transportation direction
(c) Bathymetry controlled transportation di-
rection
Figure 7.11: Spatial entropy with time for the model runs with 0.5m water depo-
sitional threshold and 0.3 transported fraction. The spatial entropy increases with
the addition of an extra factory irrespective of the transportation direction.
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(a) Depositional threshold 0.5m.
(b) Depositional threshold 1m
Figure 7.12: Cross section (TOP) and chrono-stratigraphic section (BOTTOM) of
the model runs with 0.3 transported fraction and and straight line transportation
direction towards more distal (higher values horizontal distance). (a) 0.5m depo-
sitional threshold. Most of the geobodies prograde (b) 1m depositional threshold.
Only half of the geobodies aggrade.
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(a) Depositional threshold 0.5m.
(b) Depositional threshold 1m
Figure 7.13: Cross section (TOP) and chrono-stratigraphic section (BOTTOM)
of the model runs with 0.5 transported fraction and and straight line transporta-
tion direction towards more distal (higher values horizontal distance). (a) 0.5m
depositional threshold. Geobodies highly prograde (b) 1m depositional threshold.





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure 7.14: Cross section (TOP) and chrono-stratigraphic section (BOTTOM) of
the model runs with 0.5m water depositional threshold, straight line transportation
direction towards more distal (higher values horizontal distance) and two in-situ
producing factories on the interior. (a) 0.1 transported fraction. Realtively small,
short lived, aggrading shoals are formed. (b) 0.3 transported fraction. Prograding
in the opposite direction of transportation (c) 0.5 transported fraction. Mainly
geobodies prograde in the opposite direction of transportation.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure 7.15: Spatial entropy with time for the model runs with 0.5m water deposi-
tional threshold, straight line transportation direction towards more distal (higher
values horizontal distance) and two in-situ producing factories on the interior.
The spatial entropy increases with the addition of an extra facies (shoals) and
with transported fraction. (a) Transported fraction 0.1, entropy increases to 0.38.
(b)Transported fraction 0.3, entropy increases to 0.4 and (c) transported fraction
0.5, entropy increases to 0.42.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure 7.16: Calculated m values of the model run facies distribution (vertical
red line) and a histogram (blue) showing the probability density function and m
values from 5000 iterations of random shuffling of strata. (a) Transported fraction
0.1, the m value is 0.23 and is located within the PDF of the random shuffles.
(b)Transported fraction 0.3, m is 0.3 and lies outised the range of the PDF. (c)
transported fraction 0.5, with m 0.38, outside the PDF.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure 7.17: Transition probability matrices of the strata successions in model runs
with two in-situ producing factories in the interior, 0.5m water depth deposition
threshold and straight line transportation direction towards more distal (higher
values horizontal distance). Facies 1 and 2 correspond to the two in-situ producing
factories on the interior. Facies 3 correspond to the transported material of factory
1 and facies 4 the transported material for factory 2. The in-situ factory on the
margin and its transported material have been excluded from the calculations. (a)
Transported fraction 0.1. (b)Transported fraction 0.3. (c) transported fraction
0.5. 180
8 Modelling of Upper Cretaceous (Santonian)
outcrops in South-Central Pyrenees, Spain
This chapter uses CarboCAT generated stratigraphic forward models to investi-
gate the controls on platform geometry of the Santonian outcrops in South-Central
Pyrenees, Spain, evaluate different stratigraphic interpretations and study possi-
ble non-uniqueness of strata geometries. The evaluation of the model runs was
performed through discussion and regular meetings with the project partner in
Manchester University.
The chapter is divided into four sections. The first section presents the area of
the modelled outcrops and describes their geology which is taken from Lavi2017.
The second section presents the numerical model and the model parameters used
for the model runs. The third section shows the modelling outputs as 3D plots
and selected cross sections for each model run. The fourth section discusses the
model runs and presents the conclusions of the work.
8.1 Location and geology
The studied area is part of the South-Central Spanish Pyrenees and is located at
42o north latitude and 1o to 2o east longitude, ca.180km NE of Barcelona, Spain.
It is close to Tremp city, along the Carreu river valley.
The area is part of the Tremp Basin which is built by Upper Cretaceous strata
(Fig.8.1) on the northern flank of the Sant Corneli anticline. Skelton2003 pro-
vided a detailed description of the location of the area. The area is part of the
Upper Thrust Sheet (Boixols fault) of the South Central Pyrenees zone.
The Pyrenees are a linear E-W trending mountain chain approximately 1000km
long in northern Spain. They comprise of post-Hercynian rocks with a symmetrical
structural axis that divides the mountain range to two zones. In the north of the
axis, strata have undergone N-directed thrusting with characteristic N-verging
folds. To the south of the axis post Triassic strata have undergone S-directing
thrusting (Willliams1985).
Structurally, a Mesozoic opening between the Iberian plate to the south and
the European plate to the north led to deposition of several sedimentary cycles in
continental margin environment through the Mesozoic and the Cenozoic. A com-
pressional phase during Paleogene led to the collision of the Iberian plate with the























































































The main structural elements of the Pyrennes are defined as (Puigdefabregas1986):
• the internal metamorphic zone or North Pyrenean Fault. It corresponds to
the boundary between the Iberian and European plates, and the limit of
structural divergence between the North and South Pyrenean zones;
• the North Pyrenean zone. It includes basement blocks (North Pyrenean
massifs) with a Mesozoic strata and a Tertiary cover;
• the South Pyrenean zone. It includes a succession of three thrust sheets.
The upper thrust sheet comprised of Mesozoic-lower Tertiary strata. The
Mesozoic consists of a thick, complete sequence including slope and turbidite
facies in the late Cretaceous. The middle thrust sheet contains a partial
Mesozoic sequence while the lower thrust sheets involve Hercynian basement
rocks.
Internally the Upper Thrust Sheet of the South Pyrenean zone has been further
separated to the southern Serres Marginales thrust fault, the Montsec thrust fault
and the northern Boixols fault (Villalba-Breva2013).
In the South Pyrenean zone Puigdefabregas1986 identified 10 depositional
cycles spanning the time form Permian to Miocene. Each cycle contains several
depositional sequences characterised by different tectonic events, subsidence and
sediment supply patterns.
The Upper Cretaceous of the Tremp basin was mainly deposited during an ex-
tensional regime from the counter clockwise rotation of the Iberian peninsula. The
tectonism due to expansion resulted to high subsidence rates and the backstepping
of each sequence relative to the previous one. Sedimentation during the opening
of the basin was mostly of marine-carbonate nature (Simo1989).
The compressional stage was marked from a 120km NW movement of the
Iberian plate and the collision with the European plate. During the compressional
phase, the sedimentation changed from carbonate to siliciclastic sandstones and
non-marine shales (Simo1989).
Five carbonate platforms have been identified in the Upper Cretaceous of the
Upper Thrust sheet of the South Pyrenean zone (Simo1986):
1. the Santa Fe sequence (upper Cenomanian); The lower boundary of Santa Fe
is an angular unconformity and the upper boundary records a sea-level drop
or uplift. The sequence is characterised by a thickening outwards carbonate
shelf, slope breccias and basin marls;
2. the Congost sequence (Turonian to Lower Coniacian): The sequence has a
NW prograding distally steepened carbonate ramp geometry, with an upper
boundary produced by non- deposition and erosion;
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3. the Sant Corneli sequence (Upper Coniacian to Lower Santonian): An aggra-
dational carbonate platform with slope marls. Sant Corneli was terminated
by a sea-level rise or subsidence;
4. the Vallcarga sequence (Upper Santonian-Campanian). The lower limit of
the sequence represents the major marine expansion and extensive growth
fault development. The beginning of the tectonic compressive stage forms
the upper limit of the sequence;
5. the Aren sequence (Maastrichtian). Siliciclastic nearshore, shelf bars and
slope shales developed during compressional tectonism. The upper limit is
an angular unconformity in red beds;
The lower boundary of the Sant Corneli sequence is a sub-aerial exposure sur-
face (Simo1993) while the upper boundary is the Upper Santonian Herba-savina
clays (Pomar2005). The Sant Corneli sequence is comprised of three parts. A
basin restricted wedge of mega-breccias, a transgressive wedge consisting of shales
and a carbonate platform. The carbonate platform is built by lagoonal facies of
nodular wackestones-packstones, an aggradational platform margin with coral and
rudists packstones and a mud rich slope with traces of carbonate grains form the
platform (Simo1993).
Pomar2005 identified six lithofacies based on rock textures, skeletal com-
ponents and bedding, and geometric relationships in the Sant Corneli carbonate
platform. Two facies assemblages were defined as rudists build ups and calcaren-
ite wedges based on the six lithofacies. Assuming different water depths for the
two assemblages and based on their stratigraphic position, a relative sea level his-
tory was estimated. Based on the estimated sea level fluctuations, sequences and
para-sequences were identified.
This process-product definition of sequences was explained by changes in the
dominant carbonate production as a result of changes in water depth and environ-
mental conditions like siliciclastic influx, concentration of atmospheric CO2 and
changes in Mg/Ca ratio.
Sanders2001 also identified several sequences within the Sant Corneli plat-
form that were attributed to a series of shallowing, aggradational and deepening,
progradational successions. Sea level oscillations were assumed to be the main
control of the deposition of these successions.
For the purposes of this chapter, the modelled area will be referred to as the
Bastus platform. The Bastus platform is a Santonian age, 200 km long and ap-
proximately 50 km wide platform with the long axis (along the dip) oriented in
N-S direction. The Bastus platform is attached to the mainland in the South with
open connection to pelagic waters in the North. The initial topography of the
platform is inherited by the underlain sequence and assumed to be a homoclinal
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ramp. The Bastus platform represents a 3 My, low angle sequence with mixed
siliciclastic and carbonate strata. The maximum thickness of the platform strata
is 450 m with a well developed, low energy platform interior approximately 45 km
long (Lavi2017). The platform strata comprised of :
• siliciclastic strata in the most proximal area (0-18km from the south) of the
interior. The siliciclastic strata are well sorted, poorly consolidated sand-
stones with 60m maximum thickness. A carbonate-siliciclastic strata mixing
zone with quartz rich bioclastic grainstones and packstones exists next and
more distal from the sandstones;
• carbonate strata in the interior approximately 28km long with maximum
thickness 450m. The carbonate interior is dominated by nodular wacke-
stones / packstones with benthic foraminifera and rudists bearing wacke-
stones/packstones as large scale patch reefs;
• wave resistant platform margin. The margin is consisting of mixed Coral-
Rudists boundstones reefs and grainstones and packstones with bedded rud-
ists debris. The maximum strata thickness is 280m;
• upper slope with nodular wackstones with foraminifera and shell fragments
with maximum strata thickness ca.250m;
• extensive lower slope with pelagic calcareous muds.
8.2 Numerical forward model formulation and model pa-
rameters
The main controls on platform development and the validity of different strati-
graphic interpretations of the observed geometry of the Bastus platform were
studied in a series of model runs. Furthermore, a number of model runs were
generated to study the uniqueness of strata geometry of the Bastus platform.
The model runs included several eustatic sea level oscillations, temporary vari-
able production and spatially variable subsidence due to tectonic rotation. The
parameter values for the model runs have been selected to represent local condi-
tions. The main goal behind these model runs was to generate numerical forward
models that depict the interpreted large scale platform geometry and stacking
patterns of each platform segment. The model runs were not intended to deter-

























































8.2.1 Interpretation of the observed lithologies
A stratigraphic model was created based on the interpretation of the observed
lithologies (Fig.8.2) (Lavi2017). The stratigraphic model includes:
• siliciclastic strata dominating the most proximal 18 km to the south. The
volume of the siliciclastic strata increases with time and reaches its maximum
value at the end of the model. The coarse sandstones with rudists were not
interpreted as a different lithology but as a transition zone where siliciclastic
and carbonate strata are mixed;
• a well developed, low wave energy platform interior 46 km long. The platform
interior is dominated by packstones with interior patch reefs limited in areas
of ca. 1km extensive representing the observed wackestones with rudists;
• wave resistant platform margin, 5 km long. The platform margin is build by
coral/rudists reefs and grainstones with quartz;
• upper slope with wackestones that show mixtures of rudists and coral frag-
ments with decreasing frequency from the margin and lower slope with
pelagic muds.
Overall the Bastus platform is an aggradational platform. The platform mar-
gin aggrades with some minor progradation < 5km to be possible at the bottom
of platform. No significant facies change has been observed in order to define
clear progradation. An observed facies transition from high energy platform mar-
gin facies to slope, below wave base pelagic facies at the geomporphic platform
margin has been interpreted as a sequence boundary at 1.5 My in the platform
development.
The stratigraphic interpretation that best describes the beds and surfaces cor-
relation identified two large sequences (Lavi2017). A lower sequence which shows
establishment, progradation and aggradation of rudist-coral build-ups and grain-
stone shoals along the platform margin.
The second sequence shows a distinct backstepping directly following the bound-
ary, with a landward migration of the platform margin and absence of rudist-coral
build-ups.
Two possible scenarios have been suggested for sequence boundary at the
1.5My. The first scenario includes a maximum of 5 km backstepping of the ge-
omorphic platform margin. The second scenario assumes that there is a simple
facies transition at the boundary. Neither of the two possible scenarios can be




A series of numerical models were generated using CarboCAT in order to:
• reproduce the interpreted platform scale geometry;
• identify the controls on platform geometry;
• evaluate the possible stratigraphic interpretations and
• study the uniqueness of strata geometries on the Bastus platform.
In order to evaluate the possible stratigraphic interpretations and identify the
controls on platform geometry and evolution, multiple numerical experiments were
performed with different eustatic sea level oscillations and tectonic subsidence.
Each numerical experiment or model run was performed by changing the value of
one of the tested parameters each time. The generated platform geometry of each
model run was compared with the interpreted platform geometry and the effects
and importance of each model parameter were determined.
The evaluation of the model runs was done both qualitatively and quantita-
tively. The stacking patterns, platform margin trajectory, platform margin steep-
ness and facies distribution of each model run was compared and contrasted against
the interpreted data. Furthermore, whole platform dimensions and the platform
segments dimensions and slope angles were checked against the real data as well.
Models that failed any of the tests were rejected as not representative of the plat-
form geometry and thus the effect of each control was identified.
In order to identify the controls on platform geometry it was initially assumed
that the sequences were indicative of oscillating relative sea level. Periodic eustatic
sea level oscillations with high and low frequency, high and low amplitudes were
tested. Non-periodic eustatic sea level movements were tested as well with several
amplitudes.
The lack of sub-aerial exposure anywhere on the platform that would have
provided direct and clear evidence of eustatically controlled sequences, allowed
for studying the non uniqueness of strata geometries. Non-uniqueness of strata
geometry implies that same platform geometry can be generated by controls other
than the eustatic movements (Burgess2001). A number of models runs examined
the effect of other controls on the platform.
Model testing allows to evaluate the validity of several hypotheses in regard the
controls on the platform geometry. A failure to reproduce the interpreted geome-
tries with more than one controls would be a strong indicator of the uniqueness of
strata geometry. Time variable production profiles and differential tectonic subsi-
dence were tested with a series of model runs. Cross sections, chrono-stratigraphic
sections at selected positions along each CarboCAT model run and 3D plots were
generated for all model runs.
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8.2.2.1 Initial conditions and input parameters
The necessary input parameters for the CarboCAT models to run (see section 3.2)
can be divided into two groups. The first group contains the initial conditions
which were kept constant for all model runs and the second group contains the
tested parameters.
Some of the initial conditions were directly dictated by the field data while
some others had to be chosen. The initial conditions directly dictated by the field
data were obtained from the interpreted stratigraphic model and were:
• whole platform and platform segments dimensions. The Bastus platform is
200 km long and 50 km wide with siliciclastic strata segment 18 km long,
platform interior 46 km and a platform margin 5 km long;
• strata thickness. The siliciclastic strata thickness is 60 m, platform interior
strata 450 m thick, platform margin strata 280 m thick and slope strata
ca.250 m thick;
• duration of platform 3 My;
• initial bathymetry as a homoclinal ramp;
• subsidence rate. The necessary subsidence rate to generate the required
accommodation for sediments to be deposited was 20 m/My in the siliciclastic
segment and 140 m/My in the carbonate segment;
• transported fractions. The transported fractions were calculated from sample
analysis and were 30% for the interior strata and 50% for the margin strata.
The initial conditions that were not dictated by the field, were selected based
on the literature or the available computational power. Pomar2005 estimated
the width of the Late Cretaceous opening between the Iberian and the European
plates at about 100 km. Assuming a fetch area equal to this opening and fair
weather conditions, eq.(2.7) and eq.(2.8) predict a wave base at 24 m water depth.
In order to generate models that were running in a reasonable time (ca. 2.5-3h)
the CarboCAT model size selected to be 100x50 model cells and the time step of
the model runs was chosen to 3 ky. The numerical model represented an area of
100 km x 50 km which implies a model cell dimension of 1 km x 1km which is the
minimum estimated size of the large scale patch reefs on platform interior.
Based on the position of the platform margin at 51km from the shore and the
goal of modelling platform scale geometries, the 3D CarboCAT model represents
the most proximal 100km of the platform to the south. The CarboCAT model
even though shorter than the total length of the Bastus platform includes platform
interior, margin, upper slope and a portion of the lower slope.
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8.2.2.2 Numerical factories and carbonate production
Based on the interpreted stratigraphic model, carbonate production on the Bas-
tus platform is represented with 3 factories. Two factories represent low energy,
platform interior carbonate production and one factory high energy, wave resistant
platform margin production. Finally one factory simulates below wave base, slope
sedimentation.
The first factory simulates the interior packstones interpreted facies. The in-
terpreted facies represents nodular packstones with abundant benthic foraminifera
(Lavi2017). The second factory simulates the interior patch reef interpreted fa-
cies. The patch reef interpreted facies represents wackestones with rudists which
is also a benthic carbonate factory.
One factory has been selected to simulate both platform margin interpreted
facies. The choice was based on the similarity of the texture and elastic properties
of the two observed lithologies at the platform margin. Both lithologies can be
described as a reef building carbonate factory.
The interpreted lower slope pelagic muds facies is simulated in CarboCAT
with a below wave base pelagic factory. The production profile of pelagic facies
is different than those of the benthic facies. The production of pelagic facies
increases with water depth and reaches its maximum value at the bottom of the
euphotic zone. From that water depth and deeper the pelagic facies shows constant
production equal to the maximum value (see section 5.1).
The upper slope wackestones interpreted facies represents nodular wackestones
with foraminifera and shell fragments strata (Lavi2017) and is simulated in Car-
boCAT by the transported factory of the interior and margin carbonate factories.
The water depth-dependent production rate for each factory was defined through
trial and error method with the model runs (Fig.8.3).
The production rate values for each factory were identified based on estimations
from subsidence rate, strata thickness and iterative testing with the models. The
production rates had to be high enough to allow the platform top to keep up
with the rising relative sea level (RSL) and be within the accumulation rates of
carbonate reefs and platforms for the Phanerozoic (Enos1991, Steuber2000,
McNeill2005). The size of the euphotic zone was also selected with model run
testing. Deeper euphotic zones resulted to higher platform progradation while
more shallow euphotic zones showed shorter platform lengths.
Siliciclastics are included in the model. From field observations, their volume
increases over time and reaches its maximum value at the end of the platform
(Lavi2017). A time dependent volume of siliciclastics has been utilised in Carbo-
CAT and the siliciclastic material is modelled as fine sand size clasts.
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Figure 8.3: Depth dependent production profiles (colour coded) for the 3 factory
and the pelagic facies in the Bastus platform. The euphotic zone extents down to
40m water depth. The three benthic factories show euphotic production profiles
with no production at the top 1m and decreased production with depth below the
euphotic zone. The pelagic factory shows no production above wave base (24m)
and reaches its maximum value at the bottom of the euphotic zone. The two
platform interior factory show the same production profile and cover each other
on the plot.
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Sediment transport was calculated using the cross-platform transportation al-
gorithm in CarboCAT. When no sea level is mentioned the ESL is assumed to be
constant.
The initial conditions and the input parameters for all model runs are given in
Table 8.1
Table 8.1: Initial conditions and input parameters for all model runs
Model size 100km x 50 km
Number of cells 100x50
Cell size 1km x 1km
Elapsed model time 3My
Time step 3ky
Initial bathymetry Homoclinal ramp, 0.12o slope
Initial facies distribution Inherited from underlain platform
Subsidence rate 0-18km:20 m/My
19-50km: 20-140 m/My
51-100km: 140 m/My
factory production rates interior packstones: 500 m/My
patch reefs: 500 m/My
margin reefs: 1900 m/My
pelagic muds: 450 m/My








The effect of high frequency eustatic sea level oscillations and thus the stratigraphic
interpretation that involves 5 sequences were studied with a set of model runs. A
model run (EH-A1) with input parameters shown in Table 8.1 and eustatic sea level
(ESL) oscillation with period 0.5My and amplitude 5m was performed. Additional
a second model run (EH-A2) with the same input parameters and ESL of 0.5My
oscilation period and amplitude 10m was generated. The period of the model runs
was dictated by the need to generate 5 sequences within 3 My EMT.
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The effect of low frequency ESL oscillations and the two sequences interpreta-
tion were also studied. A model run (EL-B1) was comprised of the input parame-
ters shown in Table 8.1 and ESL with period of 2My and amplitude 10m. A second
low frequency model (EL-B2) was generated with period 2 My and amplitude 20
m. The effect of non periodic ESL was tested with 3 model runs with constant
ESL for the time period of 0-1.5 My, a ”sharp” rise in sea level and then a constant
ESL for the rest of the model time.
The ”sharp” sea level rise was 10 m for the first model run (EN-C1), 20 m for
the second (EN-C2) and 30 m for the third (EN-C3) and took place in one time
step (3 ky). Since there is no direct evidence of sea level movement from the field,
sea level amplitudes were selected based on reasonable values of global sea level
oscillations for the Santonian (Kominz2008).
Tectonic subsidence as a major control in the platform geometry was examined
with three model runs. Model run (R-A) used the input parameters shown in Table
8.1 and a tectonic tilting (rotation around the 0 km of the platform) of 0.05o active
for 6 ky. Model run (R-B) included tilting of 0.08o for 6ky and model run (R-C)
included tilting of 0.11o also for 6 ky.
Finally, the role of temporary differential production rates were also examined.
The production rates of all facies were significantly lowered for some period of time
at the assumed sequence boundary at 1.5 My and then production was restored
to its initial values. Model run (P-A) included production decreased to 10% of its
input value for 150 ky. Model run (P-B1) showed complete shut of production for
300 ky, while model run (P-B2) showed production decreasing to 10% of the initial
value for 300 ky. Model run (P-C1) consisted of complete production shut down
for 450 ky while model run (P-C2) consisted of production decreasing to 10% of
its initial value for 450 ky.
The values for tectonic subsidence, differential production rates and their du-
ration were selected through trial and error after several model runs with two
restraining conditions. First, the platform geometry of the model runs had to
agree with the interpreted platform geometry. Second, the duration had to be rel-
atively short, because longer phenomena would have generated observable traces
in the field. A complete list of all the model runs is presented in Table 8.2
8.3 Stratigraphic forward modelling results
Initially, a simple numerical model was produced in order to obtain the parameter
values for production rates, euphotic zone depth and initial bathymetry slope that
generate a fully aggradational model which matches the dimensions of the inter-
preted section . This initial model was generated as a control run with temporally
constant production rates, no ESL oscillations and temporally constant subsidence
rate. As a result, the RSL was rising with the same rate for the whole EMT.
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Table 8.2: Model runs and tested parameters
Model run Tested parameter Parameter value
EH-A1 High frequency eustacy 0.5My, 5m
EH-A2 High frequency eustacy 0.5My, 10m
EL-B1 Low frequency eustacy 2My, 10m
EL-B2 Low frequency eustacy 2My, 20m
EN-C1 Non periodic eustatic rise 10m
EN-C2 Non periodic eustatic rise 20m
EN-C3 Non periodic eustatic rise 30m
R-A Tectonic rotation 0.05o
R-B Tectonic rotation 0.08o
R-C Tectonic rotation 0.11o
P-A Differential production 10% for 150 ky
P-B1 Differential production 0% for 300 ky
P-B2 Differential production 10% for 300 ky
P-C1 Differential production 0% for 450 ky
P-C2 Differential production 10% for 450 ky
The interpreted strata geometry of the Bastus platform was reproduced with
three different model runs and more specifically:
• the non-periodic eustatic sea level rise of 30 m (EN-C3);
• tectonic rotaion of 0.05o (R-A);
• differential production, when production drops to 10% of its initial value for
300 ky (P-B2).
8.3.1 Model run EN-C3
EN-C3 model run (Fig.8.4) was generated with input parameters as shown in
Table.8.1. The sea level rose 30m at 1.5My EMT.
EN-C3 shows a mainly aggradational platform (Fig.8.5). Once the platform
margin has been established (0.6 My EMT), the margin aggrades until 1.5 My
EMT. At 1.5 My EMT and under the effect of ESL rise the margin retrogrades for
1 km and then aggrades for the remaining EMT. The same time (1.5 My EMT) the
high energy facies retrograde for 2 km on the platform interior. The dimensions




























































































































































































































Table 8.3: Length and thickness of EN-C3 model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 25km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 402m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 327m
slope thickness 250m 274m
platform type low angle 1.03o
Comparison of the interpreted stratigraphic model with the EN-C3 model run
shows there is a small retrogradation of the margin due to rising ESL and a transi-
tion from high energy platform margin facies to below wave base pelagic facies at
the platform margin at 1.5 My EMT. The retrogradation is very small, 1 km, which
is the minimum horizontal distance that can be measured and in some places on
platform 2 km. The retrogradation of the high energy margin facies on the interior
is much more strong (4-5 km) at the same time. The platform margin returns to
the before the ESL rise position very quickly.
Overall the model run is very probable and it is a relatively good representation
of the interpreted Bastus platform.
8.3.2 Model run R-A
Model run R-A (Fig.8.6) was generated with rotation of the platform of 0.05o at
1.5My EMT. The rotation took place in 6ky. Fig.8.7 shows a mainly aggradational
platform with two sequences. The platform margin mainly aggrades once the it has
been established (0.6 My EMT). At 1.5 My EMT and under the effect of rotation
of the platform, the margin retrogrades (5 km) generating a facies transition from
high energy margin facies to pelagic facies and back-stepping of the high energy
facies on the interior facies. The dimensions of each platform segment and the
strata thickness in each segment are shown in Table.8.4.
The back-stepping of the platform margin at 1.5 My EMT generates two se-
quences and a facies transition from high energy platform margin facies to below
wave base, pelagic facies at the geomorphic margin of the platform (48 km), con-
sistent with the interpreted stratigraphic section. The stacking patterns in all
platform parts remain aggradational for the entire time. Model run R-A recreates
the interpreted geometry and further suggests a facies transition on the platform
























































































































































































































































































































Table 8.4: Length and thickness of R-A model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 25km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 430m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 290m
slope thickness 250m 274m
platform type low angle 1.11o
8.3.3 Model run P-B2
Model run P-B2 (Fig.8.8 and Fig.8.9) was generated with production dropping to
10% of its initial value for 300 ky at 1.5My EMT.
Fig.8.9 shows a mainly aggradational platform with two sequences. The plat-
form margin mainly aggrades once the platform has been established (0.6-1.5 My
EMT). At 1.5 My to 1.8 My EMT and under the effect of significantly lower pro-
duction, the margin retrogrades slightly (2 km). Once production returns back
to initial values (1.8 My EMT) and for the remaining EMT the margin aggrades.
The back-stepping generates two facies transitions from the lower to the upper
sequence. One between high energy margin and below wave base, pelagic facies
on the margin and one between low energy interior and high energy margin facies
on the interior. The dimensions of each platform segment and the strata thickness
in each segment are shown in Table.8.5.
The backstepping of the platform margin at 1.5 My EMT generates a facies
consistent with the interpreted stratigraphic section. Model run P-B2 represents
the interpreted geometry very well and the model dimensions and thickness agree
with the observed in the field.
8.4 Discussion
The model runs presented in the previous section aimed to:
• reproduce the interpreted platform scale geometry;
• identify the controls on platform geometry;
• evaluate the possible stratigraphic interpretations;


















































































































































































































Table 8.5: Length and thickness of P-B2 model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 25km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 421m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 302m
slope thickness 250m 270m
platform type low angle 1.43o
A summary of the model runs, the tested parameters and an evaluation of the
models based on comparison with the interpreted geometries is given in fig.8.10
8.4.1 Eustatic sea level control
The generated model runs have examined the effect of eustatic sea level oscil-
lations as platform control and have provided data for evaluation of 2 possible
stratigraphic interpretations of the platform geometry. The first interpretation
suggests a platform with 5 sequences while the second interpretation implies 2 se-
quences. The sequences in both interpretations are assumed to have formed under
the effect of eustatic oscillations.
The high frequency model runs (EH-A1 and EH-A2 see appendix B) provide
evidence that high frequency eustatic movements have no effect on the platform
geometry and only affect platform interior. Both numerical models indicate that:
• for reasonable amplitude values, the margin aggrades for the whole time;
• there is sub-aerial exposure on the platform interior, contrary to the field
observations;
• no sequences can be distinguished;
• no obvious system tracts exist.
Assuming that some sub-aerial exposure is present on the platform interior
but was not mapped during the filed observations, a model with five sequences
controlled by high frequency eustatic oscillations (Pomar2005) is not probable as
an interpretation of the Bastus platform. For the given sedimentation and subsi-
dence rates, the five sequences model would require eustatic sea level oscillations













































period of the required eustatic sea level oscillations imply icehouse conditions on
the Upper Cretaceous but no evidence supports the icehouse hypothesis.
The low frequency models (EL-B1 and EL-B2, see appendix B) have exam-
ined the validity of the two sequences under eustatic control interpretation. The
models indicate that low frequency ESL oscillations have an effect on the plat-
form geometry and low frequency ESL is a possible control in the platform. More
specifically:
• ESL amplitudes less than 10m: Have no effect on the platform geometry.
Platform margin constantly aggrades. The results can not be distinguished
from model runs without ESL oscillations;
• ESL amplitudes 10-30m: The platform margin progrades during ESL rise
and aggrades during ESL fall;
• ESL amplitudes greater than 30m are greater than the greatest global eu-
static movement suggested by the literature (Kominz2008).
Even though low frequency ESL oscillations are a possible control on platform
evolution, the generated numerical models do not agree with interpreted geometries
of the Bastus platform. Platform margin trajectories produced from the numerical
models are not representative of the interpreted margin trajectory. The numerical
models also failed to identify sequences and suggested some significant sub-aerial
exposure in the platform interior.
It has been demonstrated that low frequency ESL oscillations, although a pos-
sible control in platform evolution are not probable to have any effect on the
geometry of the Bastus platform. The two sequences model is probable but the
sequences did not form under the effect of eustatic oscillations.
Model runs (EN-C1, EN-C2 and EN-C3, see appaendix A) have examined the
effect of non periodic ESL movements. Two sequences were generated by non
periodic ESL movements when sea level rose for 30 m which is very close to the
greatest generally excepted sea level rise in the literature (Kominz2008).
Model runs support the interpretation with two sequences and a not extensive
facies transition from non-periodic sea level movements and pose the question of
how applicable are global estimations of sea level movements on the studied area.
The minimum required sea level rise for generating the interpreted geometry is 30
m.
The study of eustatic sea level movements revealed that eustacy is not a control
in the evolution of the Bastus platform. Relative sea level is the major control on
the platform geometry but the relative sea level is affected by the high subsidence
rate. The high subsidence rate ( 140 m/My) required for the creation of ≈ 400m
of accommodation as indicated by the thickness of the platform strata covers any
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influence from ESL. The aggrading platform margin trajectory even with the high
relative sea level rise rates is consistent with the observations of Campbell2005
about the tendancy of carbonate platforms to stack their margins and keep up
with relative sea level changes.
8.4.2 Tectonic subsidence
Model runs (R-A, R-B and R-C, see appendix B) have demonstrated that spatially
differential subsidence caused by tectonic tilting (rotation) of the platform is a
possible control in the evolution of the Bastus platform. The model runs generate
the interpreted geometry and they did so using reasonable (for the area) parameter
values. The numerical models:
1. define two sequences;
2. display platform margin trajectory that matches the interpreted trajectory;
3. display facies transition from high energy, platform margin facies to below
wave base, pelagic facies at the platform margin;
4. show dimensions and thickness very close to the values observed in the field;
The model runs are also predicting features of the platform that have not been
observed but are very possible. Apart from the facies transition at the platform
margin, the numerical models predict a transition from low energy interior strata
in the lower sequence to high energy margin strata in the upper sequence at the
platform interior.
Integrated evaluation via comparison of the numerical models with the inter-
preted geometry revealed that the most probable values of rotation for the Bastus
platform are in the range of 0.05o−0.08o, with event duration of ≈ 6−10ky. Rota-
tion events smaller than 0.05o would have limited effect on the platform. Rotation
values greater than 0.11o generate geometries not supported by the data, as it has
been demonstrated.
The mechanisms responsible for the required tectonic tilting are very proba-
ble given the dynamic situation during the formation of the platform. The Bastus
platform is part of a compressional regime caused by the convergence of the Iberian
plate and the European plate during the Santonian (Lavi2017) and thus local tec-
tonism that effected parts of platform is possible to have occurred.
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8.4.3 Differential production
Model runs (P-A, P-B1, P-B2, P-C1 and P-C2, see appendix B) have demonstrated
that temporally differential productivity over the platform was a possible control
of the Bastus platform. The interpreted geometry is modelled using reasonable
model parameters.
Similarly to the rotation case, the model runs also predict a transition from
low energy strata to high energy platform margin strata at the boundary of the
two sequences in the platform interior that has not been mapped. The similarities
between the two scenarios (tectonic rotation and time variable production) extent
to distances, thickness and platform interior lithofacies thickness distribution.
Integrated evaluation via comparison of the numerical models with the inter-
preted geometry revealed that the most probable parameter values for time variable
productivity in the Bastus platform are production decrease to 10% of the initial
value for 300-450 ky.
Significant reduction of the carbonate productivity could occur due to several
reasons. Changes in the paleo-environment or local changes to physical or deposi-
tional conditions are possible in an tectonically active regime. Temporary barriers
due to tectonic activity might had restricted the access of oceanic water to the
platform or the platform interior, changing the physical and chemical conditions
of the water. Suffocation of the carbonates from temporally increased siliciclastic
supply is also possible.
8.4.4 Comments
The platform margin for all numerical models shows a different behaviour on the
proximal part (interior to margin facies transition) and on the distal part (geo-
morphic margin). The numerical platform margin facies is high wave energy facies
formed above the wave base and inside the euphotic zone. The numerical platform
interior facies on the other hand are low (zero) wave energy facies formed in the
euphotic zone. Consequently, the transition from interior to margin facies occurs
where the wave energy reaches its zero value and always more proximal than the
geomorphic margin.
The distal part of the margin where the geomorphic platform margin lays is
controlled by different factors. The geomorphic margin is defined as the position of
the maximum curvature of the topography. The topography here is built by high
wave energy, above wave base margin facies next to pelagic facies below wave base
and below euphotic zone. The highly productive margin facies compared with the




Numerical models of the geometry and characteristics of the Bastus platform as
they were interpreted based on field observations were generated using reasonable
parameter values. The importance of eustatic movements, differential tectonic sub-
sidence and time variable production on platform evolution was examined and the
controls on platform geometry and uniqueness of strata geometries were identified.
Through numerical modelling it was concluded that tectonic activity or differ-
ential productivity control the formation of the Bastus platform and its sequences
and that eustatic sea level movements have limited, if any control on platform ge-
ometry. The stratigraphic interpretation of the Bastus platform with two sequences
proposed here is supported by numerical modelling and agrees with stratigraphic
data for the Upper Cretaceous.
The controls on the Bastus platform are:
1. subsidence is the major control on platform geometry with relative sea level
movements having major effect on the platform;
2. tectonic activity that generated spatially variable subsidence. A single rota-
tion event of the whole platform caused by the active compressional regime
could have influenced the observed geometry;
3. depositional conditions that caused significant reduction in the productivity
on the platform. Differences in water conditions or sediment supply affected
the productivity and the evolution of the platform.
An integrated approach that included evaluation of the numerical models through
comparison with interpreted data achieved further analysis of the generated results.
The controls on the geometry and evolution of the Bastus platform were identi-
fied and the most reasonable values for the physical and tectonic conditions were
estimated.
The integrated interpretation was not able to distinguish which of the possible
mechanisms (tilting, differential production or non-periodic sea level movements)
is more probable or if a combination of them controlled the platform. Such non-
unique stratal geometries agree with the conclusions of Burgess2015 that sin-
gle explanation of strata history is only possible when unequivocally evidence is
present (eg. sub-aerial exposure for RSL controlled strata formation).
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9 Modelling of the Cenomanian-Turonian Mishrif
formation, South Iraq
This work uses CarboCAT to generate stratigraphic forward models of the Cenomanian-
Turonian Mishrif formation, South Iraq. The best fit models were used to generate
synthetic seismic images using the two synthetic methods described in ”New de-
velopments in seismic imaging” chapter.
The chapter is divided into three sections. The first section presents the area of
the modelled formation and describes its geology. The second section presents the
numerical model and the model parameters used for the model runs. The third
section shows the generated synthetics from the stratigraphic modelling.
9.1 Geology of the modelled area
The Cretaceous of the Arabian Gulf is divided into three shallowing-upwards
groups, the Thamama Group (Baressian-Aptian age), the Wasia Group (Albian-
Turonian age) and the Aruma Group (Coniacian-Maastrichtian age) (Fig.9.1). All
three groups show deposition of sediments with rudists at their top. The rudists
build-ups mark the end of each group and constitute areas of significant hydrocar-
bon production (Alsharhan1995).
The Wasia group in the Arabian Gulf generally, is an extensive lithostrati-
graphic unit 600m thick with several depositional sequences. The three major
sequences of the Wasia group are the Nahr Umr Formation (early Albian age),
the Mauddud Formation (Late Albian) and the Mishrif Formation. Mishrif is a
generic term that describes the Upper Creataceous, rudists bearing strata on top
of the Wasia Group in the southern Arabian Gulf (Burchette1993).
The Mishrif Formation is an important reservoir formation for the whole Ara-
bian Gulf. Only in Iraq (where this study concentrates), more than one third of
the proven oil reserves are held in the Mishrif Formation of the Mesopotamian
Basin. The Mishrif Formation appears throughout central and south-east Iraq,
with variable thickness reaching a maximum thickness of 200m. The lower seal
for the whole Mishrif hydrocarbon system in Iraq are Upper Jurassic (Kimmerid-
gian) Gotnia anhydrites. The upper seal is locally located in the clay layers of the
Turonian Khasib Formation (Al-Ameri2009).
The Mishrif Formation is a 5My formation that includes strata deposited on
the eastern passive margin of the Arabian craton. The Arabian craton during the
Upper Cretaceous, was a shallow water, semi-arid or humid equatorial platform,
more than 2000km long and 300km wide. Deformation of the Tethyan margin that
created the Oman and Zagros mountains, generated a basin at the margin of the
Arabian craton where deep water sediments accumulated (Burchette1993).
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Figure 9.1: Lithostratigraphy of the Cretaceous of the Arabian Gulf. The major
unconformities and rudists accumulations are marked. From Alsharhan1995.
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Carbonate sediment deposition on the shallow-water part of the craton gener-
ated several low gradient carbonate platforms, where the Mishrif Formation accu-
mulated. The Mishrif Formation appears in many places in the southern Arabian
Gulf usually with different local names (Mishrif in South Iraq, Shilaif Formation in
Abu Dhabi, Natih Formation in N.Emirates and Oman, lower Mishrif in northern
Saudi Arabia and Sarvak Formation in Iran) (Burchette1993).
Facies distribution of the Mishrif Formation depends on the location where
the Formation appears. The general model for the Mishrif Formation includes
lagoon, margin, slope and basinal deposits. The lagoon was deposited in shallow,
restricted to open waters. It is comprised of lime mudstones and wackestones with
bioclastic packstones and grainstones locally. The margin or reef consists of coarse
grain bioclastic packstones and grainstones with abundant intact rudists shells
(Alsharhan1995).
The slope deposits are bioclastic packstones and grainstones that show a coars-
ening upward trend dominated by several size bioclastic fragments. Sediments were
deposited at shallow to moderate water-depths and moderate to high energy con-
ditions. Basinal, deep-water facies consist of silt to sand grade pelagic wackestones
and mudstones (Alsharhan1995).
Specifically in South Iraq, the Wasia Group is part of the Mesopotamia Basin.
The Mesopotamian Basin is bounded to the west and south-west by the Abu Jir
fault zone, to the east by the Zagros mountains and the Hamrin mountains to the
north-east (Fig.9.2) (Aqrawi1998).
The Mesopotamian Basin contains two sedimentary sequences. The lower se-
quence (early Aptian-early Cenomanian) includes the Nahr Umr and Mauddud
Formations. The upper sequence (Cenomanian-early Turonian) includes the Ah-
madi Shale Formation, the Rumaila Formation and the Mishrif Formation (Fig.9.3)
(Aqrawi1998).
The upper boundary of the Mishrif Formation varies with location. In some
locations a gradiational contact between the Mishrif Formation and the overlain
Kifl Formation occurs. In other areas the Kifl Formation is absent and the Mishrif
is overlain uncomfortably by the Khasib Formation (Turonian age). Both the Kifl
and Khasib Formations belong to the Aruma Group (Aqrawi1998).
The lower boundary of the Mishrif Formation to the Rumaila Formation is
gradational. In some locations the Mishrif Formation gradually passes to Ru-
maila Formation without any obvious boundary (Fig.9.3). The lower contact of
the Rumaila/Mishrif Formation is recognised by the underlying black shales of the
Ahmadi Formation (Aqrawi1998).
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Figure 9.2: Structural map of Iraq with the location of the Mesopotamian Basin.
The basin is situated on the east part of the passive margin of the Arabian craton.
From Aqrawi1998.
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Figure 9.3: Stratigraphic section of the Cretaceous in South Iraq. The Mishrif
Formation conformably overlays the Rumaila Formation and it is overlain by the
Khasib and locally the Kifl Formations. Modified from Mahdi2013.
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Figure 9.4: Facies associations across the Mishrif carbonate platform. WB is the
wave base.
Facies distribution of Mishrif Formation in southern Mesopotamian Basin in
Iraq includes 21 microfacies types which constitute seven facies associations (Fig.9.4)
(Mahdi2013):
1. deep marine facies: Pelagic mudstones-wackestones and micro-bioclastic cal-
cislite with lime mud and silt size skeletal grains without in-situ shallow
marine macrofaunas. Some shale beds are common in several fields. These
are lower slope to basin facies below the wave base;
2. shallow open-marine facies: Bioclastic wackestone-packstone and coral-algal
boundstones. They consist of bioclastic microfacies with low-energy mud-
supported microfacies and high-energy grain-supported microfacies. The
skeletal grain show various degrees of size (silt to pebble) and sorting. Plank-
tonic foraminifera occur but benthic foraminifera are more abundant. The
facies indicate moderate to high energy environment, rework of the skeletal
fragments and re-deposition on the lower slope;
3. rudist strata: Mainly rudist rudstone with radiolitid rudists as the main
component with large, unbroken shells in life position. Some packstones or
grainstones occur which consist of rudists fragments. Indicate high-energy
platform margin environment with currents;
4. shoal: Packstones to grainstones that contain rudists bioclasts, peloids and
coated grains with different sizes and sorting. Indicate very shallow, high-
energy, current dominated environment. Usually overlies the rudists strata
and are attributed to erosion and transportation of rudists by currents;
5. back shoal. Wackestones and packstones with bioclastic foraminifera. They
are mud supported facies with bioturbated and well mixed fragments. Indi-
cate transition between shoal and lagoon environments;
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6. lagoon: Peloidal packstones and grainstones with abundance of benthic
foraminifera and packstones-rudstones with micritised debris. Some rud-
ist debris is present but not in significant amounts. Indicate low-energy
conditions and lagoonal environment;
7. tidal flats: Mainly lime muds with cloudy texture and small shell fragments.
These facies indicate tidal flats to brackish water environments. Usually
observed in the upper most part of the Mishrif Formation and constitute the
boundary with the overlain Kifl Formation.
The best quality reservoir parameters are located in the rudists bearing facies.
The rudists reservoirs show high porosity and excellent permeability with most of
the oil-fields located in the rudists bearing facies (Fig.9.5).
Rudists develop on the high energy platform margin belt or as isolated buildups
on the crests of uplifted dome structures on the slope or the lagoon (shoal facies)
where the environmental and hydrodynamic conditions were suitable. Erosion of
the rudists buildups generated rudists fragments that were dispersed over a wide
area around the buildups (back shoal or shallow-open marine facies) (Sadooni2005).
The rudist margin prograded towards the west-southwest into the deeper basi-
nal limestones of the Rumaila Formation (Fig.9.6). The progradation of the rudist
margin generated a facies transition from basinal, deep limestones to shallow open-
marine facies and deposition of rudists strata on the west later than the east part
(Mahdi2014).
Internally, the Mishrif Formation is divided into two depositional cycles. The
lower cycle is a regressive sequence characterised by gradual facies change from
basinal to shallow open-marine deposits. The cycle starts with a flooding event and
the deposition of pelagic mudstones similar to the underlying Rumaila Formation
(Mahdi2014).
Deposition of rudists grainstones occurred on the platform margin which pro-
graded westwards generating a widespread lagoon with isolated rudist shoals. The
cycle terminates with sub-aerial exposure and karstification during a relative sea
level fall (Mahdi2014).
Diagenesis at the intra-Mishrif Formation boundary greatly enhanced the reser-
voir properties of the rudist bearing strata (Aqrawi1998). Leaching from mete-
oric fluids during sub-aerial exposure generated secondary porosity (Mahdi2014).
The upper cycle of the Mishrif Formation is thinner (compared to the lower
cycle) regressive sequence. Two sedimentary sequences can be identified on the up-
per sequence of the Mishrif Formation. Directly above the intra-Mishrif boundary,
rudists buildups with lagoon and shallow open-marine strata have retrogradated
from their positions on the lower sequence (Mahdi2014).
Shallowing of the whole area is indicated by sub-aerial exposure on the top of
the sedimentary cycle and facies transition from shallow open-marine deposits to
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Figure 9.5: Regional paleogeographic map showing the distribution of Mishrif
Formation facies in the southern Mesopotamian Basin and the position of oil fields


































































































































































tidal flats of the second sedimentary cycle. The upper cycle terminates with the
unconformable boundary with the overlain Khasib Formation (Mahdi2014).
9.2 Stratigraphic forward modelling of the Mishrif Forma-
tion
Stratigraphic forward modelling was performed in order to:
• generate the large scale, whole platform, geometry of the area;
• estimate the parameter values that generated the platform geometry;
• identify and measure the platform interior shoal geobodies in the platform.
The large scale, whole platform geometry was reproduced with the best-fit
model run. The best-fit model is the model run that matches, within an accepted
level of accuracy, all the characteristics of the modelled area at large scale and
locally. The model parameter values for the best-fit model run were obtained by
trial and error generating model runs and correcting the estimated model param-
eters. Based on discrepancies of each model run characteristics with the strata
properties of the Mishrif reservoir, new model parameter values were estimated.
9.2.1 Model parameters
9.2.1.1 Strata properties
Stratigraphic forward modelling for this project was limited to the lower cycle
of the Mishrif Formation. Input data were obtained from two sources. Firstly,
the simplified reservoir architecture cartoon (Fig.9.7) provided by BP. Secondly,
from discussions about the geometry and evolution of the entire Mishrif Formation
during my visits to BP headquarters as part of the project evaluation.
The strata properties obtained from the two sources are:
• 80km x 20km platform size with the long axis (along the depositional dip)
in the NE-SW direction;
• 55-60km platform top with extensive lagoon environment and high wave
energy platform margin;
• platform duration of 2.5My;
• initial topography a homoclinal ramp;
• constant temporal and spatial subsidence rate;
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Figure 9.7: Simplified reservoir architecture of the lower cycle of the Cenomanian-
Turonian Mishrif formation as provided by BP. Three sequences have been iden-
tified based on sub-aerial exposure and dissolution in proximal areas. The lower
sequence (seq-1) is dominated by platform margin progradational grainstones. The
upper two sequences (seq-2 and seq-3) show an extensive, mainly aggrading lagoon
environment with shoal bodies.
• maximum strata thickness 90m on the platform top and dipping margin
profile with decreasing strata thickness basinward;
• low gradient platform with maximum angle of bathymetry at the margin less
than 1o;
• three sequences with some sub-aerial exposure and dissolution at the se-
quences boundaries in the proximal areas. The lower sequence (seq-1) is
mainly composed of progradational grainstones, Internally, the grainstones
show higher order coarsening upwards cycles with clinoforms. The upper two
sequences (seq-2 and seq-3) are mainly aggradational with an extensive open
lagoon. Large, mainly aggrading grainstone shoals occur within the lagoon.
Some smaller grainstone shoals and stringers also occur;
• sediment transportation mainly along the platform long axis towards SW.
9.2.1.2 Model input parameters
The model input parameters were calculated based on the available strata prop-
erties and the computer characteristics used for the model runs. The calculated
model parameters are:
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• a grid with 320 x 80 model cells which correspond to a grid cell size of 250m
x 250m. This is the maximum resolution that can be achieved based on the
computer characteristics;
• initial bathymetry a homoclinal ramp with slope 0.05o and minimum water
depth 0m at the most shallow (proximal) part of the platform to the NE;
• subsidence rate of 20 m/My in order to generate the necessary accommoda-
tion for the deposition of 90m strata thickness;
• elapsed model time 2.5My with time step 1ky. The time step was selected as
a reasonable time for modelling that is within the computational capabilities
of the computer;
• eustatic sea level oscillations with period 1My and amplitude 5m. The period
was calculated based on the number of sequences (3) and the total elapsed
model time. The amplitude was selected as the maximum amplitude that
generates limited sub-aerial exposure on the interior for the specific subsi-
dence rate and ESL period;
• four in-situ producing factories. Two in-situ producing factories on the plat-
form interior, one high energy factory on the margin and one below wave
base, pelagic factory. Production rates for each of the lagoonal factories was
1100 m/My, for the margin factory 1500 m/My and for the pelagic factory
110 m/My;
• cross-platform sediment transportation algorithm. Sediment transportation
direction was a straight line from proximal (NE) towards more distal part
(SW) of the platform;
• transported fractions of 0.2 for each lagoonal factory, 0.6 for the margin
factory and no transportation for the below wave base factory;
• water depth-threshold for shoal deposition 0.5m.
The number of in-situ producing factories was selected based, mainly, on the
simplified reservoir architecture (Fig.9.7). The platform interior is generally char-
acterised as poor quality lagoon which could have been modelled with one interior
factory. Based on discussions during my visits to BP headquarters and examin-
ing some core samples for the modelled area, it was decided to use two platform
interior producing factories.
Also from the simplified reservoir architecture, the platform margin is charac-
terised as grainstone shoals and it is modelled with one high energy, producing
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factory. The slope is divided into proximal ramp and outer ramp. The proximal
ramp is dominated by grainstones/packstones with various size fragments with de-
creasing size away from the margin. The outer ramp is dominated by deep pelagic
mudtones/wackestones (see section 9.1) and it is modelled with a pelagic, below
wave base factory.
The production rates for each factory were calculated during the generation
of the best-fit model. Production rates for the lagoon factories have to be high
enough (compared to the accommodation creation rate) in order to build close
to the sea surface and allow shoal formation. The production rate for the margin
factory also has to be high enough (compared to the accommodation creation rate)
to allow deposition of the two aggrading sequences (seq-2 and seq-3). The upper
limit of the margin facies is defined in relation to the production rate of the pelagic
factory.
The pelagic and the margin factories production rates must generate approx-
imately 60m thick sediments on the outer ramp (Fig.9.7), a low gradient system
and approximately 55-60km of margin progradation. The calculated production
rates were the only combination that met all of the above criteria.
9.2.2 Results
The best-fit model run (Fig.9.8 and Fig.9.9) shows the following characteristics:
• a low gradient system with maximum bathymetric angle 0.85o at the margin;
• extensive platform top (lagoon and margin on simplified reservoir architec-
ture) with length 58km from the most proximal area in the NE to the plat-
form margin;
• upper slope (proximal ramp) dominated by transported material and length
15km. Lower slope (outer ramp) comprised of pelagic, below wave base
strata. Rarely some margin or transported material occurs;
• three sequences identified by limited sub-aerial exposure on the platform in-
terior. The lower sequence (seq-1) is built mainly by high energy grainstones
and progrades for 40km for 1 My EMT. The upper two sequences (seq-2
and seq-3) are dominated by slowly prograding lagoon packstones (17km
progradation for 1.5 My EMT) and aggrading shoal grainstones;
• the maximum thickness on the platform top is 90m, with 60m strata thickness
on the upper slope and 50m strata thickness on the lower slope.
Prograding, sigmoidal clinoforms are formed on the upper slope of the platform












































































































































































































































































































































































































































prograding clinoforms with thin top. The lower progradation rate of seq-2 and seq-
3 (17km over 1.5My EMT) and the formation of the aggrading interior produce
prograding clinoforms with thicker tops.
A relatively small number of aggrading lagoon shoals occur on the platform
interior (Fig.9.8). The number of shoal geobodies, their volume and dimensions are
controlled by the interaction of sediment transportation and local bathymetry and
thus are not effected by the in-situ factory that generates the shoals (Table.9.1).
Table 9.1: Volume and dimensions of shoal geobodies generated from each in-situ
producing factory
Parameter Factory 1 Factory 2
Number of geobodies 45 47
Mean volume (m3) 2.39 ∗ 109 2.21 ∗ 109
Mean length (km) 2.14 2
Mean dimensional ratio 1.18 1.14
Shoal geobodies are defined as the extent of adjacent, connected, model cells
throughout the platform top, that contain transported material from either lagoon
factories, without any thickness threshold for the deposited, transported factories
(Fig.9.10). No thickness threshold for the deposited, transported factories implies
that any thickness of transported material deposited on a model cell (even 1mm)
marks the cell as containing the factory and the cell can be connected to other
cells with the same facies. (see section 7.2).
9.2.3 Comments
Except of transported fraction and water depth-threshold for shoal deposition, all
other model parameters (subsidence rate, ESL period and amplitude, production
rates and water energy levels) are defined from the input data. Transported frac-
tion and water depth-threshold for shoal deposition values were selected in order
to generate a relatively small number of aggrading shoals for the specific sediment
transportation direction.
Sensitivity analysis revealed that similar shoal geometries can be achieved with
different combinations of water depth-threshold and transported fractions (see
section 7.2). With the available information regarding the lagoonal shoals it is not
possible to distinguish which combination is more realistic and thus results from
only one set are shown.
Using a thickness threshold for cell connectivity would alter the calculated
volumes and dimensions of shoal geobodies. Application of a thickness threshold































































































































































































































































9.3 Synthetic seismic imaging of Mishrif Formation
Synthetic seismic images were generated based on the stratigraphic forward model
results using both the average impedance reflectivity method and the textural
impedance reflectivity method. Data regarding the elastic properties of strata in
the Mishrif Formation were obtained during my visits to BP headquarters as part
of the project evaluation.
9.3.1 Elastic parameters
Elastic properties for Mishrif strata used for both methods were calculated based
on:
• density for all strata was assumed to be the typical density of strata common
in carbonate reservoirs. The density values used for the synthetic seismic im-
ages ranged from 2700−2750kg/m3 for the transported factories; 2800kg/m3
for the in-situ lagoon factories; and 2850kg/m3 for the margin, in-situ fac-
tory;
• lagoon facies are mainly in-situ produced material with average porosity up
to 15%. The high energy, in-situ, margin factory and the lagoon shoals have
higher average porosity of 25− 28%;
• in-situ, lagoon strata are generally mudstones with generally fine grain sizes.
High energy, in-situ margin strata and lagoon shoals are mainly grainstones
with coarser grain sizes.
Based on average porosity values for the Mishrif strata, P-velocities (VP ) were
estimated for all strata (Fig.9.11).The estimated and calculated elastic properties
are listed on Table 9.2.
A thick, homogeneous layer with velocity 4000m/s and density 2600kg/m3 is
assumed above and below the modelled strata.
9.3.2 Results
Synthetic seismic images generated with the average impedance reflectivity method
show two bright, top and bottom reflections for both low and high frequencies.
Reflectivity on the platform top is noisy due to facies mosaic on the interior.
Generally noisy reflectivity on the slope covers any features (Fig.9.12 and Fig.9.13).
In order to improve the produced images, the top and bottom reflections were
removed from the synthetics. Furthermore, synthetics were generated using the
textural impedance reflectivity method (see section 6) and textural values shown
in Table 9.2.
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Figure 9.11: Porosity effect on P-wave velocity using laboratory data. Dashed
lines above the limestone reference line indicate stiff pores and those below indicate
cracks. From (Xu2009).
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Lagoon1 2800 5000 14000000 75% Fine
Lagoon2 2800 4950 13860000 80% fine
Margin 2850 4000 11400000 Coarse
Below wave base 2710 5250 14227500 Fine
Transported Lagoon1 2700 3800 10260000 90% Fine
Transported Lagoon2 2700 3700 9990000 95% Fine
Transported margin 2750 3600 9900000 10% Fine
Table 9.2: Calculated elastic properties of Mishrif strata. The factories colour








































































































































































































































































































The generated image (Fig.9.14) achieves excellent differentiation between the
platform interior and the slope. Clinoform surfaces can be traced on the slope,
while the platform top appears to be noisy. Increasing the vertical exaggeration
of the synthetic image (Fig.9.15) reveals that the biggest shoal bodies can be










































































































































































































































































































10 Discussion and conclusions
This thesis posed the questions of how to predict facies distribution and rock
properties of carbonate strata at sub-seismic scales and how to study heterogeneity
of carbonate platforms at all scales from seismic images.
The project developed a model that integrates stratigraphic forward modelling
and synthetic seismic imaging for prediction of 3D distribution of carbonate strata
and generation of synthetic seismic images. Stratigraphic forward modelling was
performed with a modified version of CarboCAT. The modified version includes,
among other tools, algorithms that simulate the effect of wave energy on carbonate
platform geometry and on facies distribution, siliciclastic input and its effect on
carbonate production, and cross-platform sediment transportation.
Accommodation in CarboCAT is in line with the Muto2000 definition. Tec-
tonic subsidence and eustatic sea level oscillations generate a volume available to
accept sediments but the actual accommodation for a specific time at a specific
location can only be measured after the model has finished and sediment has been
deposited.
Ecological simulation of carbonates in CarboCAT is performed with a compe-
tition for space approach. For this reason, in CarboCAT, each model cell can be
occupied by one producing factory at each time. Other approaches for calculation
of the ecological effect on carbonates (predator-pray or competition for resources
among others) are equally good processes involved in the ecology of carbonates.
The new cross platform sediment transportation allowed studying the effect of
allogenic and autogenic processes on carbonate heterogeneity and facies distribu-
tion. Formation and distribution of specific carbonate lithofacies was allowed and
examined from the dynamic interaction of depositional, entrainment and trans-
portation processes with the local bathymetry. Enhanced prediction of lithofa-
cies distribution and calculation of specific metrics for the position, volume and
properties of specific lithofacies augmented prediction of reservoir properties and
compartmentalisation.
Synthetic seismic images were generated using a new pseudo-acoustic impedance
method, the textural impedance reflectivity. Textural impedance reflectivity method
calculates strata reflectivity based on the texture and porosity of carbonate strata
and the CarboCAT generated numerical models.
Generation of synthetic seismic images from the stratigraphic, numerical mod-
els and comparison of the synthetics with real seismic images allows for:
1. enhanced prediction of large scale platform geometry from seismic images
2. prediction of facies distribution at sub-seismic scales from seismic images
3. identification of the effect of heterogeneity on seismic images
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The model also allows for testing of hypotheses regarding strata deposition and
identification of the controls on large scale platform geometry. Sensitivity analysis
through numerical modelling suggested that cross-platform sediment transporta-
tion of carbonates affects the large, whole platform geometry by controlling the
amount of sediment deposited on the platform top and the slope producing a con-
tinuum of forms between the two end members of FTP and ramp geometries, as
has been suggested by Williams2011.
The same model runs demonstrated that grain size of sediment is major control
on the geometry of carbonate platforms. Coarse grain size sediments which require
high bathymetric differences between adjacent model cells in order to be entrained,
in agreement with Kenter1990, produce high gradient systems with relatively
steep margins. Fine grain or mud sediments are more susceptible to transportation
(Beavington-Penney2005, Azeredo2009) and typically produce low gradient
ramps.
The effect of cross platform sediment transportation on platform geometry and
facies distribution increases with increasing transportation rates. Low transporta-
tion rates generate high gradient, in-situ dominated systems with most of the
material remaining on the platform interior.
High transportation rates generate low gradient systems. The platform geom-
etry and the facies distribution of the low gradient, transport dominated systems
are also a function of sediment grain size. Coarse grain sediments tend to generate
low gradient systems with elongated platform interiors and slopes with clinoforms.
Fine grain sediments tend to generate ramp style geometries without clear differ-
entiation between interior, margin and slopes.
Low gradient systems have been related to several different platform geome-
tries, from elongated, prograding platform interiors with thick deposits and cli-
noforms on the slope to back-stepping ramps and all cases in between based on
transportation rates and grain size. Prediction of facies distribution on sub-seismic
scale for low and high gradient systems shown in seismic images can be enhanced
by identifying stacking patterns from the seismic data.
High gradient systems have at least one coarse grain sediment facies that usu-
ally leads to formation of steep margins and FTPs. High gradient systems may
have fine grain sediments but are confined in the platform interior space. Further-
more, high gradient systems are usually in-situ dominated platforms. Identification
of high gradient systems in seismic images implies that at least one coarse grain
facies is present in the platform and it is located at the aggrading part of the plat-
form or near the top of the clinoform surfaces. Clinoforms and platform interior
areas may be comprised of fine grain material. Low gradient systems (ramps) are
transport dominated systems and are usually built by fine grain sediment. Identifi-
cation of back-stepping platforms and ramps on seismic images implies dominance
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of fine grain material.
Sensitivity analysis with a modified cross-platform algorithm demonstrated
that autocycles, comprised of peritidal shoals, form on the platform top from the
interaction of sediment transportation and sediment production. An autocycle is
comprised of in-situ produced material on the bottom that passes vertically to
transported material and the cycle finishes with a depositional hiatus; after which
a new cycle can form.
Autocycles were formed based on the Ginsburg1971 method and agree with
the results of Burgess2006 and Burgess2003. The generated autocycles do not
show pattern and spatial distribution of subtidal and supratidal areas as has been
suggested by Burgess2001a. This indicates that the algorithm used here for the
generation of autocycles does not include all the relevant processes.
The effect of transported fraction, transportation direction and bathymetric
threshold for deposition on the formation of shoal geobodies was tested with the
several model runs. For all transportation directions the number of isolated geo-
bodies decreases as the transported fraction increases. Since more material is
available for shoal formation, shoal geobodies overlap with each other and become
volumetrically bigger.
Transportation rates control the horizontal dimensions and volume of shoals
geobodies. Generally, geobody volume increases, approximately one order of mag-
nitude, for each increase (of 0.2) in the transported fraction.
The straight line and random path transportation directions generate elon-
gated along the dip geobodies with increasing transportation rates. Bathymetry
controlled transportation generates geobodies that grow in both dip and strike
directions with similar rates (Fig.10.1).
The transportation direction also controls stacking patterns of shoals. Straight
line and random path transportation directions generate geobodies that prograde
in the opposite direction of the transportation for medium (0.3) and high (0.5)
transported fractions. Bathymetry controlled transportation generates geobodies
that mainly aggrade.
The generated autocycles increased the strata order on the platform top for
all transported fractions and for all transportation directions (Fig.10.2). Ordered
strata from autogenic processes contradicts the suggestion from Lehrmann1999
that ordered strata are formed from external forcing only. Models runs pro-
duced here suggest that autogenic processes generate ordered strata under spa-
tially and temporally constant production and transportation in accordance with
Burgess2006.
Identification of geobodies with specific lithological and elastic properties en-
hances prediction of facies distribution on carbonate platforms. Prediction of
geobody volume, 3D distribution on the platform and connectivity of geobodies
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Figure 10.1: Change in dimensional ratio of shoal geobodies with transported
fraction and transportation direction
Figure 10.2: Change in spatial entropy on the platform interior with transported
fraction and transportation direction
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are useful tools for studying compartmentalisation of carbonate platforms or reser-
voirs. Exploration and production of hydrocarbons can be greatly augmented by
improved interpretation of platforms imaged on seismic sections and prediction of
facies distribution in sub-seismic level.
The modified version of CarboCAT was used to model Upper Cretaceous (San-
tonian) outcrops in South-Central Pyrenees, Spain, the Bastus platform. Several
model runs identified the controls of platform geometry and enhanced the inter-
pretation of the modelled platform by evaluating different stratigraphic interpreta-
tions. Modelling suggested that relative sea level movements are the main control
on platform evolution. Variable carbonate production, differential subsidence and
non-periodic eustatic sea-level movements are equally possible, secondary controls
indicating the non-uniqueness of strata geometries based on outcrop data.
The extent of effect each control on the platform geometry or if interaction
of the secondary controls on platform geometry cannot be distinguished based on
the available field data or modelling outcomes. A more detailed field work survey
that would specifically search for the effects of each secondary control in the field
would be required to identify the effect of each secondary control.
Non-uniqueness of strata geometry based on outcrop data confirms and extends
the observations of Burgess2015 regarding non-uniqueness of strata based on
numerical modelling only.
Evaluation of the two suggested interpretations of the Bastus platform showed
that the two sequences interpretation with a back-stepping of the upper sequence
at the sequence boundary, (Lavi2017), agrees with both field observations and
numerical modelling results. The interpretation with 5 high frequency, sequences
generated by eustatic sea level movements, (Pomar2005) can be reproduced with
numerical modelling but requires unrealistic parameters and further evidence is
necessary to support the hypothesis.
High resolution, synthetic seismic images of the Cenomanian-Turonian Mishrif
formation, South Iraq were obtained using the model developed for this project.
The CarboCAT generated best-fit model run of the interpreted geometry of the
formation, identified the controls on the platform geometry and provided an alter-
native source of the formation of the good reservoir quality interior shoals.
Modelling suggests that the good reservoir quality interior shoals do not nec-
essary have to be rudists formation (Sadooni2005) but the shoals can be formed
as autogenic structures from the interaction of sediment transportation and local
bathymetry.
The best-fit model run was also used to quantify the size and volume of the
lagoonal shoals on the formation and thus provide information regarding the com-
partmentalisation of the reservoir. Based on the best-fit model run, synthetic
seismic images were produced and the all formation features were linked to their
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seismic signatures.
The wave energy algorithm in CarboCAT can be further developed to better
simulate the interaction of waves with the bathymetry including wave reflection
and diffraction. Additionally, formation of secondary fetch areas that produce
smaller waves, if the conditions are appropriate, can be included in the algorithm.
The siliciclastic sediment input algorithm can be benefited by secondary trans-
portation of the deposited siliciclastic sediment. Furthermore, the effect of grain
size in both sediment transportation and siliciclastics can be quantified with an
additional parameter for the in-situ produced facies.
The textural impedance reflectivity algorithm can be improved to dynamically
recognise facies based on hydrodynamic and depositional conditions on the plat-
form and to include the effect of different types of porosity and porosity shape on
the elastic properties of strata.
The workflow developed integrates computational stratigraphic forward models
and seismic data to enhance interpretation of seismic images for subsurface charac-
terization. Rock properties are derived from high resolution numerical models and
synthetic seismic images are generated with the new textural impedance reflec-
tivity method. Well data, core data and field observations can be combined with
the numerical models to generate a more robust estimation of the heterogeneity of
the subsurface. The workflow also allows for testing several stratigraphic scenarios
and validating them with observed seismic data.
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A Appendix A - New developments in seismic
imaging model runs
A.1 Model run SC
Model run SC was created with the initial bathymetry a distally steepened ramp
(fig.A.1) while the rest of the parameters were the same as the standard model
without heterogeneity. The model confirms all the observation made in the stan-
dard model without heterogeneity.
A.2 Model run SD
Model run SD (fig.A.2) was created with double the production rates of the stan-
dard model without heterogeneity. Higher production rates generate thicker se-
quences. The model confirms all the observation made in the standard model
without heterogeneity.
A.3 Model run SE
Model run SE (fig.A.3) was created with half the transportation rates of the stan-
dard model without heterogeneity. The model confirms all the observation made in
the standard model without heterogeneity. Lower volume of transported material
generates weaker reflections on the slope.
A.4 Model run SF
Model run SF (fig.A.4) was created with lower eustatic sea level period compared to
the standard model without heterogeneity. Only 3, thick sequences are generated,
without sub-aerial exposure.
A.5 Model run SG
Model run SG (fig.A.5) was created with lower eustatic sea level amplitude com-
pared to the standard model without heterogeneity. No sub-aerial exposure on the
interior generates several proper defined reflections on the interior and the slope
as well.
A.6 Model run SHC
Model run SHC (fig.A.6) shows initial bathymetry a distally steepened ramp com-
pared to the standard model. The model confirms all the observations made in
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image
Figure A.1: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SC
model run with distally steepened initial bathymetry. Exposure surfaces occur
on the interior and simplistic clinoforms on the slope are formed due to ESL
movements. (b) Synthetic seismic image generated with the textural impedance
reflectivity method. The transparency of the image is due to facile model. Bright,
laterally continous reflections can be seen on the interior. The clinoform surfaces
can be followed on the slope.
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image
Figure A.2: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SD
model run with higher productions rates. The higher production rates fill almost
all of the accommodation and generate thicj sequences. (b) Synthetic seismic image
generated with the textural impedance reflectivity method. The transparency of
the image is due to facile model. Bright, laterally continous reflections can be seen
on the interior. The clinoform surfaces can be followed on the slope.
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image
Figure A.3: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SE
model run with lower transportation rates. Exposure surfaces occur on the in-
terior and simplistic clinoforms on the slope are formed due to ESL movements.
(b) Synthetic seismic image generated with the textural impedance reflectivity
method. The transparency of the image is due to facile model. Bright, laterally
continous reflections can be seen on the interior. The clinoform surfaces can be
followed on the slope.
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image
Figure A.4: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SF
model run with lower eustatic sea level period. No exposure surfaces occur on
the interior. (b) Synthetic seismic image generated with the textural impedance
reflectivity method. The transparency of the image is due to facile model. Bright,
laterally continous reflections can be seen on the interior. The clinoform surfaces
can be followed on the slope.
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image
Figure A.5: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SF
model run with lower eustatic sea level amplitude. No exposure surfaces occur on
the interior. (b) Synthetic seismic image generated with the textural impedance
reflectivity method. The transparency of the image is due to facile model. Bright,
laterally continous reflections can be seen on the interior. The clinoform surfaces
can be followed on the slope.
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image with textural
impedance
(c) Synthetic seismic image with average
impedance
Figure A.6: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SHC
model run. The interior is dominated by low energy, fine material and the margin
by high energy, in-situ produced (b) Synthetic seismic image generated with the
textural impedance reflectivity method. (c) The sysnthetic seismic image gener-
ated with the average impedance reflectivity method
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the standard model.
A.7 Model run SHD
Model run SHD (fig.A.7) was created with double the production rates of the
standard model. Higher production rates generate thicker sequences. The model
confirms all the observation made in the standard model.
A.8 Model run SHF
Model run SHF (fig.A.8) was created with lower eustatic sea level period com-
pared to the standard model. The model confirms all the observation made in the
standard model.
A.9 Model run SHG
Model run SHG (fig.A.9) was created with lower eustatic sea level amplitude com-
pared to the standard model. The model confirms all the observation made in the
standard model.
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image with textural
impedance
(c) Synthetic seismic image with average
impedance
Figure A.7: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SHD
model run. The interior is dominated by low energy, fine material and the margin
by high energy, in-situ produced (b) Synthetic seismic image generated with the
textural impedance reflectivity method. (c) The sysnthetic seismic image gener-
ated with the average impedance reflectivity method
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image with textural
impedance
(c) Synthetic seismic image with average
impedance
Figure A.8: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SHF
model run. The interior is dominated by low energy, fine material and the margin
by high energy, in-situ produced (b) Synthetic seismic image generated with the
textural impedance reflectivity method. (c) The sysnthetic seismic image gener-
ated with the average impedance reflectivity method
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(a) Cross section and chrono-strat section
(b) Synthetic seismic image with textural
impedance
(c) Synthetic seismic image with average
impedance
Figure A.9: (a) Stratigraphic model and chrono-stratigraphic model of the SHG
model run. The interior is dominated by low energy, fine material and the margin
by high energy, in-situ produced (b) Synthetic seismic image generated with the
textural impedance reflectivity method. (c) The sysnthetic seismic image gener-
ated with the average impedance reflectivity method
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B Appendix B - Effects of cross platform sedi-
ment transportation model runs
B.1 MS1-Deposition threshold 0.5m and random path trans-
portation direction.
Model runs with water depth depositional threshold of 0.5m and random path
transportation direction show that the random path sediment transportation mainly
effects the horizontal dimensions of the generated geobodies. For low transported
fraction (0.1) relatively small shoals are formed that mainly aggrade and quickly
disappear. The autocycles are composed mainly by in-situ material (Fig.B.1a).
As the transported fraction increases to medium (0.3, Fig.B.1b) and high (0.5,
Fig.B.1c) the generated shoals prograde towards more proximal (0km horizontal
distance), with the autocycles dominated by transported material.
The number of isolated geobodies on the interior decreases and the geobodies
become volumetrically bigger as the transported fraction increases (Table 7.5).
Because transportation includes a random step along the depositional strike not
all sediment flow paths that initiate more proximal than a shoal deposit on the
proximal part of the shoal. Some flow paths deposit on the sides along the strike of
the shoals. As a result of less sediment being deposited on the proximal part(along
the dip) of the shoal and more sediment deposited on the strike part, dimensional
ratios show an slow increase (Table 7.5).
Spatial entropy on the interior increases for the 0.5-1My EMT when shoals can
form. The increase in spatial entropy is related to the transported fraction, with
higher fractions generate higher spatial entropy (Fig.B.2).
B.2 MS1-Deposition threshold 0.5m and bathymetry con-
trolled transportation direction.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.1: Cross section (TOP) and chrono-stratigraphic section (BOTTOM) of
the model runs with 0.5m water depositional threshold and random path trans-
portation direction towards higher values horizontal distance. (a) 0.1 transported
fraction. Realtively small, short lived, aggrading shoals are formed. (b) 0.3 trans-
ported fraction. Most of the shoals aggrade with a few prograding examples. (c)
0.5 transported fraction. All geobodies slowly prograde towards proximal areas
(0km horizontal distance).
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.2: Spatial entropy with time for the model runs with 0.5m water deposi-
tional threshold and random path transportation direction towards higher values
horizontal distance. The spatial entropy increases with the addition of an extra
factory and with transported fraction. (a) Transported fraction 0.1, entropy in-
creases to 0.20. (b)Transported fraction 0.3, entropy increases to 0.31 and (c)
transported fraction 0.5, entropy increases to 0.35.
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Model runs with water depth depositional threshold of 0.5m and bathymetry
controlled transportation direction show that the sediment transportation direc-
tion effects the behaviour of the shoals. For all transported fractions the generated
shoals mainly aggrade where they form. Cases of shoal progradation (Fig.B.3b and
Fig.B.3c) do not show any prefer progradation direction.
The number of isolated geobodies on the interior decreases and the geobodies
become volumetrically bigger as the transported fraction increases (Table 7.5).
Because transportation does not have any preferred direction, geobodies grow with
the same rate in both along the dip and along the distance directions. Dimensional
ratios slightly decrease with increasing transported fractions (Table 7.5).
Spatial entropy on the interior increases for the 0.5-1My EMT when shoals can
form. The increase in spatial entropy is related to the transported fraction, with
higher fractions generate higher spatial entropy (Fig.B.4).
B.3 MS2-Deposition threshold 1m and random path trans-
portation direction.
Model runs with water depth depositional threshold of 1m and random path trans-
portation direction show that due to higher available accommodation, shoals ag-
grade for the low (0.1, Fig.B.5a) and the medium (0.3, Fig.B.5b) transportation
fractions. Only the highest transportated fraction (0.5, Fig.B.5c) generates some
geobodies that prograde in the opposite direction of the transportation.
The number of isolated geobodies on the interior decreases and the geobodies
become volumetrically bigger as the transported fraction increases (Table 7.6).
Because sediment transportation includes a random step along the depositional
strike, not all transportation paths initiated more proximal than a shoal deposit
on the proximal part of the shoal. Some sediment is deposited on the sides of the
shoal along the strike. As a result geobody lengths along the strike grow too and
thus the dimensional ratio increases slowly (Table 7.6).
Spatial entropy on the interior increases for the 0.5-1My EMT when shoals
can form. Spatial entropy increases more with increasing transported fractions
(Fig.B.6).
B.4 MS2-Deposition threshold 1m and bathymetry con-
trolled transportation direction.
Model runs with water depth depositional threshold of 1m and bathymetry con-
trolled transportation show that due to higher available accommodation, shoals
aggrade for the all transported fraction (Fig.B.7). A few geobodies that prograde
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for the higher transported fraction (0.5, Fig.B.7c) do not seem to have a preferred
progradation direction.
The number of isolated geobodies on the interior decreases and the geobodies
become volumetrically bigger as the transported fraction increases (Table 7.6).
Because sediment transportation does not have any preferred direction, sediment
is deposited both along the dip and along the strike areas of the shoals. As a result,
geobody lengths increase with similar rates in both directions and the dimensional
ratio is not effected by the transported fraction (Table 7.6).
Spatial entropy on the interior increases for the 0.5-1My EMT when shoals
can form. The increase in spatial entropy follows the increase in the transported
fraction (Fig.B.8).
B.5 MS3-Deposition threshold 0.5m and random path trans-
portation direction.
Low transported fraction (0.1, Fig.B.9a) generates relatively small, relatively short
lived, aggradational geobodies. Medium transported fraction (0.3, Fig,B.9b) gen-
erates an almost equal number of aggrading and prograding geobodies. The high
transported fraction (0.5, Fig.B.9c) generates mainly prograding geobodies. The
progradation direction is opposite of the transportation direction.
Similar to the previous examples, the number of isolated geobodies decreases
and their volume increases with the transported fraction. The random path trans-
portation direction deposits material both on the most proximal part of the shoal,
along the depositional dip and the side areas of the shoals, along the depositional
strike. As a result, the shoal geobodies grow in length along the dip and the strike
and their dimensional ratios increase slowly with increasing transported fractions
(Table 7.7).
Spatial entropy on the interior increases with the addition of two extra facies
(transported material from the in-situ factories) relative to the spatial entropy val-
ues before the formation of the shoals (0-0.5My EMT). The increase in the spatial
entropy is higher with higher transportation rates (Fig.B.10). The increase in spa-
tial entropy with transported fraction implies that as more volume of transported
is deposited on the interior, the spatial connectivity of the facies decreases.
Calculation of Markov metric, m, shows that formation of autocycles increases
the strata order. Strata with low transportation rates have a m value of 0.14 and
probability finding a m value equal to or greater than the observed within the
PDF of random shuffling, of 0.4644 (Fig.B.11b).
Shoal formation due to medium transported fractions results to increased strata
order with m = 0.29 and p = 0.0083 (Fig.B.11b). As the transported fraction
increases, the shoals grow bigger and the strata order also increases ()m = 0.3 and
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p = 0.0042 for 0.5 transported fraction, Fig.B.11c).
TP matrices calculated for the facies successions on the interior show that in-
situ produced facies tend to vertically pass to the other in-situ produced facies.
Transported facies (shoals) also tend to pass to transported facies and the prob-
ability of transported to transported facies transition increases with increasing
transported fraction.
B.6 MS3-Deposition threshold 0.5m and bathymetry con-
trolled transportation direction.
The number of isolated geobodies on the interior decreases and the geobodies
become volumetrically bigger as the transported fraction increases (Table 7.7).
Because transportation moves material onto bathymetric highs, sediment is de-
posited all around a shoal body. As a result, geobody lengths grow with similar
rates both along the dip and the strike directions and thus their dimensional ratios
change very little and are independent of transported fraction (Table 7.7).
Spatial entropy on the interior increases for the 0.5-1My EMT when shoals can
form. The increase in spatial entropy follows the increase in transported fraction
from low (0.1, Fig.B.14a) to medium (0.3, Fig. B.14b). Further increase in the
transported fraction seems to have no effect on the spatial entropy of the interior
(Fig.B.14c).
The similar values of spatial entropy on the interior for the medium and high
transported fractions indicate that for the specific model parameters used here and
the specific transportation direction, there is a maximum value of spatial entropy
on the interior relative to the volume of the transported material. Further increase
in the volume of the transported material deposited on the interior, has no effect
on spatial entropy and the spatial connectivity of the facies.
Formation of autocyclic shoals increases the strata order in the generated model
runs. Facies distributions for low transported fraction have m = 0.11 and high
probability to have been formed by chance (p = 0.49) (Fig.B.15a). As the trans-
ported fraction increases, more transported material is deposited on the interior
under the specific conditions controlling shoal formation and strata order increases.
Strata distributions for medium transported fraction (0.3) have m = 0.24 and
p = 0.274 (Fig.B.15b) and for high transported fraction (0.5), m = 0.38 and p = 0
(Fig.B.15c).
TP matrices for the model runs generated with the specific model parameters
indicate that model facies 3 (the transported factory from in-situ producing factory
1) tends to be on the top of the shoal formations. Model facies 3, more than 60% of
the cases, passes vertically to in-situ produced facies, for all transported fractions
(Fig.B.16).
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The same trend of facies 3 passing vertically to in-situ facies and thus appearing
on the top of the autocyclic shoal, is repeated for several other points that were
tested on the platform (the results from these measurements are not shown here).
Further testing is required to examine if this is a general trend and identify its
controls or only related to the specific parameters used here.
B.7 Spatial distribution of supratidal and subtidal areas
Spatial distribution and form of supratidal (islands) and subtidal areas do not show
any clear relationship with neither transportation direction nor transportation rate
(Fig.B.17). Similar to the model runs with one producing factory on the interior,
the effect of processes not included in the model is implied.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.3: Cross section (TOP) and chrono-stratigraphic section (BOTTOM) of
the model runs with 0.5m water depositional threshold and bathymetry controlled
transportation direction. (a) 0.1 transported fraction. Realtively small, short
lived, aggrading shoals are formed. (b) 0.3 transported fraction. Most of the
shoals aggrade with a few prograding examples with progradation direction both
more distal (high values horizontal distance) and more proximal (0km horizontal
distance). (c) 0.5 transported fraction. The majority of the geobodies aggrade.
When progradation is observed, does not have any prefered direction.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.4: Spatial entropy with time for the model runs with 0.5m water deposi-
tional threshold and bathymetry controlled transportation direction. The spatial
entropy increases with the addition of an extra factory and with transported frac-
tion. (a) Transported fraction 0.1, entropy increases to 0.21. (b)Transported
fraction 0.3, entropy increases to 0.34 and (c) transported fraction 0.5, entropy
increases to 0.36.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.5: Cross section (TOP) and chrono-stratigraphic section (BOTTOM)
of the model runs with 1m water depositional threshold and random path trans-
portation direction towards more distal (higher values horizontal distance). (a) 0.1
transported fraction. Realtively small, short lived, aggrading shoals are formed.
(b) 0.3 transported fraction. Mainly aggrading geobodies with a few prograding in
the opposite direction of transportation (c) 0.5 transported fraction. The majority
of the geobodies aggrades with a few prograding examples in the opposite direction
of transportation.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.6: Spatial entropy with time for the model runs with 1m water depo-
sitional threshold and random path transportation direction towards more distal
(higher values horizontal distance). The spatial entropy increases with the addi-
tion of an extra factory and with transported fraction. (a) Transported fraction
0.1, entropy increases to 0.27. (b)Transported fraction 0.3, entropy increases to
0.30 and (c) transported fraction 0.5, entropy increases to 0.37.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.7: Cross section (TOP) and chrono-stratigraphic section (BOTTOM) of
the model runs with 1m water depositional threshold and bathymetry controlled
transportation direction. (a) 0.1 transported fraction. Realtively small, short
lived, aggrading shoals are formed. (b) 0.3 transported fraction. Mainly aggrading
geobodies. (c) 0.5 transported fraction. The majority of the geobodies aggrades
with a few prograding examples without preferred progradation direction.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.8: Spatial entropy with time for the model runs with 1m water depo-
sitional threshold and bathymetry controlled transportation direction. The spa-
tial entropy increases with the addition of an extra factory and with transported
fraction. (a) Transported fraction 0.1, entropy increases to 0.3. (b)Transported
fraction 0.3, entropy increases to 0.32 and (c) transported fraction 0.5, entropy
increases to 0.4.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.9: Cross section (TOP) and chrono-stratigraphic section (BOTTOM)
of the model runs with 0.5m water depositional threshold, random path trans-
portation direction towards more distal (higher values horizontal distance) and
two in-situ producing factories on the interior. (a) 0.1 transported fraction. Real-
tively small, short lived, aggrading shoals are formed. (b) 0.3 transported fraction.
Almost equal number of aggrading and prograding geobodies. Progradation to-
wards more distal (c) 0.5 transported fraction. Mainly geobodies prograde in the
opposite direction of transportation.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.10: Spatial entropy with time for the model runs with 0.5m water de-
positional threshold, random path transportation direction towards more distal
(higher values horizontal distance) and two in-situ producing factories on the in-
terior. The spatial entropy increases with the addition of an extra factory and
with transported fraction. (a) Transported fraction 0.1, entropy increases to 0.31.
(b)Transported fraction 0.3, entropy increases to 0.41 and (c) transported fraction
0.5, entropy increases to 0.5.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.11: Calculated m values of the model run facies distribution (vertical
red line) and a histogram (blue) showing the probability density function of m
values from 5000 iterations of random shuffling of strata. (a) Transported fraction
0.1, the m value is 0.14 and is located within the PDF of the random shuffles.
(b)Transported fraction 0.3, m is 0.29 and lies very close to the right edge of the
PDF. (c) transported fraction 0.5, with m 0.3, very close to the right edge of the
PDF.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.12: Transition probability matrices of the strata successions in model runs
with two in-situ producing factories in the interior, 0.5m water depth deposition
threshold and random path transportation direction towards more distal (higher
values horizontal distance). Facies 1 and 2 correspond to the two in-situ producing
factories on the interior. Facies 3 correspond to the transported material of factory
1 and facies 4 the transported material for factory 2. The in-situ factory on the
margin and its transported material have been excluded from the calculations. (a)
Transported fraction 0.1. (b)Transported fraction 0.3. (c) transported fraction
0.5. 267
(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.13: Cross section (TOP) and chrono-stratigraphic section (BOTTOM)
of the model runs with 0.5m water depositional threshold, bathymetry controlled
transportation direction and two in-situ producing factories on the interior. (a) 0.1
transported fraction. Realtively small, short lived, aggrading shoals are formed.
(b) 0.3 transported fraction. Almost equal number of aggrading and prograding
geobodies. Progradation without preferred direction (c) 0.5 transported fraction.
Mainly geobodies prograde without preferred direction.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.14: Spatial entropy with time for the model runs with 0.5m water depo-
sitional threshold, bathymetry controlled transportation direction and two in-situ
producing factories on the interior. The spatial entropy increases with the addition
of an extra factory and with transported fraction. (a) Transported fraction 0.1,
entropy increases to 0.33. (b)Transported fraction 0.3, entropy increases to 0.42
and (c) transported fraction 0.5, entropy increases to 0.42 which appears to be
the maximum entropty value for the specific model parameters and transportation
direction.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.15: Calculated m values of the model run facies distribution (vertical
red line) and a histogram (blue) showing the probability density function of m
values from 5000 iterations of random shuffling of strata. (a) Transported fraction
0.1, the m value is 0.11 and is located within the PDF of the random shuffles.
(b)Transported fraction 0.3, m is 0.24 which lies to the right side of the PDF. (c)
transported fraction 0.5, with m 0.38, outside of the PDF.
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(a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b) Transported fraction 0.3
(c) Transported fraction 0.5
Figure B.16: Transition probability matrices of the strata successions in model
runs with two in-situ producing factories in the interior, 0.5m water depth de-
position threshold and bathymetry controlled transportation direction. Facies 1
and 2 correspond to the two in-situ producing factories on the interior. Facies 3
correspond to the transported material of factory 1, and facies 4 the transported
material for factory 2. The in-situ factory on the margin and its transported
material have been excluded from the calculations. (a) Transported fraction 0.1.
(b)Transported fraction 0.3. (c) transported fraction 0.5.
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(a) Straight line transportation
(b) Random step transportation
(c) Bathymetry controlled transportation
Figure B.17: Map view of model runs with transported fraction 0.1(LEFT),
0.3(MIDDLE) and 0.5(RIGHT) and water depth deposition threshold 1m, showing
the spatial distribution and form of supratidal and subtidal areas at 1My EMT.
Sediment transportatin direction and rate do not effect the distribution and shape
of the islands. The stripes of deep water at the edges of some model runs are tem-
poraray features and are generated by the boundary conditions at the platform
edges.
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C Appendix C - Bastus stratigraphic forward
modelling results
Stratigraphic forward modelling results of the Bastus platform
C.1 EH-A1
Fig.C.1 and Fig.C.2 show a mainly aggradational platform without any sequences.
Once the platform margin has been established (0.6 My), it progrades for 7 km
total for the whole EMT. All formations show aggradational stacking patterns.
Platform interior is dominated by packstones with patch reefs. The platform
margin shows reefs with some fragments, while the upper slope is dominated by
foraminifera and shell fragments. The dimensions of each platform segment and
the strata thickness in each segment are shown in Table.C.1.
Comparison of the model run with the interpreted stratigraphic section reveals
that model run EH-A1 fails to properly model the interpreted platform geometry.
The numerical model generates a number of features that are not supported by
field data. The model run does not show any sequences or facies transitions as
shown in the interpreted stratigraphic section. Moreover, the numerical model
shows sub-aerial exposure of the platform interior which exposure has not been
observed anywhere in the field. It is possible though, that some exposure that
has not been mapped might have occurred at the siliciclastic part of the platform.
Overall the model run might be probable but it is not a good representation of the
Bastus platform.
Table C.1: Length and thickness of EH-A1 model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 30km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 427m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 300m
slope thickness 250m 300m










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig.C.3 and Fig.C.4 shows a mainly aggradational platform with some prograda-
tion and only one sequence. Once the platform margin has been established (0.6
My), the margin progrades for 9km total for the whole EMT. All formations show
aggradational stacking patterns. Platform interior is dominated by packstones
with patch reefs. The platform margin shows reefs with some fragments, while
the upper slope is dominated by foraminifera and shell fragments. The dimensions
of each platform segment and the strata thickness in each segment are shown in
Table.C.2.
Comparison of the model run with the interpreted stratigraphic section reveals
that model run EH-A2 fails to properly model the interpreted geometry. The
numerical model generates a number of features that are not supported by field
data. The model run does not show any sequences or facies transitions as shown
in the interpreted stratigraphic section. Moreover, the numerical model shows
extensive sub-aerial exposure of the platform interior which exposure has not been
observed anywhere in the field. Furthermore, model run EH-A2 suggests much
more progradation of the platform margin than in the interpreted geometry.
Table C.2: Length and thickness of EH-A2 model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 34km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 442m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 297m
slope thickness 250m 280m
platform type low angle 0.45o
C.3 EL-B1
Fig.C.5 and Fig.C.6 shows a mixed progradational, aggradational platform with
one sequence. Once the platform margin has been established (0.6 My EMT), it
progrades for 6 km. Most of the progradation occurs before 1.5 My EMT. Platform
interior is dominated by packstones with patch reefs. The platform margin shows
reefs with few fragments, while the upper slope is dominated by foraminifera and
shell fragments. The dimensions of each platform segment and the strata thickness






























































































































































































































Comparison of the interpreted stratigraphic model to model run EL-B1 shows
that there is only sequence on model run EL-B1, the platform margin trajectory
does not agree with the interpreted stratigraphic section. The model run also
shows some sub-aerial exposure on the most proximal areas. Model run EL-B1
does not represent the interpreted geometry.
Table C.3: Length and thickness of EL-B1 model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 30km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 421m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 296m
slope thickness 250m 274m
platform type low angle 0.47o
C.4 EL-B2
Fig.C.7 and Fig.C.8 shows two sequences and a mixed progradational, aggrada-
tional margin. The platform margin progrades for 10 km the first 1.5 My EMT
(lower sequence) and at the sequence boundary aggrades for the remaining EMT.
Platform interior is dominated by packstones with patch reefs. The platform
margin shows reefs with few fragments, while the upper slope is dominated by
foraminifera and shell fragments. Significant parts of the platform interior get
exposed during ESL lowstands. The dimensions of each platform segment and the
strata thickness in each segment are shown in Table.C.4.
Comparing the interpreted stratigraphic section to the EL-B2 model run shows
that even though two sequences can be assumed, the nature of the margin tra-
jectory (progradation followed by aggradation), the extensive subaerial exposure
and the lack of facies transition make model run EL-B2 not a good model for the
Bastus platform.
C.5 EN-C1
Fig.C.9 and Fig.C.10 shows a mainly aggradational platform with only one se-
quence. Once the platform margin has been established (0.6 My EMT), the margin
aggrades for the remaining EMT (total progradation 6km). Platform interior is

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.4: Length and thickness of EL-B2 model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 29km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 448m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 304m
slope thickness 250m 291m
platform type low angle 1.26o
fragments, while the upper slope is dominated by foraminifera and shell fragments.
The stacking patterns in both platform interior and margin remain aggradational.
The dimensions of each platform segment and the strata thickness in each segment
are shown in Table.C.5.
Comparison of the interpreted stratigraphic section with the EN-C1 model
run reveals that model run EN-C1 is a fully aggradational model. There are no
clear sequences defined anywhere in the numerical model. EN-C1 matches the
interpreted geometry and stacking patterns but fails to show any sequences or
facies transitions. Overall the model run might be probable but it is not a good
representation of the interpreted geometry of the Bastus platform.
Table C.5: Length and thickness of EN-C1 model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 29km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 400m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 307m
slope thickness 250m 269m
platform type low angle 0.51o
C.6 EN-C2
Fig.C.11 and Fig.C.12 shows a mainly aggradational platform with one sequence.
Once the platform margin has been established (0.6 My EMT), the margin ag-














































































































































































































at 1.5 My EMT, high energy margin material slightly retrogrates on the platform
interior. The dimensions of each platform segment and the strata thickness in each
segment are shown in Table.C.6.
Comparison of the interpreted stratigraphic model with the EN-C2 model run
shows that model run EN-C2 is a mainly aggradational. EN-C2 model run matches
the interpreted geometry and stacking patterns but fails to show any sequences
or facies transitions as shown in the interpreted section. Overall the model run
is probable but it is not a good representation of the interpreted geometry of the
Bastus platform.
Table C.6: Length and thickness of EN-C2 model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 24km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 400m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 327m
slope thickness 250m 270m
platform type low angle 0.96o
289
C.7 R-B
Fig.C.13 and Fig.C.14 shows a model with two sequences and a complex platform
trajectory. The platform margin slowly progrades for 7 km once the platform
has been established (0.6-1.5 My EMT). At 1.5 My EMT and under the effect of
the tectonic tilting, the platform margin retrogrades (12 km), followed by 7 km
of progradation when the rotation effect has been seized (1.506-1.9 My EMT).
From there, (1.9-3 My EMT) the platform margin aggrades. The dimensions of
each platform segment and the strata thickness in each segment are shown in
Table.C.7.
Model run R-B recreates the interpreted geometry with two sequences and
a facies transition at the margin. Furthermore, the numerical model suggests a
second facies transition in the platform interior that has not been mapped. Despite
this, the numerical model shows some features that are not supported by the field
observations.
The 5 km backstepping of the platform margin are much bigger than what has
been observed in the field. Furthermore, the numerical model suggests that the
high energy platform margin facies backsteps all the way back to most proximal
part of the platform. If an interior/margin facies transition might be missed (as
in case of model run R-A), high energy, coral/rudists reef boundstones next to
siliciclastic strata clearly is not supported by field observations. Model run R-B is
not a good representation of the interpreted stratigraphic model but it should be
considered the upper limit of the tectonic tilting value.
Table C.7: Length and thickness of R-B model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 23km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 412m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m Hard to define
slope thickness 250m 281m
platform type low angle 0.86o
C.8 R-C
Fig.C.15 and Fig.C.16 shows a numerical model with two sequences and a complex
platform margin trajectory. The platform margin slowly progrades (6km) once the






























































































































































































































































































































































































































effect of rotation, the platform margin retrogrades (20km), followed by prograda-
tion (16km) for the remaining model time (1.506-3My EMT). The total length to
the geomorphic margin is 39km, much shorter than the interpreted length. Two
sequences are defined with the upper sequence having a much shorter interior.
Facies transition from high energy platform margin and low energy interior facies
of the lower sequence to the pelagic, below wave base facies of the upper sequence
occurs on the platform.
The significant backstepping of the platform margin at 1.5My EMT is not
consistent with the interpreted stratigraphic section. Furthermore, the numerical
model suggests high energy platform margin strata next to siliciclastic strata in
the interior at the boundary of the two sequences which is also inconsistent with
the field observations. Model run R-C does not represent the interpreted geometry.
C.9 P-A
Fig.C.17 and Fig.C.18 shows a mainly aggradational platform with one sequence.
The platform margin mainly aggrades once the platform has been established
(0.6-3 My EMT). Platform interior is dominated by packstones with patch reefs.
The platform margin shows reefs with some fragments, while the upper slope is
dominated by foraminifera and shell fragments. The dimensions of each platform
segment and the strata thickness in each segment are shown in Table.C.8.
Comparison of the interpreted stratigraphic section with the P-A model run
reveals that model run P-A is a fully aggradational model. There are no clear
sequences defined anywhere in the model. P-A matches the interpreted geometry
and stacking patterns but fails to show any sequences or facies transitions. Over-
all the model run might be probable but it is not a good representation of the
interpreted geometry of the Bastus platform.
Table C.8: Length and thickness of P-A model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 25km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 421m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 302m
slope thickness 250m 267m



















































































































































































































































































































Fig.C.19 and Fig.C.20 shows a mainly aggradational platform with two sequences.
The platform margin mainly aggrades once the platform has been formed (0.6-3
My EMT). At 1.5 My to 1.8 My EMT no production occurs generating a deposi-
tional hiatus. Once production returns to initial values (1.8 My EMT) and for the
remaining EMT the margin aggrades. Water depth and wave energy conditions
have changed due to production shut down and when production resumes (1.8 My
EMT) the margin retrogrades for 3 km generating a facies transition from high
energy, margin facies in the lower sequence to below wave base, pelagic facies of the
upper sequence. Similar transition occurs between low energy interior and high
energy margin facies. The dimensions of each platform segment and the strata
thickness in each segment are shown in Table.C.9.
The backstepping of the platform margin at 1.5 My EMT generates a facies
transition and two sequences consistent with the interpreted stratigraphic model.
The interpreted geometry is well represented with model P-B1. However, the
numerical model requires a 300 ky depositional hiatus which even though is quite
probable to exist, has not been observed in the field.
Table C.9: Length and thickness of P-B1 model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 23km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 405m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 294m
slope thickness 250m 276m
platform type low angle 1.18o
C.11 P-C1
Fig.C.21 and Fig.C.22 shows a mainly aggradational platform with two sequences.
The platform margin mainly aggrades once the platform has been established
(0.6-1.5 My). Production ceases completely for 450 ky at the sequence boundary
generating an extensive depositional hiatus. Once production resumes (1.95 My)
the margin retrogrades for 6 km and for the remaining EMT the margin aggrades.
The back-stepping generates two facies transitions from the lower to the upper
sequence. One between high energy margin and below wave base, pelagic facies on


































































































































































































































































































































































































































the interior. The platform interior is shorter than the interpreted. The dimensions
of each platform segment and the strata thickness in each segment are shown in
Table.C.10.
The backstepping of the platform margin at 1.5 My EMT generates a facies
transition and two sequences consistent with the interpreted geometry. The mag-
nitude of the backstepping (6 km) which is slightly bigger than the interpreted
and the extensive depositional hiatus do not agree with the field observations.
Table C.10: Length and thickness of P-C1 model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 20km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 421m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 302m
slope thickness 250m 281m
platform type low angle 1.43o
C.12 P-C2
Fig.C.23 and Fig.C.24 shows a mainly aggradational platform with thwo sequences.
The platform margin mainly aggrades once the platform has been established (0.6-
1.5 My). At 1.5 My to 1.95 My EMT and under the effect of significantly lower
production, the margin retrogrades (3 km). Once production returns back to
initial values (1.95 My) and for the remaining EMT the margin aggrades. The
back-stepping generates two sequences and facies transitions. One between high
energy margin and below wave base, pelagic facies on the margin and one between
low energy interior and high energy margin facies on the interior. The dimensions
of each platform segment and the strata thickness in each segment are shown in
Table.C.11.
The back-stepping of the platform margin at 1.5 My EMT generates a facies
transition and two sequences consistent with the interpreted section. The magni-
tude of the back-stepping is marginally consistent with the interpreted section and
the platform segments dimensions are slightly shorter than the the interpreted.
Model run P-B2 represent the interpreted geometry well but it should me consid-



















































































































































































































































































































Table C.11: Length and thickness of P-C2 model run
Platform segment Field values Numerical model
Siliciclastics length 18km 18km
Siliciclastics thickness 60m 60m
Carbonate interior length 28km 20km
Carbonate interior thickness 450m 423m
Margin length 5km 5km
margin thickness 280m 302m
slope thickness 250m 274m
platform type low angle 1.42o
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